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Presentation 
The purpose of this online publication is to document a workshop on “Formal and 

Semantic Constraints in Morphology”, which took place at the University of 

Konstanz on November 1–2, 2007. It was jointly organized by two projects of the 

Cooperative Research Center 471, “Variation and Evolution in the Lexicon”. One of 

these projects, “Morphological Variation and Evolution”, is being carried out by 

Aditi Lahiri and Christoph Schwarze (coordinators), Sascha Gaglia, and Christine 

Kaschny. The other, “Morphophonological variation at word edges: Evidence from 

Romance”, comprises Judith Meinschaefer (organizer) and Luigia Garrapa.  

The workshop was funded by the German Research Foundation as a part of the 

Cooperative Research Center “Variation and Evolution in the Lexicon”. 

Papers were given by Paolo Acquaviva (University College Dublin), Bernard Fradin 

(U. Paris 7), Sascha Gaglia (U. of Konstanz), Luigia Garrapa (U. of Konstanz), 

María Luisa Lloret (U. de Barcelona), Martin Maiden (U. of Oxford), Judith 

Meinschaefer (U. of Konstanz, U. Würzburg), Fabio Montermini (U. Toulouse Le 

Mirail), Vito Pirrelli (Ist. di Linguistica Computazionale, Pisa), Frans Plank (U. of 

Konstanz), Natascha Pomino (FU Berlin), Christoph Schwarze & Christine Kaschny 

(U. of Konstanz). 

Instead of publishing the papers as part of workshop proceedings, the participants will 

be submitting their research to regular journals.  Nevertheless, we  thought it would be 

worthwhile to make the handouts and abstracts available on the web, a suggestion 

which was accepted with enthusiasm. 

We take the opportunity to thank all the participants for their stimulating 

contributions and for their willingness to discuss the contributions of our two projects. 

We also want to thank the online publication service of the University of Konstanz for 

giving us valuable help. 

 

Konstanz, Oxford, and Würzburg, December 2007 

 

Aditi Lahiri, Judith Meinschaefer, and Christoph Schwarze 
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Abstract 
Breton plural nouns have a deserved reputation for their very unusual characteristics. Among 
other things, nouns that are syntactically plural may input further derivation and even further 
pluralization. This may be taken either to show the lack of any distinction between contextual 
inflection and word formation, or to show that complete, fully inflected words can re-enter 
morphology. This, however, cannot explain why only plurals are exceptional in this way. 
Once interpretive aspects are considered, it becomes clear that plurality is one of the ways 
Breton morphology expresses the structure into which is divided the domain of reference: 
atomic aggregates vs. masses, identifiable individuals vs. abstract concepts, denumerable 
pluralities vs. indeterminate multitudes, and so on. This type of information defines the 
conceptualization encapsulated in nouns, and is lexeme-forming. Using inflectional plural to 
this end is not at all rare (think of the difference between brain and brains, or pence and 
pennies); what makes Breton very unusual is the extent of the phenomenon, the prominence 
of conceptual oppositions, and the fact that a whole inflectional category (all plural types) 
lends itself to this use as lexeme formant. 
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 Inflectional morphology as lexeme formant: evidence from Breton 

 
Breton plural is straightforward (as a morphosyntactic opposition) 
 
(1)  singular plural gloss 
 
 a lenn  lenn-ou 'lake ~ lakes'    (Hemon 1995) 
 
 b te  c’hwi 'thou (sg) ~ you (pl)' 
  eñ  int 'he ~ they' 
  va  hon 'my ~ our' 
  e  o 'his ~ their' 
 
 c ennañ enno 'in.3.sg ~ in.3.pl' 
  gantañ ganto 'with.3.sg ~ with.3.pl' 
 
 d skriv skrivont 'write.pres ~ write.pres.3.pl' 
  skrivas skrivjont 'write.preterite ~ write.preterite.3.pl' 
 
 
 
Breton plural is weird (in noun morphology) 
 
(2) plural inside derived word 
 
 a gloss singular plural  plural of dimin.  (Stump 1990:105) 
  'bird' labous labous-ed labous-ed-ig-où  
  'cat' kazh kizh-ier kizh-ier-ig-où   
 
 b gloss singular plural derived verb  (Stump 1990:107) 
  'part' darn darn-où darn-aou-iñ  'to distribute' 
  'bird' evn evn-ed evn-et-a  'to hunt for birds' 
 
 c gloss singular plural derived adjective   (Stump 1990:108) 
  'rock' maen mein mein-ek  'rocky' 
 
 d gloss singular plural der. agentive noun  (Stump 1990:113) 
  'apple' aval aval-où aval-aou-er  'apple-hunter (hedgehog)' 
  'girl' merc’h merc’h-ed merc’h-et-aer  'womanizer' 
 
 
(3) plural plus plural 
 
  gloss singular plural double plural     (Stump 1990:114) 
  'child' bugel bugal-e bugal-e-où 
  'girl' merc’h merc’h-ed merc’h-ed-où 
 
  'water' dour dour-you dour-ey-er  (Trépos 1956:233-230)  
  'iron' houarn hern hern-iou 
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(4) plural plus dual 
 
  gloss singular plural dual  dual+plural (Trépos 1956:227) 
  'arm' brec’h' brec’h-iou  di-vrec’h di-vrec’h-iou 
  'eye' lagad lagad-ou daou-lagad daou-lagad-ou 
  'hand' dorn dorn-ou daou-arn daou-arn-ou       
 
 
(5) plural in mass nominalizations 
  
  kouez-a 'to fall'  >  kouez-ach-ou 'fallout, debris'  (Trépos 1956:50) 
  dislonk-a 'to vomit' > dislonk-ach-ou 'vomit, puke' 
  skub-a 'to  sweep' > skub-ach-ou 'sweepings, dirt' 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Anderson (1982, 1986): plural nouns appearing inside derivation are monomorphemic 
collectives, not real inflectional plurals 
 
Stump (1989, 1990): they are real inflectional plurals; all types of plurals may feed further 
affixation (derivation or pluralization); putative "collectives" (monomorphemic) trigger plural 
agreement: 
 
(6)  n'   eo  ket   mad  ar  bili-se;    re vihan int      (Stump 1989:264; Trépos 1968:66) 
  NEG is NEG good the gravel.THAT; too small are 
  'that gravel is no good, it is [lit. they are] too small' 
 
 
monomorphemic "collectives" are out in contexts requiring the singular (like numerals): 
 
(7)  peder  ber-enn / *ber 
  four    pear-SINGULAT.SG / pear.PL 
  'four pears' 
 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Stump (1990): fully inflected word may re-enter morphology; Breton allows inflection and 
derivation to target both a "root" (a shared form underlying a paradigm) and a "word" (an 
inflected, self-standing form) 
 
But: 
 
no double tense, tense inside derivation, doubly inflected verbs, prepositions, pronouns, etc. 
 
(8) * gant-añ-o    
  'with-3.SG-PL' 
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 Inflectional morphology as lexeme formant: evidence from Breton 

 
 
Why nouns? Why plural?  
 
Because plurality expresses how the reference is divided; part-structure information is part of 
what defines a noun lexeme. 
 
 
Why is Breton exceptional? 
 
Because  
(i) part structure conceptualization plays a major role in the noun morphology 
(ii) all plural noun morphology is neutral between inflection and word formation  
 (strong separation) 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Singulatives 
 
X  > X-enn   [fem sg], denoting bounded, identifiable individuals based on X 
 
 
 
(9) input: plural nouns (suffixed or monomorphemic) 
 
 gloss  singular plural  singulative (sg) 
 'starling' tred tridi  tridi-enn 'a starling' 
 'fish'  pesk pesk-ed  pesk-ed-enn 'a fish' 
 'furrow' ero erv  erv-enn 'a furrow' 
 'pear'  — per  per-enn 'a pear' 
 'star'  — ster-ed  stered-enn   (Trépos 1956:254, 235) 
 
 (pl. of singulative: stered-enn-ou 'stars', erv-enn-ou ' furrows' ... ) 
 
 
 
(10) input: singular nouns (mass)  (Trépos 1968:67, Hemon 1975:40) 
 
 gloss  singular singulative (sg.) 
 'oak’'  dero derv-enn  'an oak forest' 
 'wheat'  ed ed-enn  'a wheat stalk' 
 'rain'  glao glav-enn 'a raindrop' 
 'wheat'  gwiniz gwiniz-enn 'a wheat field' 
 'straw'  kolo kolo-enn 'a beehive (a skep)' 
 'straw'  plouz plouz-enn 'a straw' 
 'sand'  traez traez-enn 'a beach'       
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(11) gwelet           em-eus          ho    kwiniz,  kar  eo  (Trépos 1968:67) 
 seen VPT.1.SG  1.SG-have   2.PL   wheat,  nice  is 
 'I have seen your wheat, it [sg.] is beautiful' 
 
 
(12) input: singular nouns (count) 
 
 gloss  singular singulative (sg.) 
 'shoe'  botez botez-enn 'a shoe' (Trépos 1956:268) 
 'part'  lod lod-enn 'a part' 
 'bitch'  kiez kiez-enn 'a bitch' 
  
 the singulative 'rend l'objet plus proche, plus matériel, plus tangible'  (ibid.) 
 
(13) a eur giez eo     
  a bitch is 
  'it is a bitch' 
 
 b eur gioz-enn        vad         'neus           Yan[n] 
  a bitch-SINGULAT  that  have.3.SG.MASC  Yann 
  'its a good bitch that Yann owns' 
 
(14) a peb   hini          'no                       e      lod 
  each  one  have.FUT. 3.SG.MASC his   part 
  'everyone will have his part / share' 
 
 b bras-oc’h        eo     e   lod-en[n] 
  large-COMPAR  is   his part-SINGULAT 
  'his part / share is larger' 
 
 
(15) input: non-nouns 
 
 gloss  base  singulative (sg.) 
 'beautiful' koant (adj)  koant-enn 'a beauty, a belle' 
 'shallow' baz (adj)  baz-enn 'a sandbank' 
 'to preach' prezeg (verb) prezeg-enn 'a sermon' 
 'to break' drailh-a (verb) drailh-enn 'a fragment'  
        (Trépos 1956:270) 
 
 
X-enn: member of collection of X (aggregate), atomic unit of X (substance), object made of 
X, bounded extension of X ... 
 
plural of singulatives (X-enn-ou): regular, semantically transparent 
 
prediction: no abstract property denoted by a singulative 
 eg kred-enn-ou an lliz 'the dogmas of the church' - not 'the property of believing' 
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 Inflectional morphology as lexeme formant: evidence from Breton 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Duals 
 
denote complex wholes made up of (two) non-distinct, naturally co-occurring elements 
 
 
(16)  conceptual scheme: 
 

 
atomic individuals 
 

 
sets of atomic individuals 

 
two-membered individuals 

 
sets of two-membered individuals 
 

 
  nouns variously use plural and dual morphemes to express these oppositions 
  (Trépos 1956:228, 249, 265; Trépos 1968:70; Ternes 1970:206-208; Press  
  1986:71; Humphreys 1995:259-260) 
 
 
 
(17) Prefix-duals 
    singular ('an X') dual ('a pair of X') 
 
  masc. lagad 'eye'  daou-lagad  
    dorn 'hand'  daou-arn 
 
  fem.  brec’h 'arm'  di-vrec’h 
    morzed 'thigh' di-vorzed 
 
 
 
(18) Plural-duals 
    singular ('an X') dual= plural ('a pair of X') 
 
    boter 'shoe'  bot-ou 
    loer 'sock'  loer-ou 
    troad 'foot'  treid 
    —  ot-ou 'trousers'  
 
 
(19) Pluralization of duals (both types) 
 
 a singular  prefix-dual  prefix-dual + plural  
 
  morzed 'thigh' di-vorzed  di-vorzid-i 
  brec’h 'arm'  di-vrec’h  di-vrec’h-iou 
  dorn 'hand'  daou-arn  daou-arn-ou    (Trépos 1956:227) 
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 b singular  plural-dual  plural-dual + plural  
 
  troad 'foot'  treid  treid-ou 
  loer 'sock'  loer-ou   loer-ei-er 
  bot-ez 'shoe' bot-ou  bot-ei-er 
   —  ot-ou 'trousers' ot-ei-er  (Trépos 1956:227-228) 
 
 double plural: NOT a regular and productive process 
 
 
(20) a Prefix duals: 
   
  DUAL-N   'pair' 
  DUAL-N-PL 'set of pairs' 
 
 b Plural-duals: 
 
  N-PL  'pair' 
  N-PL-PL  'set (NOT in pairs)' 
 
 
 
(21)  sellet  en            doa                ouzh   ar bot-ei-er   an eil  war-lerc’h  eben 
  seen VPT.3.SG  have.PAST.3.SG  at       the shoe-PL  a  one on-back   other 
  'he examined the shoes one by one' 
 
 
 
(22)  to denote collections not in pairs: 
 
   from prefix-duals > plural of simple, non-prefixed N 
   from plural-duals > pluralized plural 
 
 
 
(23) N (one) N-PL (many) DUAL-N (a pair) DUAL-N-PL(many pairs) 
 
 brec’h 'arm' brec’h-iou  di-vrec’h di-vrec’h-iou 
 lagad 'eye' lagad-ou  daou-lagad daou-lagad-ou 
 dorn 'hand' dorn-ou  daou-arn daou-arn-ou        
 
 
 
(24) plurality without duality may shift the meaning: 
 
 lagad-ou  'eyes in the soup' 
 skouarn-ou 'ears / lugs of a vessel' 
 dorn-ou 'handles of pots' 
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 Inflectional morphology as lexeme formant: evidence from Breton 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Duals as a subcase of cohesive plurals (paucals) 
 
 (25) N   one 
 N-PL  one natural collection (not necessarily pair) 
 N-PL-PL collection not in natural groups 
 
 a /mød/  'thumb' 
  /mød-ew/   'thumbs of one person' 
  /mød-uw-i:r/  'thumbs of several persons' 
 
 b /pat/  'paw, leg of a piece of furniture'  
  /pat-ew/  'paws of one animal, legs of one piece of furniture' 
  /pat-uw-i:r/  'paws of several animals, legs of several pieces of furniture' 
 
 c /deãt/   'tooth' 
  /dənt-ew/   'denture'  
  /dənt-uw-i:r/  'dentures'    (Ternes 1970:200-201) 
 
 
(26) NPL 
 NPL-PL       (Trépos 1956:225) 
     
 a dilhad 'suite of clothes' ('l'ensemble des pièces qui habillent une personne') 
 b dilhaj-ou 'clothes' in suites or loose (as in 'a dealer of old clothes')   
 
 
(27) double pluralization beyond "collectives" (NOT general, NOT productive) 
 
 a dour  'water' 
  dour-you  'streams' 
  dour-ei-er  'flooding, water streaming after heavy rains' 
 
 b park  'field' 
  park-ou  'fields' 
  park-ei-er  'countryside, field landscape'    (Trépos 1956:266) 
 
  (park-ou ma breur 'my brother's fields'; galoupad ar park-ei-er 'to run across the 
  fields') 
 
 c koad-où  'woods'  
  koad-ei-er  'woods, forests in general'       (cf. a house in the woods / *forests) 
 
 d ed-où  'flour'  
  ed-ei-er  'wheats, cereals'     (Hemon 1995:24) 
 
 
(cf. also deverbal mass plurals in (5) above) 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The semantic relevance of plurals inside the stem  (Trépos 1956:121-125) 
 
(28) sili-enn-a 'slip between the hands' (singulative sg. sili-enn)  
 sili-aou-a 'to fish for eels' (plural sili-aou) 
 
 (29) labous-ed 'birds' 
 labous-et-a 'to hunt / shoot birds' 
 
 many bird-killing events; *one event of killing many birds 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Breton noun morphology is sensitive to the conceptualization of the domain (discrete atoms 
vs. homogeneous masses, identifiable individuals vs. abstract equivalence classes, natural 
pairs or groups vs. simple aggregates, simple collections vs. masses of indeterminate size) 
 
these notions are expressed by singulative, dual and plural morphology 
 
no isomorphism between morphological and conceptual classes; no collective plural 
morphology 
 
part-structure conceptualization is an important part of the content of a nominal lexeme (no 
such contrasts with pronouns, adjectives, prepositions, verbs) (Acquaviva, in press). 
 
plural morphemes, unlike singulative and dual affixes, are exponents of an inflectional 
morphosyntactic category (cf. (1)) 
 
however, they may all affect the conceptualization of the lexeme, whether stem-peripheral 
(inflectional) or stem-internal. 
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5

Piedimonte M.

    [”]             [e]

    [e]              [i]

    [O]             [o]

    [o]             [u]

Cutrofiano

                   [je]

   [e §]
                   [i]

    [o§]      [u]

Napoli

    [”]          [je]

    [e]           [i]

    [O]          [wo]

    [o]           [u]

Metaphony (in general)

Raising and/or diphthongization of mid vowels in stressed syllable.
Originally triggered by -i, -u in final position

(cf. Rohlfs, 1966; Maiden, 1991; Fanciullo, 1994; among others)

(cf. Garrapa, 2004)
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Piedimonte Matese (CE) Cutrofiano (LE)

metaphony

Rule or selection of a
lexicalized metaphonic stem

???

Issue

15
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Issue

Is metaphony

 phonological?

P. M. \e\   →   [i]  /  [high] ?

Cutr.    \e§\   →   [i]  /  [high] ?

 morpho-phonological?

P. M. \e\   →   [i]  /  [high] + morph. feature X ?

Cutr. \e§\   →   [i]  / [high] + morph. feature X ?

P. M. ["me…se] vs. ["mi…si] 
Cutr. ["me§…se] vs. ["mi…si] 

16
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 morphological?

P. M. \e\   →   [i]  /  morphological feature X ?

Cutr. \e§\   →   [i]  / morphological feature X ?

 due to the selection of a lexicalized metaphonic
stem?

P. M. \mes-\, \mis-\
Cutr. \me§s-\, \mis-\

P. M. ["me…se] vs. ["mi…si] 
Cutr. ["me§…se] vs. ["mi…si] 

17
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Characteristics of the chosen dialects

 different vocalic systems (Italian vs. Sicilian)
 different inputs and outputs

 Piedimonte Matese Reduction
Word-final vowels show up and may be reduced under
certain prosodic and segmental conditions
> phonological metaphony triggers are intact

18
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 Reduction is post-lexical

I. Neutralization (V → E / _#)

[tu "ma≠ ≠E]φ  ‘you are eating‘

[tu "ma≠ ≠ i lla]φ ‘you are eating there‘

II. Deletion (V → ∅ / _#)

[tu "ma≠ ≠ -∅  ” "bbi…vE]φ ‘you are (always) eating and drinking‘

19
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Previous research
 Phonologcial aspects

Calabrese (1985, 1988, 1998)
Dyck (1995)
Gaglia (2006, 2007, in preparation)
Frigeni (2002)
Kaze (1989, 1991)
Maiden (1991)
Myers (1991)
Nibert (1998)
Sluyters (1988, 1992)
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Previous research
 Morpho-phonological treatment of metaphony

& and sensitivity of the phenomenon depending on
the lexical category

Maiden (1991)
Gaglia (in preparation)
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Piedimonte Matese
(Campania)
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Method
 synchronic research (fieldwork)

Random sample
450 words (190 verbs, 179 nouns, 81 adjectives)
on the basis of DIB (extended with dialectal forms)

Standardized interview
70/450 words, 7 speakers (= 490 answers)

23
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33,8%19166,2%298450total

55,6%4544,4%3681adjectives

53,5%139

52,6%94

46,5%121

47,5%85179nouns

6,3%1293,7%178190verbs

without metaphonywith metaphony       casesLexical
category

Quantitative examination: random sample

24
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Examples Piedimonte Matese:
Nouns & adjectives

a. ["v”kkja] ["vekkju] \”\ → [e]

\"v”kkia\  \"v”kkiu\
F.SG M.SG
old old

b. ["me…se] ["mi…si] \e\ → [i]

\"mese\  \"mesi\

M.SG M.PL
month months

26
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Examples Piedimonte Matese:
Nouns & Adjectives

c. ["tOsta] ["tostu] \O\ → [o]

\"tOsta\  \"tOstu\
F.SG M.SG
hard hard

d. ["rossa] ["russu] \o\ → [u]

\"rossa\  \"rossu\

F.SG M.SG
red red

27
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-["ri…tu]["re…te]-Gender/
Number

["mi…si]["me…se]--Number

["vekkji]["vekkju]["v”kkje]["v”kkja]Gender

M.PLM.SGF.PLF.SG

Morphological alternations: nouns

28
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[suffi"Sendi][suffi"S”nde][suffi"S”nde][suffi"S”nde]Number

["bbo…ni]["bbo…nu]["bbO…ne]["bbO…na]Gender

M.PLM.SGF.PLF.SG

Morphological alternations: adjectives

29
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Lahiri & Reetz (2002, 2007; FUL = Featurally
Underspecified Lexicon)

 phonological features are organized hierarchically
 universal organisation of phonological features
 phonological features are privative 

(monovalent)
 phonological features may be underspecified
  autosegmental (non-linear) model

Phonological Model

30
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FUL - feature geometry
(cf. Lahiri & Reetz, 2007)

ROOT NODE
[CONSONANTAL]/[VOCALIC]
[SONORANT]/[OBSTRUENT]

      LARYNGEAL NODE                                                          [NASAL]
[LATERAL]

  [VOICE]       [SPREAD GLOTTIS] [STRIDENT]
 [RHOTIC]

                            CONSTRICTION

                          [PLOSIVE]        [CONTINUANT]
PLACE

  ARTICULATOR                   TONGUE HEIGHT (TH)   TONGUE ROOT (TR)

   [LAB] [COR] [DOR] [RAD]              [HIGH] [LOW]                [ATR]    [RTR]
31
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Inventory of vowels (Piedimonte M.)

 i  e ”  a O1 O2 o u E  

dorsal    !         

coronal                

labial     !   !  !   

high !       !  

low   !  !     

ATR  !     !   

 

32
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Phonological analysis of metaphony
x
V         C0        V

                                                          \e, o\ →  [i, u]
      not spec.                 [high]
           for TH

 x
    V        C0        V

           =   /”, O/ →  [e, o]
          [low]                     [high]
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Overview of Piedimonte Matese Verbs
(Pres. Ind.)

["rombEnu]
\"rombEnu\

["mO…vEnu]
\"mOvEnu\

["mettEnu]
\"mettEnu\

["p”ndzEnu]
\"p”nsEnu\

3PL

[rum"bi…te]
\rom"bete\

[mu"vi…te]
\mO"vete\

[m”t"ti…te]
\met"tete\

[p”n"dza…te]
\p”n"sate\

2PL

[rum"bimmu]
\rom"bemmu\

[mu"vimmu]
\mO"vemmu\

[m”t"timmu]
\met"temmu\

[p”n"dzammu]
\p”n"sammu\

1PL

["rombe]
\"rombe\

["mO…ve]
\"mOve\

["mette]
\"mette\

["p”ndza]
\"p”nsa\

3SG

["rumbi]
\"rombi\

["mo…vi]
\"mOvi\

["mitti]
\"metti\

["pendzi]
\"p”nsi\

2SG

["rombu]
\"rombu\

["mO…vu]
\"mOvu\

["mettu]
\"mettu\

["p”ndzu]
\"p”nsu\

1SG

St:  \o\ → [u]
TV: \e\ → [i]

St:  \O\ → [o]
TV: \e\ → [i]

St:   \e\ → [i]
TV: \e\ → [i]

St:   \”\ → [e]
TV:   -
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The complete paradigm of mettere

[m”t"t”ttEnu]

\met"t”ttEnu\

[m”t"tistEve]

\met"testEve\

[m”t"t”ttEmu]

\met"t”ttEmu\

[m”t"t”tte]

\met"t”tte\

[m”t"tisti]

\met"testi

[m”t"t”tte]

\met"t”tte\

Pass. Rem.

[m”t"te…vEnu]

\met"tevEnu\

[m”tt”"va…te]

\mette"vate\

[m”tt”"vammu]

\mette"vammu\

[m”t"te…va]

\met"teva\

[m”t"ti…vi]

\met"tevi\

[m”t"te…vu]

\met"tevu\

Imperf.

["mettEnu]

\"mettEnu\

[m”t"ti…te]

\met"tete\

[m”t"timmu]

\met"temmu\

["mette]

\"mette\

["mitti]

\"metti\

["mettu]

\"mettu\

Pres. Ind.

[m”t"tessEnu]

\met"tessEnu\

3PL

[m”t"tissEve]

\met"tessEve\

2PL

[m”t"tessEmu]

\met"tessEmu\

1PL

[m”t"tesse]

\met"tesse\

3SG

[m”t"tissi]

\met"tessi

2SG

[m”t"tesse]

\met"tesse\

1SG

Subj. Imp.
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Hypotheses for the absence of metaphony
in 1Sg:

 The underlying representation of word-final [u]  is \o\
which does not trigger raising

\"metto\ (not \"mettu\) → ["mettu] (*["mittu])

(cf. Calabrese, 1985, 1988, 1998; Dyck, 1995;
Frigeni, 2002)
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Own approach

 Metaphony in verbs is not triggered by any phonological
feature at the synchronic level.

>  Evidence comes from 2Pl
 Raising of the theme vowel /e/ occurs without word-

final high vowel in this cell of the paradigm.
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Piedimonte Matese:
Verbs (Pres. Ind.)

["rombEnu]

\"rombEnu\

["mO…vEnu]

\"mOvEnu\

["mettEnu]

\"mettEnu\

["p”ndzEnu]

\"p”nsEnu\

3PL

[rum"bi…te]

\rom"bete\

[mu"vi…te]

\mO"vete\

[m”t"ti…te]

\met"tete\

[p”n"dza…te]

\p”n"sate\

2PL

[rum"bimmu]

\rom"bemmu\

[mu"vimmu]

\mO"vemmu\

[m”t"timmu]

\met"temmu\

[p”n"dzammu]

\p”n"sammu\

1PL

["rombe]

\"rombe\

["mO…ve]

\"mOve\

["mette]

\"mette\

["p”ndza]

\"p”nsi\

3SG

["rumbi]

\"rombi\

["mo…vi]

\"mOvi\

["mitti]

\"metti\

["pendzi]

\"p”nsi\

2SG

["rombu]

\"rombu\

["mO…vu]

\"mOvu\

["mettu]

\"mettu\

["p”ndzu]

\"p”nsu\

1SG

St:  \o\ → [u]

TV: \e\ → [i]
St:  \O\ → [o]

TV: \e\ → [i]
St:   \e\ → [i]

TV: \e\ → [i]
St:   \”\ → [e]
TV:   -
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Piedimonte Matese:
Verbs (Paradigma vgl. ital. mettere)

[m”t"t”ttEnu]

\met"t”ttEnu\

[m”t"tistEve]

\met"testEve\

[m”t"t”ttEmu]

\met"t”ttEmu\

[m”t"t”tte]

\met"t”tte\

[m”t"tisti]

\met"testi

[m”t"t”tte]

\met"t”tte\

Perfect

[m”t"te…vEnu]

\met"tevEnu\

[m”tt”"va…te]

\mette"vate\

[m”tt”"vammu]

\mette"vammu\

[m”t"te…va]

\met"teva\

[m”t"ti…vi]

\met"tevi\

[m”t"te…vu]

\met"tevu\

Imperfect

["mettEnu]

\"mettEnu\

[m”t"ti…te]

\met"tete\

[m”t"timmu]

\met"temmu\

["mette]

\"mette\

["mitti]

\"metti\

["mettu]

\"mettu\

Pres. Ind.

[m”t"tessEnu]

\met"tessEnu\

3PL

[m”t"tissEve]

\met"tessEve\

2PL

[m”t"tessEmu]

\met"tessEmu\

1PL

[m”t"tesse]

\met"tesse\

3SG

[m”t"tissi]

\met"tessi

2SG

[m”t"tesse]

\met"tesse\

1SG

Subj. Imp.
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Morphological analysis for metaphony in
verbal paradigms

x                              x
V                     V

                       →                    / 2SG/PL & 1PL Pres. Ind.
       not spec.                 [high]
           for TH

x                            x
   V                    V

          =  → / 2SG/PL & 1PL Pres. Ind.
         [low]                   not spec.
                                    for TH
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Morpho-phonological analysis of metaphony
for nouns and adjectives

x
V          C0       V

                                             (M.SG & M. PL)
       not spec.                 [high]
           for TH

 x
    V         C0       V

           =  (M.SG & M.PL)
          [low]                     [high]
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Exceptions
Asymmetric specification of \O\

• in stressed syllables Lat. -au- and -ŏ- became [O]
• While -ŏ- > \O\ is captured by a metaphony rule, this is

not the case for -au- > \O\. Therefore different \O\s have
to be specified within the lexicon.

\O1\ (< Lat. -ŏ-)  \"pO1rti\ → ["porti]   metaphony
\O2\ (< Lat. -au-)  \"tO2ru\  → ["tO…ru] no metaphony

⇒ \O2\ is underspecified for [low]
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Inventory of vowels (Piedimonte M.)

 i  e ”  a O1 O2 o u E  

dorsal    !         

coronal                

labial     !   !  !   

high !       !  

low   !  !     

ATR  !     !   
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Exceptions

 All exceptions that are not due to asymmetric
specification are to be defined by the absence of the
lexical characteristic [+met] within the lexicon.

\bb”ll-\  +  \-u\ →  ["bb”llu]      no met.
\v”kki-\[+met] +  \-u\ →  ["vekkju]     metaphony

44
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Rule vs. stem selection
in Piedimonte Matese
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 Paradigmatic distribution of stems

dolere: dolgo, duoli, duole, dogliamo, dolete, 
dolgono

muovere: muovo, muovi, muove, moviamo, movete,
muovono

trovare: trovo, trovi, trova, troviamo, trovate, trovono

> Variation of the stem vowel in Italian is lexically
limited to some paradigms

> In P. M. metaphony occurs regularly for verbs
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Evidence from derivation (word-formation)

simple words

["fredda]

["fredde]

["friddu]

["friddi]

derived words

[frid"dattSu]
[friddi¥"¥u…su]

...

M-Type 1 
Selection of the metaphonic stem for the
derived word
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simple words

["me…se]

["mi…si]

derived words

[m”"sa…ta]

[m”"sattSu]

[m”"s”ttu]
...

M-Type 2 
Selection of a non-metaphonic stem for the
derived word

Evidence from derivation (word-formation)
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M-Type 1
 Because of the lexicalized metaphonic stem which is

selected for derivation, metaphony in the inflected
simple word may be identified with both, a raising
rule and the selection of a metaphonic stem.

    selection                         rule             selection                      selection

        \"fredd-\                                          \"fridd-\

["fredda]        ["friddu]             [frid"dattSu]
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M-Type 2
 Not the lexicalized metaphonic stem but the non-metaphonic stem

is selected for derivation.
 Metaphony in the simple word is therefore rule-based.

   selection                                  rule                      selection

                              \mes-\

["me…se]      ["mi…si]               [m”"sa…ta]
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Chronology of metaphony

1) phonological rule
2) morpho-phonological rule
3) morphological rule
4) selection between lexically stored stems
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Cutrofiano
(Salento - Puglia)
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Piedimonte M.

    [”]             [e]

   [e]             [i]

   [O]             [o]

   [o]             [u]

Cutrofiano

                    [je]
   [e §]
                [i]

  [o§]          [u]

Metaphony: Piedimonte M. vs. Cutrofiano
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System of stressed vowels and metaphony

Lat. ī           ĭ         ē        ĕ         ă          ā       ŏ        ō          ŭ         ū

Cutr.                   i                   e §               a            o §                    u

metaph.                                  je                             u
i
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Inventory of vowels (Cutrofiano)

 i  e § a o §  u 

dorsal     ! !  

coronal          

labial     !  

high !    ! 

low   !   
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a.  ["pjettu]   vs.  ["pjetti]             

M.SG          M.PL
brest          brests

 b. ["me §…se]   vs.  ["mi…si]
M.SG           M.PL
month              months

  c.               ["mo §nte]  vs.  ["munti]   

M.SG               M.SG
mountain         mountains

e § - je

e § - i

o§ - u

Examples (Garrapa, 2004; Gaglia, in prep.)
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  b. ["vo §…tSe]   vs.  ["vu…tSi]   metaphony in feminines
F.SG                F.PL                 + /i/ as context for raising
voice                voices

d.     ["pe §…te]   vs.   ["pje…ti]           * declension class II = raising
       M.SG          M.PL
       foot                 feet

  c. ["pjettu]   vs.  ["pjetti]   /i, u/ as context for diphth.
M.SG              M.PL
brest               brests

  a. ["pjetti]    vs.   ["mi…si]   */e§/ → [je], [i] 
M.PL                 M.PL
brests               months

Arguments against rule-based metaphony in
Cutrofiano
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Evidence from derivation (word-formation)

simple words

["pjettu]
["pjetti]

derived words

[pjetti"tSe §∂ ∂ u]

[pjetti"tSe §∂ ∂ i]

Selection of a metaphonic stem in derived
words >> all diphthongized forms!
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simple words

["me §…se]

["mi…si]

derived words

[me§si"tSe §∂ ∂ u]
[me§si"tSe§∂ ∂ i]

Selection of the non-metaphonic stem for
dericed words >> only few cases (/e§/ → [i])

Evidence from derivation (word-formation)
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Conclusions
 Different conditions for metaphony concerning the

dialects mentioned here

- Piedimonte Matese
verbs: morphological raising rule,

no phonological triggers
nouns & adjectives:

morpho-phonological rule
and stem selection in specific cases

- Cutrofiano
phenomenon has been completely lexicalized,
selection of the metaphonic stem
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Italian Vowel Deletion across Word Boundaries:  
Phonology or Morphology? 

 
Luigia Garrapa  

University of Konstanz (D) & C.R.I.L., Università del Salento (I) 
luigia.garrapa@uni-konstanz.de; luigia.garrapa@ateneo.unile.it

Workshop “Formal and Semantic Constraints in Morphology” 
Konstanz, November 1-2, 2007 

SFB 471 “ Variation and Evolution in the Lexicon” 
 
 

1. Introductioni

!" This study will try to shed light on the functioning of Italian Vowel Deletion (VD) across word 
boundaries, i.e. applying to the final vowels (V1) of determiners/inflected prepositions/pronouns 
followed by vowel-initial (V2) nouns/lexical verbs ([Fnc Lex] sequences) as well as to final 
vowels of pronouns followed by the auxiliary verb avere plus the past participle of a lexical verb 
([Fnc Fnc Lex] sequences), see (1a)-(2): 

 
(1) a. un/l’/questo,quest’/quell’esempio; una,un’/la,l’/questa,quest’/quella/quell’idea,   
  ‘an/the/this/that example (m.); an/the/this/that idea (f.)’ 

b. dell’esempio, della/dell’ idea, etc. 
‘of the example (m.), of the idea (f.)’ 

c. lo/la/li/le amavo, lo/la/li/le umiliavo, lo/la/li/le uso, etc. 
I loved him/her/it/them, I humiliated him/her/them, I use it/them’ 

 
       (2)               lo/la/li/le ha/ho dato/a/i/e, lo/la/li/le avevo/a perso/a/i/e, ecc. 
  ‘I, s/he have/has given it/them (m./f.); I, s/he had lost it/them (m./f.)’ 
 
!" The variety under analysis is Italian as spoken in Florence (Tuscany, central Italy). 

 
!" I will provide evidence that Italian VD is not entirely optional and unpredictable as stated in 

previous accounts (see Agostiniani, 1989; Nespor 1990) and that the determiners uno/lo/quello are 
not the only two Fnc which undergo VD obligatorily in prevocalic context. 

 
!" I will show that Italian VD is not a single phenomenon; rather it is possible to distinguish a lexical 

VD (applying to determiners) from a postlexical VD (applying to pronouns). 
 
!" The application vs non-application of VD is crucially determined by the interplay of 

morphological, phonological and frequency factors. 
 
 
2. Fnc Analized 
!" The Fnc under analysis are those listed in Table 1: 

 
Determiners  Lo, la, gli, le ‘the’ (m.s., f.s., m.p., f.p.); uno, una ‘a/an’  (m.s., f.s); 

Questo/a/i/e ‘this/these’  (adj.) (m.s., f.s., m.p., f.p.);  
Quello/a, Quegli, Quelle  ‘that/those’ (adj.) (m.s., f.s., m.p., f.p.); 

Pronouns  Lo, la ‘it’ (m.s., f.s.), Li, le ‘them’ (m.p., f.p.); 
Glielo/a  ‘it to him/it to her’ (m.s., f.s.), Glieli/e  ‘them to him/them to her’ (m.p., f.p.); 
Mi ‘me/to me’, Ci ‘us/to us’; Gli ‘him/to him’, Le ‘her /to her’. 

Infl.Prepositions dello/a, degli, delle  ‘of  the’(m.s., f.s., m.p., f.p.)ii

Table 1: Fnc under analysis 
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3. Participants, Materials and Procedure 
 
!" The data presented here come from two different sources: the C-Oral-Rom Italian corpus of 

Cresti & Moneglia (2005) and an experimental study I carried out in Florence in March 2007. 
 

3.1 The C-ORAL-ROM Italian Corpus 
!" It represents the language actually spoken in Florence and its neighbouring area (formal as well 

as informal speech). There are 451 speakers, of different age, education and geographical origin 
(42% of them come from Tuscany). The corpus has been collected in Western Tuscany during the 
years 1980-2003 and the majority of speech files were recorded in the years 2000-2003. 

 
3.2 The Experimental Study in Florence 
!" Speakers: 6 university students of 24-29 years and 3 workers of 45 years (coming from Florence 

or from the neighbouring area), who live and study/work in Florence. 
 
!" Materials: a self-constructed questionnaire, made of 484 stimuli (184 for determiners, 252 for 

pronouns and 48 for inflected prepositions) wa employed to evaluate the conditions of application 
of VD. The stimuli were presented to the speakers in random order. 

 
!" Procedure: during the experiment the speakers carefully listened to the utterances (mostly in the 

2nd person singular) I pronouncediii and were later asked to perform them (without having the 
possibility to visualize them) as natural as possible (bringing them in the 1st person singular, if 
necessary). Some examples of the utterances I pronounced are listed in (3): 
 
(3)        Dimmi che le usavi sebbene non ti piacessero. 

‘Tell me that you used them (f.p.) even though you did not like them.’ 
Dimmi che vi evitava con atteggiamento sprezzante.     
‘Tell me that s/he avoided you scornfully.’ 
Dimmi che glielo avevi prestato altre volte.            
‘Tell me that you had already lent it (m.s) to him/her’ 
Dimmi che questo elenco è davvero interminabile. 
‘Tell me that this list is really a never-ending one.’ 
Dimmi che hai fatto le analisi del sangue stamattina. 
‘Tell me that you did the blood analysis this morning.’ 

 
!" Design of the experiment: 

!"Determiners and inflected prepositions (Fnc) are followed by nouns (Lex), cf. (4)-(5): 
 

(4)     Un/L’/Questo/Quell’amico !     un/l’/Quest’/Quell’amico, etc. 
     ‘a/the/this/that (m.s.) male friend’ 

    Una/La/Questa/Quella idea !     un’/l’/Quest’/Quell’idea, etc. 
    ‘a/the/this/that (f.s.) idea’ 
    Gli/Questi/Quegli anni  !     Gli/Questi/Quegli anni (rar. Gl’/Quest’/Quegl’anni), etc. 
    ‘the/these/those (m.p.) years’ 

      Le /Queste/Quelle analisi          !     Le /Queste/Quelle analisi (rar. L’ /Quest’/Quell’analisi), etc. 
      ‘the/these/those (f.p.) analysis’ 
 
       (5)     Dello abito, Della essenza       ! Dell’abito, Dell’essenza, etc. 
     ‘of the (m.s.) dress, of the (f.s.) essence’ 
      Degli amici, Delle idee       ! Degli amici (rar. Degl’ amici), Delle idee (rar. Dell’idee). 
      ‘of the (m.p.) male friends, of the (f.p.) ideas’ 
 

!"All pronouns (Fnc) are followed by lexical verbs (Lex), see (6): 
 
(6)       lo/li esorta, la/le odia    !   lo/li esorta, la/le odia (rar. l’esorta,  l’odia), etc. 

       ‘S/he exhorts him/them (m.), S/he hates her/them (f.)’ 
       mi/ci umilia, mi/ci  elenca qlco !   mi/ci umilia, mi/ci elenca (rar. m’/c’umilia, m’/c’ elenca). 
       ‘S/he humiliates me/us (m./f.), S/he lists sth. to me/us (m./f.)’ 

      gli/le obiettava qlco     !   gli/le obiettava (*gl’/l’obiettava), etc. 
     ‘S/he objects sth. to him/her’ 
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!"Only a subset of pronouns (lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e, Fnc) are followed by the auxiliary verb avere 
‘to have’ (Fnc), plus the past participle of a lexical verb (Lex), see (7): 

 
 (7)       lo/ li ha/aveva dato/i  ! l’/lo ha/aveva dato, l’/li ha/aveva dati, etc.  

       ‘S/he has/had given it/them (m.)’ 
       la/ le ho/aveva persa/e  ! l’/la ho/avevo persa, l’/le ha /aveva perse, etc. 
       ‘S/he has/has lost it/them (f.)’ 
 

!"Each Fnc is followed by 4 Lex beginning with unstressed V2, 4 Lex beginning with V2 which 
bears secondary stress and 4 Lex beginning with V2 which bears primary stress, see (8)-(10): 

 
 (8)       lo amáva, mi elénca, della icóna, una olíva, etc. 

       ‘She loved him, S/he lists sth. to me, of the (f.s.) icon, an (f.s.) olive’ 
 
         (9)       lo èvitáva, mi òbiettáva, della òperáia, una èsigénza, etc. 
       ‘S/he avoids him, S/he objectes sth. to me, of the female worker, an (f.s.) exigence’ 
 
         (10)     lo úsano, mi évita, della ísola, una ísola, etc. 
       ‘They use it (m.), S/he avoids me (m./f.), of the (f.) isle, an (f.) isle’ 
 

!"These data were analyzed using descriptive statistics (adopting the following measures of 
dispersion: M mean, SD standard deviation, CV coefficient of variation, SV the smallest 
value, LV the largest value, R range) and nonparametric Chi-Square test (#²), to asses whether 
they are statistically significant (cf. Davis 1990 e Azzellino & Marcotti 2004). The descriptive 
statistical analysis as well as the Chi-Square test were performed with SPSS 15.0 for 
Windows. 

 
 

4. Overview of the Results 
!" The comparison between the data coming from the C-ORAL-ROM Italian corpus and those I 

elicited in Florence is presented in Table 2: 
 

 C-ORAL-ROM Italian       Experimental Study      -        Measures of dispersion 
Tipe of Fnc Occ. in elided form/ 

overall occurrences 
% Occ. in elided form/ 

overall occurrences 
% M SD CV SV LV R 

Determiners 2707/2867 94% 608/1106 55% 101 4 17 96 106 10 
Pronouns 825/1197 69% 339/1719 20% 38 23 535 8 74 66 
Infl. Preposit. 1152/1560 74% 144/283 51% 24 1 0 23 25 2 
Total 4684/5654 83% 1091/3108 35% 176 18 340 155 204 49 

Table 2: Occurrences of VD in the corpus data compared to the occurrences of VD in the data elicited in 
Florence (#² = 401.16, p < 0.001 for the latter) 

 
(A)   The data presented in Table 2 show that: 
 
!" the speakers of the corpus apply VD more frequently (83%) than the Florentine informants (35%); 
!" V1 of determiners and inflected  prepositions undergo VD more frequently than V1 of pronouns; 
!" the frequency of application of VD to V1 of pronouns is sensitive to variation within speakers and 

across speakers. 
 
 
5. VD applying to DETERMINERS and INFLECTED PREPOSITIONS final
 vowels 
 
5.1       SINGULAR Determiners and Inflected Prepositions 
The data concerning the application of VD to singular (masculine + feminine) determiners and 
inflected prepositions are listed in Tables 3-4 and some examples are provided in (11)-(13): 
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 C-ORAL-ROM Italian     Experimental Study       -          Measures of dispersion 
MAS. & Sing. 
Determiners/ 
Infl.Prepositions 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV LV R 

Uno, Lo, Questo, 
Quello, Dello  

 
1676/1704 

 
98%

 
376/390 

 
96%

 
63 

 
2 

 
4 

 
59 

 
64 

 
5 

Table 3: Application of VD to masculine singular determiners and inflected prepositions  
(#² = 59.03, p < 0.001 for the data of the experimental study). 

 
 C-ORAL-ROM Italian Experimental Study         -          Measures of dispersion 
FEM. & Sing. 
Determiners/ 
Infl.Prepositions 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV LV R 

Una, La, Questa, 
Quella, Della  

 
1438/1482 

 
97%

 
365/386 

 
94%

 
59 

 
5 

 
22 

 
51 

 
64 

 
13 

Table 4: Application of VD to feminine singular determiners and inflected prepositions 
 (#² = 36.92, p < 0.001 for the data of the experimental study). 

 
(11) V1 followed by unstressed V2  

Un/L’/Quell’/Questo/Dell’ elénco        !      un/l’/Quell’/Quest’ (rar. Questo)/Dell’ elénco, etc. 
‘a/the/that/this/of the list (mas)’ 

 Una/La/Quella/Questa/Dell’ icóna      !       un’/l’/Quell’/Quest’/Dell’ (rar. Questa) icóna, etc. 
 ‘a/the/that/this/of the icon (fem)’ 
 
(12) V1 followed by V2 bearing secondary stress 

Un/L’/Quell’/Questo/Dell’ èpisódio       !        un/l’/Quell’/Quest’ (rar. Questo)/Dell’ èpisódio, etc. 
‘An/the/that/this/of the episode (mas)’ 

 Una/La/Quella/Questa/Della ìronía       !         un’/l’/Quell’/Quest’ (rar. Questa)/Dell’ ìronía, etc. 
 ‘An/the/that/this/of the irony (fem)’ 
 
(13) V1 followed by V2 bearing primary stress

Un/L’/Quello/Questo/Dell’ ésito ! un/l’/Quell’/ Quest’ (rar. questo)/ Dell’ ésito, etc. 
‘An/the/that/this/of the exit (mas)’ 

 Una/La/Quella/ Questa época ! un’/l’/Quell’/ Quest’ (rar. questa)/Dell’ época, etc. 
 ‘An/the/that/this/of the epoch (fem)’ 
 
(B)   The data presented in Tables 3-4 suggest that: 
 
!" The speakers of the corpus as well as the 9 Florentine informants dropped (nearly regularly) V1 of 

singular determiners and inflected prepositions,.  
 

 
5.2.    PLURAL Determiners and Inflected Prepositions 
The data concerning the application of VD to plural (masculine + feminine) determiners and inflected 
prepositions are listed in Tables 5-6 and some examples are provided in (14)-(16): 

 
 C-ORAL-ROM Italian     Experimental Study       -          Measures of dispersion 
MAS. & Plur. 
Determiners/ 
Infl.Prepositions 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV LV R 

Gli, Questi,  
Quegli, Degliiv

 
32/599 

 
5% 

 
3/299 

 
1% 

 
0,5   

 
0,5 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1 

 
1 

Table 5: Application of VD to masculine plural determiners and inflected prepositions  
(#² = 11. 13, p < 0. 01 for the data of the experimental study). 

 
 C-ORAL-ROM Italian     Experimental Study       -          Measures of dispersion 
FEM. & Plur. 
Determiners/ 
Infl.Prepositions 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV LV R 

Le, Queste,  
Quelle, Delle 

 
19/204 

 
9% 

 
8/314 

 
3% 

 
1 

 
1 

 
2 

 
0 

 
3 

 
3 

Table 6: Application of VD to feminine plural determiners and inflected prepositions 
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(14) V1 followed by unstressed V2 

Gli/ Quegli/Questi/Degli amíci ! Gli/ Quegli /Questi/Degli (rar. Quest’) amíci, etc. 
‘The/Those/These/of the male friends’ 

 Le/Quelle/Queste/Delle olíve ! Le/Quelle/Queste (rar. L’/Quell’/Quest’)/Delle olíve, etc. 
 ‘The/Those/These/of the olives (fem)’ 
 
(15) V1 followed by V2 bearing secondary stress

Gli/ Quegli / Questi/Degli ànimáli ! Gli/ Quegli/Questi/Degli (rar. Quest’) ànimáli, etc. 
‘The/Those/These/of the animals (mas)’ 

 Le/Quelle/Queste/Delle àgenzíe ! Le/Quelle/Queste (rar. L’/Quell’/Quest’)/Delle àgenzíe.. 
 ‘The/Those/These/of the agencies (fem)’ 
 
(16) V1 followed by V2 bearing primary stress

Gli/ Quegli/Questi/Degli ólii ! Gli/ Quegli/Questi (rar. Quest’)/Degli ólii, etc. 
‘The/Those/These/of the oils (mas)’  

 Le/Quelle/Queste/Delle áree ! Le/Quelle/Queste (rar. L’/Quell’/Quest’)/Delle áree, etc. 
 ‘The/Thise/These/of the areas (fem)’ 

  
 
(C)   The data presented in Tables 5-6 highlight that: 
 
!" The speakers of the corpus as well as the Florentine informants dropped only seldom V1 of plural 

determiners and inflected prepositions, no matter if V2 of the following noun is unstressed or 
stressed. 

 
!"Given that V1 of (singular + plural) inflected prepositions display the same behaviour as the 

determiners from which they are formed, I will simply refer to determiners and inflected 
prepositions as determiners. 

 
 

6. VD applying to PRONOUNS final vowels 
 
6.1.     Direct Object Pronouns Lo, La, Li, Le and Glielo/a/i/e followed by Lexical Verbsv 

The data concerning the application of VD to Lo/a/i/e and Glielo/a/i/e followed by lexical verbs 
are presented in Tables 7-9 (#² =  13.44, p < 0.001) and some examples are provided in (17)-(19). I 
will distinguish among the following 3 contexts: 
!" context 1 (C1): V2 of the verb is unstressed; 
!" context 2 (C2): V2 of the verb bears secondary stress; 
!" context 3 (C3): V2 of the verb bears primary stress. 
 

     Experimental Study         -         Measures of dispersion 
Direct Object 
Pronouns in 
C1, cf. (15) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV LV R 

Lo + Glielo 2/53 4% 0.22 0.44 0.19 0 1 1 
La + Gliela 9/53 17% 1 1 1 0 3 3 
Li + Glieli 15/59 25% 2 1 1 0 4 4 
Le+ Gliele 4/45 9% 1 1 1 0 2 2 
Total 30/210 14% 5 4 14 1 13 12 

Table 7: Application of VD to Lo/a/i/e and Glielo/a/i/e in context 1 
 
(17) Lo/Li amáva, La/Le  usávi    !    Lo/Li/L’ amáva, La/Le/L’ usávi, etc. 
 ‘S/he loved him/them; S/he used it/them (fem)’ 
 Glielo/Glieli aprívo, Gliela/Gliele usávo   !   Glielo/Glieli/Gliel’aprívo,Gliela/Gliele/Gliel’usávo.. 
 ‘I opened it/them (mas) for him; I used it/them (fem) which belonged to him/her’ 
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     Experimental Study         -          Measures of dispersion 
Direct Object 
Pronouns in 
C2, cf. (16) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV LV R 

Lo + Glielo 3/59 5% 0.44 1 0.5 0 2 2 
La + Gliela 4/48 8% 1 1 1 0 2 2 
Li + Glieli 12/59 20% 1 1 1 0 3 3 
Le+ Gliele 8/47 17% 1 1 1 0 2 2 
Total 27/213 13% 5 4 19 1 13 12 

Table 8: Application of VD to Lo/a/i/e and Glielo/a/i/e in context 2 
 
(18) Lo/Li èvitáva, La/Le ùmiliávo         ! Lo/Li/L’ èvitáva, La/Le/L’ ùmiliávo, etc.   
 ‘S/he avoided him/them; I humiliated her/them’ 
 Glielo/Glieli èlogiávo, Gliela/Gliele òbiettáva   ! Glielo/Glieli èlogiávo, Gliela/Gliele òbiettáva.. 
 ‘I praised it/him/them to him/her; S/he objected concerning it/them to him/her’ 
 

     Experimental Study         -         Measures of dispersion 
Direct Object 
Pronouns in 
C3, cf. (17) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV LV R 

Lo + Glielo 0/58 0% 0 0 0 0 0 0 
La + Gliela 1/48 2% 0.33 0.51 0.26 0 1    1 
Li + Glieli 2/59 3% 0.22 0.44 0.19 0 1 1 
Le+ Gliele 6/49 12% 1 1 0.40 0 2 2 
Total 9/214 4% 1 1 1 0 3 3 

Table 9: Application of VD to Lo/a/i/e and Glielo/a/i/e in context 3 
 
(19) Lo/Li úsano, La/Le ímita         ! Lo/Li/*L’ úsano, La/Le/*L’ ímita, etc.  
 ‘They use it/them (mas); S/he imitates her/them’ 
 Glielo/Glieli úsano, Gliela/Gliele ímita  !Glielo/Glieli/*Gliel’úsano,Gliela/Gliele/*Gliel’ímita.. 
 ‘They use it/them (mas) which belong/s to him/her; S/he imitates her/them to him/her’ 
 
(D)   From the data presented in Tables 7-9 it is clear that: 
 
!" The 9 Florentine informants tend to drop V1 of Lo/a/i/e and Glielo/a/i/e optionally and not 

frequently, but only provided that V2 of the lexical verb does not bear primary stress. 
 
!" When VD deletes V1 of pronouns followed by lexical verbs, the morphological specifications of 

V1 cannot be retrieved from the neighbouring context, which is likely to explain why VD is not 
so frequent in these contexts. 

 
 
 
6.2. Direct Object Pronouns Lo, La, Li, Le and Glielo/a/i/e followed by the auxiliary
 verb avere plus the past participle of a lexical verb. 

The data concerning the application of VD to Lo/a/i/e and Glielo/a/i/e (Fnc) followed by the 
auxiliary verb averevi (Fnc) plus the past participle of a lexical verb (Lex) are shown in Tables 10-11 
(#² =  73.16, p < 0.001 for the data of the experimental study) and some examples are provided in 
(20)-(21): 
 
 

 C-ORAL-ROM Italian 
Pronouns 
 

Occ. in elided 
form/ overall 
occurrences 

% Occ. in elided 
form/ overall 
occurrences 

% M DS CV SV LV R 

Lo + Glielo 284/298 95% 95/131 72% 10 5 24 3 18 15 
La + Gliela 126/126 100% 72/83 87% 12 1 1 11 14 3 
Total 410/424 97% 167/214 78% 19 11 112    3   31      28 

Experimental Study   -         Measures of dispersion 

Table 10: Application of VD to Lo/a, Glielo/a in [Fnc Fnc Lex] sequences 
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(20) lo ha/aveva dato, glielo ha/aveva perso ! l’/lo ha/aveva dato, glielo/gliel’ ha/aveva perso.. 
 ‘S/he has/had given it (mas); S/he has/had lost it (mas) which belonged to him/her’ 
 la ho/aveva presa, gliela ha/aveva data ! l’/la ho/avevo presa, etc. 
 ‘S/he has/had taken it (fem) from him/her; S/he has/had given it (fem) to him/her’ 
 

 
 C-ORAL-ROM Italian 
Pronouns 
 

Occ. in elided 
form/ overall 
occurrences 

% Occ. in elided 
form/ overall 
occurrences 

% M DS CV SV LV R 

Li + Glieli 23/57 40% 42/113 37% 5 2 5 1 7 6 
Le + Gliele -- -- 38/96 39% 6 4 17 0 12 12 
Total 23/57 40% 80/209 38% 9 6 38    1   19    18 

Experimental Study   -         Measures of dispersion 

Table 11: Application of VD to Li/e, Glieli/e in [Fnc Fnc Lex] sequences 
 
(21) li ha /aveva dati, glieli ha/aveva persi !  l’/li ha/aveva dati, glieli/gliel’ ha/aveva persi, etc. 
 ‘S/he has/had given them (mas); S/he has/had lost them (mas) which belonged to him/her’ 

le ho/aveva prese, gliele ha/aveva date ! l’/le ho/avevo presea, e gliele/gliel’ ha/aveva date.. 
 ‘S/he has/had taken them (fem) from him/her; S/he has/had given them (fem) to him/her’ 
 
(E)   The data presented in Tables 10-11 highlight that:  
 
!" The speakers of the corpus as well as the 9 Florentine informants tend to drop very frequently V1 

of the pronouns lo, la, li, le and glielo/a/i/e when followed by the auxiliary verb avere and the past 
participle of a lexical verb. The factors which play a role in triggering VD in such contexts are: 
(1) the morphological specifications realized by the affixal V1 are recoverable from the 

neignbouring context; 
(2) the frequency of occurrence of the auxiliary verb avere in fluent speech is higher than 

the one of other lexical verbs (see frequency lists of lemmas/forms of Cresti & Moneglia, 
2005 and De Mauro et al, 1993; Berretta 1985). 

 
!"  However, V1 of the singular pronouns lo, la and glielo/a undergo VD more frequently (though 

not regularly) than V1 of the corresponding plural pronouns. Consequently, the morphological 
specification of [plural] number seems to prevent VD from applying, at least to some degree.  

 
 
6.3. The Consonantal Series 

Following Cardinaletti & Shlonski (2006), I will refer to the pronouns mi ‘me/to me’, ci ‘us/to 
us’, gli ‘him/to him’, le ‘her/to her’ as the consonantal series, since the morphological features of 
gender/number/person/case are assumed to be exhaustively expressed by their consonantal heads m-, 
c-, gl-, l-. Consequently, -i/-e (which attach to the pronoun consonantal heads) should be regarded as 
default epenthetical phonological vowels inserted in morphologically non-salient positions (see 
Cardinaletti & Repetti to appear)vii. Let’s look first at the indirect object pronouns gli/le (see 6.3.1) 
and then at the indirect/direct object pronouns mi/ci (see 6.3.2.). 
 
6.3.1. Gli and Le 

The data concerning the application of VD to the indirect object pronouns gliviii, leix are 
outlined in Table 12 and some examples are provided in (22)-(23):  

 C-ORAL-ROM Italian Experimental Study 
Gli + aux avere Gli + lex verb Gli + lex verb Pronouns 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% Occ. in elided form/  
overall occurrences 

% 

Gli 20/36 55% 33/71 46% 0/69x 0% 
Le --- --- 0/11 0% 0/63xi 0% 

Table 12: Application of VD to singular indirect object pronouns. 
 
(22) Gli ha detto, Gli offrì,   ! Gli/Gl’ ha detto, Gli /Gl’offrì, , etc. 
 ‘S/he has told him; S/he offered sth. to him’ 

Gli elenchi,Gli obiettava, Gli aprono !  Gli elenchi, Gli obiettava, Gli aprono, etc. 
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‘You list sth. to him; S/he objected  concerning sth. to him; They open sth. to/for him’ 
 

(23) Le interessa, Le idratava   ! Le (*l’) interessa, Le (*l’) idratava , etc. 
 ‘She is interested in it/him; It moisturized sth. to her’ 
 Le idrata, Le obiettava, Le imita  ! Le (*l’) idrata, Le (*l’) obiettava, Le (*l’) imita. 
 ‘It moisturizes sth. to her; S/he objected about sth. to her; S/he imitates sth. to/from her’ 
 
(F)   The data in Table 12 suggest that  
 
!" V1 belonging to singular indirect object pronouns are never dropped by the Florentine informants; 
 
!" However, V1 of gli is sometimes dropped by the speakers of the corpus. By contrast, V1 of le is 

retained systematically. 
 
!" Although the application of VD to gli is sensitive to variation across speakers, it seems that the 

morphological specification of [dative] case prevents VD from applying.  
 
 
6.3.2.   Mi and Ci 
6.3.2.1.  The Indirect/Direct Object Pronouns 

Mi and Ci are used as direct object pronouns as well as indirect object pronouns. I elicited 180 
stimuli from the 9 Florentine informants in which Mi and Ci were used as direct object pronouns and 
180 stimuli in which they were used as indirect object pronouns. The results are listed in Tables 13-14 
and some examples are provided in (24)-(25):  
 

     Experimental Study         -         Measures of dispersion 
Direct Object 
Pronouns in  
cf. (22) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV BV R 

Mi  + lex verb 5/90 5% 1 2 4 0 5 5 
Ci + lex verb 7/88 8% 1 1 2 0 3 3 
Total 13/178 7% 2 3 10 0 8 8 

Table 13: Application of VD to mi/ci as Direct Object Pronouns. 
 

     Experimental Study         -         Measures of dispersion 
Indirect Object 
Pronouns in  
cf. (23) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV BV R 

Mi + lex verb 4/91 4% 0.44 0.52 0.27 0     1 1 
Ci + lex verb 10/90 12% 1 2 2 0 4 4 
Total 14/181 8% 2 2 3 0 5 5 

Table 14: Application of VD to mi/ci as Indirect Object Pronouns. 

 
(24) mi/ci amava (direct object) ! mi, m’/ci, c’ amava, etc. 
 ‘S/he loved me/us’ 
 
(25) mi/ci elenchi (indirect object) ! mi, m’/ci, c’ elenchi, etc. 
 ‘You lists sth to me/us’ 
 
(G)   The data presented in Tables 13-14 highlight that: 
!" contrary to the claim of Vogel et al. (1983), mi/ci as direct object pronouns do not seem to 

undergo VD more frequently than mi/ci as indirect object pronouns. 
 
 
6.3.2.2.    Mi and Ci followed by lexical verbs in contexts 1-3xii

The data concerning the application of VD to Mi/Ci followed by lexical verbs are shown in Tables 
15-17 (#² =  10.113, p < 0.01) and some examples are provided in (26)-(28). I will distinguish among 
the following 3 contexts: 
!" context 1 (C1): V2 of the verb is unstressed; 
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!" context 2 (C2): V2 of the verb bears secondary stress; 
!" context 3 (C3): V2 of the verb bears primary stress. 

     Experimental Study         -         Measures of dispersion 
Direct/Indirect 
Object Pronouns 
in C1, cf. (24) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV BV R 

Mi 3/60 5% 0.33 0.5 0.25 0 1 1 
Ci 11/59 19% 1 1 2 0 4 4 
Total 14/119 12% 1.5 1.8 3 0 5 5 

Table 15: Application of VD to Mi/Ci in context 1. 
 
(26) Mi / Ci amáva, elénchi     !    Mi/Ci, M’/C’ amáva, elénchi, etc. 
 ‘S/he loved me/us; S/he listed something to me/us’ 
 

     Experimental Study         -         Measures of dispersion 
Direct/Indirect 
Object Pronouns 
in C2, cf. (25) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV BV R 

Mi 5/60 8% 1 1 1 0 3 3 
Ci 7/60 12% 1 2 3 0 4 4 
Total 12/120 10% 2 2 4 0 5 5 

Table 16: Application of VD to Mi/Ci in context 2. 
 
(27) Mi/Ci èvitáva, àgitáva   ! Mi/Ci, M’/C’ èvitáva, àgitáva, etc. 
 ‘S/he avoided me/us; S/he troubled me/us’ 
 

     Experimental Study         -         Measures of dispersion 
Direct/Indirect 
Object Pronouns 
in C2, cf. (26) 

Occ. in elided form/ 
overall occurrences 

% M SD CV SV BV R 

Mi 1/61 2% 0.11 0.33 0.11 0 1 1 
Ci 1/60 18% 0.11 0.33 0.11 0 1 1 
Total 2/121 2% 0.22 1 0.44 0 2 2 

Table 17: Application of VD to Mi/Ci in context 3. 
 

(28) Mi/Ci évita, ágita  ! Mi/Ci, M’/*C’ évita, ágita, etc. 
 ‘S/he avoid me/us; S/he troubles me/us’ 
 
(H)   From the data presented in Tables 15-17 it is clear that: 
 
!" The 9 Florentine informants tend to drop V1 of Mi/Ci followed by lexical verbs optionally and not 

frequently, only provided that V2 of the lexical verb does not bear primary stress (see § 7.1.). 
!" Although morphologically underspecified, V1 of Mi/Ci do not tend to undergo VD when they are 

followed by lexical verbs. I believe that two factors are at work here: 
a) The frequency of occurrence of Mi/Ci in fluent speech is lower than the one of Lo/a/i/e (see 

frequency lists of lemmas/forms of Cresti & Moneglia, 2005 and De Mauro et al, 1993; 
Berretta 1985); 

b) The consonantal heads of Mi/Cixiii realize the non-default value for the Person Feature, i.e. 
the [1st ] person, (see also Harley & Ritter 2002 and Table 19)xiv.  

 
 
 
7.      FACTORS influencing the application of ItalianVD 

 
The application vs non-application of VD to V1 of determiners and pronouns seems to be 

determined by the interplay of the following 3 factors: (i) the type of Fnc and their frequency of 
occurrence (see § 7.1); (ii) the morphological specifications realized by the affixal V1 and their 
recoverability (see § 7.2.); (iii) the metrical and rhythmic structure of the [Fnc Lex] and [Fnc Fnc Lex] 
sequences (see § 7.3.). Let’s look at them individually. 
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7.1.    The Type of Fnc and their Frequency of Occurrence 
!" Both the data coming from the experimental study in Florence and those coming from the C-

ORAL-ROM Italian corpus show that determiners undergo VD more frequently than pronouns. 
 
(I) V1 of singular determiners are regularly elided in prevocalic contexts, no matter if V2 of the 

nouns are unstressed/stressed. (see § 7.1.) 
      By contrast V1 of singular and plural pronouns are likely to undergo VD only provided that: (i) 

their morphological specifications are recoverable from the contexts (see § 7.2.); (ii) that V2 of the 
lexical verbs do not bear primary stress (see § 7.3.). 

 
!" Frequency effects (or word frequency), i.e. the frequency with which individual 

words/morphemes, sequences of words/morphemes or frequently-used stretches of speech are 
activated (stored or online constructed) in the individual speakers mind, have already been 
invoked to explain various phonological phenomena (see, among others, Hooper, 1976; Myers & 
Li, 2005 and Russi, 2006)xv. 

 
(J) I believe that the application of VD correlates with the Fnc frequency of occurrence (see 

frequency lists of lemmas/forms of Cresti & Moneglia 2005 and De Mauro et al. 2001).  
 Consequently, 

(1) V1 of singular determiners are elided more frequently since determiners are activated 
more frequently in the mental lexicon of individual speakers; 

(2) V1 of singular (and plural) pronouns are elided less frequently since pronouns are 
activated less frequently in the mental lexicon of individual speakers. 

 
 
!" Within the class of pronouns, lo/a/i/e (and the compound pronouns glielo/a/i/e) seem to occur 

more frequently in fluent speech than mi/ci, gli/le, which would also explain why V1 of the 
former is dropped slightly more frequently than V1 of the latter (see Tables 7-9 and 15, 17). 

  
 
7.2.      The Morphological Specifications of V1 and their Recoverability 
!" I will consider all the determiners listed in Table 1 as well as the pronouns lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e as 

formed by a root + an affixal vowel (which realizes the morphological features of the 
portmanteau morpheme). By contrast, I will consider the pronouns mi/ci, gli/le as formed by a 
consonantal head + an epenthetic phonological vowel (i.e. a morphologically entirely 
underspecified vowel inserted in morphologically non-salient positions, see also Cardinaletti & 
Repetti, to appear)xvi. 

 
!" Taking as point of departure some assumptions about the phonological as well as morphological 
underspecification (see Harley & Noyer, 1999; Embick & Noyer, 2005, among others), I will assume 
that the affixal/epenthetic V1 are underspecified for the morphological features they can realize. 
Consequently. I will distinguish between DEFAULT (unmarked, represented as [-]) values vs NON-
DEFAULT (marked) values for the 4 morphological features involved, as you can see in (L):  
 

(L) 
a) CASE feature: [-] for accusative (default) vs. [dat] for dative (non-default);  
b) PERSON feature: [-] for 3rd (default) vs [1st ] (non-default); 
c) NUMBER feature: [-] for singular  (default) vs [plur] for plural (non-default); 
d) GENDER feature: [-] for masculine  (default) vs [fem] for feminine (non-default). 

 
 
 
!" The morphological specifications realized by V1 of determiners, inflected prepositions and 

pronouns are listed in Tables 18-20: 
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Lexical Entries Morphological  

Specifications 
% 

Fnc Fnc Type Definite/ 
Indefinite 

Proximity/
Distance 

Number Gender % 
Corpus 

% 
Exp. Study 

Lo Det Def - - - 100% 100% 
La Det Def - - Fem 100% 100% 
Gli Det Def - Plur - 4% 0% 
Le Det Def - Plur Fem 9% 2% 
Uno Det Indef - - - 100% 100% 
Una Det Indef - - Fem 97% 99% 
Questo Det Def Prox - - 80% 87% 
Questa Det Def Prox - Fem 67% 83% 
Questi Det Def Prox Plur - 9% 5% 
Queste Det Def Prox Plur Fem 20% 5% 
Quello Det Def Dist - - 99% 100% 
Quella Det Def Dist - Fem 94% 100% 
Quegli Det Def Dist Plur - 35% 0% 
Quelle Det Def Dist Plur Fem 20% 1% 

Table 18: Lexical Entries, Morphological Specifications and Deletion Rates of determiners V1. 
 
 
 Lexical Entries Morphological  

Specifications 
% 

Fnc Fnc Type Number Gender Corpus Exp. Study
Dello Inf. Prep.. - - 100% 100% 
Della Inf. Prep. - Fem 97% 97% 
Degli Inf. Prep. Plur - 1% 0% 
Delle Inf. Prep. Plur Fem 2% 1% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 19: Lexical Entries, Morphological Specifications and Deletion Rates of inflected prepositions V1. 
 
 

Lexical Entries Morphological Specifications % Corpus % Experimental Study
Fnc Fnc Type Case Person Number Gender Fnc Lex Fnc Fnc Lex Fnc Lex Fnc Fnc Lex
Lo Pron - - - - 51% 96% 0% 74% 
La Pron - - - Fem 76% 100% 3% 93% 
Li Pron - - Plur - 14% 38% 0% 7% 
Le Pron - - Plur Fem 0% -- 4% 15% 

Glielo Pron - - - - -- 85% 7% 71% 
Gliela Pron - - - Fem -- 100% 17% 81% 
Glieli Pron - - Plur. - -- 60% 33% 60% 
Gliele Pron - - Plur. Fem -- -- 19% 73% 

Mi Pron - - - - 52% 66% 5% -- 
Ci Pron - - - - 20% 30% 10% -- 
Gli Pron - - - - 28% 24% 0% / 
Le Pron - - - - 0% -- 0% / 

Table 20: Lexical Entries, Morphological Specifications and Deletion Rates of pronouns V1. 
 

!" I assume that the Morphology contains the Hierarchy of the Morphological Features in (29)xvii: 
 
(29) Case >  Person > Number > Gender 

CASE features dominate (e.g., are ranked higher than) PERSON features, PERSON features 
dominate NUMBER features and NUMBER features dominate GENDER features. The latter 
do not seem to affect VD. 

 
7.2.1 Determiners and Inflected Prepositions 
!" V1 underspecified for the number feature, i.e. /a, o/, are regularly elided before vowel-initial 

nouns (no matter if the noun begins with a/an stressed/unstressed V2). 
 
!" V1 specified for the number feature, i.e. /i, e/, tend to refuse VD nearly categorically (no 

matter if the noun begins with a/an stressed/unstressed V2). 
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(M) I propose that 

 
a) the full forms as well as the elided allomorphs of Italian singular determiners 

  are listed in the Mental Lexicon. Once the noun has been selected (or constructed
  online) in the Lexicon, the phonological form of this one will determine the selection
  of the full form of the determiner (before C-initial nouns) or of the elided allomorph
  (before V-initial nouns) which will precede it. (VD applies in the Mental Lexicon). 

 
b) Only the full forms of plural determiners are listed in the Mental Lexicon. Once the 

noun which follows a plural determiner has been selected (or constructed online) in  
the Lexicon, the phonological form of this one will play no role for the selection of the 
Fnc (VD can seldom apply during the Postlexical Phonology/Morphology interface, 
see 9.3). 

 
7.2.2. Pronouns 
!" V1 underspecified for the CASE and NUMBER features, i.e. /a, o/ belonging to lo/a and 

glielo/a, tend to undergo VD very frequently (but not regularly) provided that the morphological 
features they realize are recoverable from the neighbouring context, i.e. when they are followed 
by the auxiliary verb avere plus the past participle of a lexical verb. 

 
!" V1 underspecified for the CASE feature but specified for NUMBER feature, i.e. /i, e/ 

belonging to li/e and glieli/e, can undergo VD optionally but not frequently when they are 
followed by the the auxiliary verb avere plus the past participle of a lexical verb. 

 
!" V1 morphologically entirely underspecified, i.e. /i, e/ belonging to gli/le (whose consonantal 

heads are specified for the CASE feature) tend to refuse VD nearly categorically (only gli is 
affected by some variation across speakers). Moreover, -/i/ belonging to mi/ci (whose consonantal  
heads are specified for the PERSON feature) can undergo VD optionally but not frequently (see 
6.3.2.1). 

 
(N) I propose that only the full forms of pronouns are listed in the Mental Lexicon. However,
 V1 of pronouns are likely to undergo VD only during the Postlexical Phonology/Morphology
 Interface, only under the condition that the morphological specifications realized by V1 are
 recoverable from the context and that we are dealing with high-frequency pronouns, (see 7.1).  
 
 
7.3.   The Metrical and Rhythmic Structure 
!" The data coming from the experimental study in Florence highlight that the metrical and rhythmic 

structure play a role with regards to VD, especially when lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e and mi/ci are 
followed by lexical verbs. 

 
!" V1 of these pronouns can undergo VD optionally, mostly when they are followed by lexical verbs 

beginning with an unstressed V2 (VD = 14% for lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e and 12% for mi/ci) or with 
a V2 which bears secondary stress (VD = 13% for lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e and 10% for mi/ci), see 
(30)-(31) and Tables 7-8, 15-16: 

       (x)          (x) 
                     L      L       H   <L>      L     H   <L> 

     $        $     $     $     $      $      $ 
(30) Lo elénco   !    Lo/L’elénco        loV1. eV2. len.  co       !     leV2. len. co  
 ‘I list it (m.)’ 
 
                                                                                             (                x)                     (                   x) 

         (x       . )   (x)                    (x         . )    (x)  
               L        L       L     H  <L>             L        L      H    <L> 
              $         $      $     $    $                $         $       $     $ 

(31) Lo ìmitávo  !   Lo/L ìmitávo    lo V1.  i V2.  mi. ta:. vo ! li V2.  mi.  ta:. vo 
 ‘I imitate it (m.)/him’ 
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!" V1 of the same pronouns tend to refuse VD nearly categorically when they are followed by 
lexical verbs beginning with a V2 which bears primary stress (VD = 4% for lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e 
and 2% for mi/ci), see (32) and Tables 9, 17: 

    (x        )          (x       ) 
    (x      . )                      (x      . ) 

            L      L    L <L>                 L      L    <L> 
           $      $     $  $                     $      $     $ 

(32)        Lo évita     !    Lo/*L’ évita                loV1. eV2. vi. ta    !       *le.  viV2.  ta  
 ‘S/he avoids it/him.’ 
 
(O) It seems that pronouns V1 followed by lexical verbs can undergo VD provided that: 
 
!" no external segmental material is inserted into a foot which contains the syllable bearing 

primary stress (see also Cabré & Prieto 2005 for Catalanxviii); 
!" the application of VD improves the rhythmic structure within the [Fnc Lex] sequence, i.e. 

sequences of two unstressed syllables (the first one belonging to the pronoun and the second one 
to the lexical verb) are resolved, so that the onset of the pronoun unstressed syllable is syllabified 
together with the vocalic nucleus of the verbal initial syllable (thus bringing the rhythmic patterns 
in conformity with the Principle of Rhythmic Alternation, see also Dehé 2006 for Icelandic). 

 
 
8. The Big Picture 
 
8.1.     VD applying to Determiners  
!" VD applying to determiners is to be regarded as ALLOMORPHY conditioned 

MORPHOLOGICALLY (i.e. the morphological specifications realized by V1) as well as 
PHONOLOGICALLY (i.e. the phonological shape of the noun which follow the determiners). 

 
!" It is a lexical phenomenon, which takes place within the Mental Lexicon and for which the 

Morphology/Lexical Phonology interface is also called into action (see 9.3.).  
 
 
8.2. VD applying to Pronouns 
!" VD applying to Pronouns is an optional, postlexical phenomenon which is likely to take place 

during the Postlexical Phonology/Morphology Interface (see 9.3).  
 
!" I will distinguish between two types of VD applying to Pronouns: 

a) Optional and frequent VD, conditioned morphologically and phonologically, which 
applies more frequently to singular direct object pronouns and less frequently to plural 
direct object pronouns followed by the auxiliary verb avere plus the past participle of a 
lexical verb ; 

 
b) Optional and not frequent VD, conditioned phonologically, which is likely to apply to 

lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e as well as to mi/ci and gli followed by lexical verbs. 
 
 
8.3.      From a Postlexical to a Lexical Phenomenon 
Now consider that: 
 
!" the conditioning context for VD applying to determiners and pronouns is larger than the single 

Fnc; 
!" the frequency of use of determiners is higher than the one of pronouns; 
!" in Italian as spoken during the 20th century,VD dropped regularly singular masculine determiners 

V1 and more/less frequently (but not regularly) singular feminine and plural determiners V1 as 
well as VD dropped pronouns V1 frequently (but not regularly), no matter if they were followed 
by a lexical or an auxiliary verb (see Garrapa 2007xix). 
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(P)  Consequently, I would propose that: 
!" VD applying to Italian determiners was originally a postlexical phenomenon but then 

developped into a lexical one and underwent morphological leveling; 
!" VD applying to pronouns was originally a postlexical phenomenon which then lost 

productivity (VD remained productive only with high-frequency pronouns) and underwent 
morphological leveling only in some respects. 

 
 
9. Italian VD integrated into a modular grammar 
 
!" I will try to integrate Italian VD into a modular, parallel model (Modular Optimality Theoryxx, in 

progress) for the architecture of the language faculty. Modular OT is looks like as outlined in 
Figure 1. 

 
9.1. Properties and organization of Modular OT 

Following Jackendoff’s (1997) & (2002) Representational Modularity, Modular OT displays the 
following properties: 

 
!" Separate modules are devoted to different levels of encoding. No mixed representations within 

the same level of encoding are allowedxxi. 
 
!" Syntax as well as Morphology and Phonology are generative grammatical modules. 
 
!" Each module is characterized by its specific constraints. 
 
!" Interface modules (consisting of one or more preferably-does interface constraintsxxii) are 

posited between modules. They communicate between two modules, establishing a 
correspondence between two levels of encoding.  

 
!" Each interface module has to be interpreted as in (33):  
 
(33)     Configuration A belonging to one among the Syntactic/Morphological/Phonological/Phonetic modules 

 
           must/may/preferably has to correspond to 
 
           Configuration B in one among the Syntactic/Morphological/Phonological/Phonetic modulesxxiii

 
 
Thus, unlike Classical OT (see, among others, McCarthy, 2002), Modular OT is: 
 

!" modular, since different levels of encoding are factored by independent but interacting modules; 
!" partially serial, given that the output of a module is mapped into the following module, serving as 

input for the level of encoding computed in this one. 
 

Modular OT shares a number of properties with other models proposed in the litterature: 
 

!" The morphological structure is an independent level of representation (cf. Embick & Noyer, 
2005, among others). 

 
!" I assume late lexical insertion as the process by which some phonological exponent is assigned to 

indipendently generated syntactic and morphological configurations, (see also Embick & Noyer, 
2005 and in some respects also Jackendoff, 1997 & 2002). 

 
!" I posit at least the stem level and the word level within the morphological and lexical-

phonological components, (see Kiparsky, 1982). 
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!" I assume a lexical phonological component separated from a post-lexical phonological 
component (see Kiparsky, 1982). Moreover, within the postlexical phonological component, I 
identify 3 independent submodules: (i) the prosodic submodule; (ii) the metrical and rhythmic 
submodule; (iii) the postlexical-phonological operations submodule. 

 
Figure 1: A Sketch of Modular OT 

 
 
9.2    The Mental Lexicon 
!" Following the evidence provided by recent psycholinguistic studies (see Schreuder & Baayen, 

1995; Say & Clahsen, 2002; Baayen et al., 2002 and references cited therein), I assume that the 
mental lexicon is partially redundant  and allows storage as well as online computation. 

 
!" The lexical items STORED in long-term memory can be smaller as well as larger than a 

single word. As far as VD is concerned, I assume that at least the following lexical items are 
stored:  

 
a) Productive morphological affixes of gender/number/person/case, i.e. the following ones for Italian  

pronouns, determiners, nouns and adjectives:  
-o [mas & sing (& acc & 3rd person)], -a [fem & sing (& acc & 3rd person)],  
-i [mas & plur (& acc & 3rd person)],  -e [fem & plur (& acc & 3rd person)], etc ; 

 
b) Fnc are listed in their whole paradigm: 

!" singular determiners and inflected prepositions are listed as full forms as well as reduced 
allomorphs, lo/a and l’, uno/una and un/un’, quello/a and quell’, questo/a and quest’; 

!" plural determiners and inflected prepositions are listed only as full forms, gli, le, quegli, 
quelle, questi/e, prep+gli/le; 

!" singular and plural pronouns are listed only as full forms, lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e, mi, ci, gli, le. 
 

c) Frequently used stretches of speech, i.e. 
   determiners il/lo/l’ o uno/un + high-frequence masculine singular nouns; 
   determiners la/l’ o una/un’ + high-frequence femminine singular nouns; 
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9.3.    The Functioning of Modular OT. 
!" The Interfaces which are relevant for the application of VD (the continuous arrows in Figure 1) 

are the following two: 
 

a) The Mental Lexicon/Lexical Phonology interface as well as the Lexical Phonology/ 
Morphology interface for VD applying to determiners and inflected prepositions; 

 
b) the Postlexical Phonology/Morphology interface for VD applying to pronouns. Actually, 

contrary to Kiparsky (1982) and Embick & Noyer (2005), among others, the data concerning 
Italian VD suggest that the Postlexical Phonological component can look back into the 
Morphological component. 

 
!" Now let’s look at how the different grammatical and interface modules should function with 

regard to the application/non-application of VD 
 

Steps Grammatical Module What does happen? 
0                An intended meaning has to be conveyed. 
1 Syntax (S) The ‘basic’ syntactic structure of the utterance is built. 
2 Syntax/Morphology 

Interface 
The ‘basic’ syntactic structure is mapped into the morphological one. 

3 Morphology (M) The abstract morphological structure of single words is built. The abstract Lex 
stems/roots, i.e. l-, quest-, un- (for determiners), l-, gliel-, m- (for pronouns), etc., and 
abstract portmanteau morphemesxxiv for  the appropriate grammatical features, i.e. 
{–a, -o, -i, -e}, or the abstract morphs  for  {-i, -e} (later realized as epenthetic 
phonological vowels) are assembled together. 

4 Morphology/ Lexical 
Phonology  Interface 

The abstract morphological structure of words is mapped into the lexical phonological 
one. 

5 Lexical Phonology  Some phonological exponent should be assigned (if needed) to abstract stems/roots, to 
abstract portmanteau morphemes and to abstract morphs. 

6 Mental Lexicon/ 
Lexical Phonology 
Interface 

The phonological component looks within the mental lexicon for the appropriate 
lexical items which can realize the abstract stems/roots + portmanteau 
morphemes/abstract morphs of Fnc and Lex. First nouns and verbs are 
selected/composed online and only after that determiners (in full form before C-initial 
nouns but in reduced form before V-initial nouns) and pronouns (only in full form) are 
selected. 

7 Lexical Phonology  Once the phonological component has found the single lexical items, each of these is 
inserted into the corresponding configuration. Stress assignment (if not lexically 
encoded) and word-internal readjustment operations take placexxv. 

8 Lexical Phonology / 
Morphology Interface 

For the determiners, it verifies that those portmanteau morphemes which were specified 
for the non-default value of the number feature have received some phonological 
exponent. Consequently: 1) an affixal V1 –i, -e must have been inserted instead of 
determiners portmanteau morphemes specified for the [plural] number feature and 
followed by V-initial or C-initial nouns; 2) no affixal V1 –a, -o must be inserted instead 
of the determiners portmanteau morphemes underspecified for the number feature and 
followed by V-initial nouns. 
For the pronouns, it verifies that: 1) an affixal V1 has been inserted instead of the 
portmanteau morphemes, no matter if the pronouns are followed by a lexical or an 
auxiliary verb; 2) an epenthetic phonological vowel (V1 = -i, -e) has been inserted after 
the consonantal heads, i.e. in morphologically non-salient positions, m-, c-, gl-, l-, etc. 

9 Prosodic Bracketing  Phonological phrases, Intonational phrases and Utterances are built. 
10 Metrical and Rhythmic 

Structures  
The metrical and rhythmic structures (internal to prosodic constituents) are built. 

11 Postlexical 
Phonological 
Operations  

Sequences of unstressed syllables as well as vowel sequences across word-boundaries 
are likely to be resolved, etc. 

12 Postlexical Phonology/ 
Morphology Interface 

This interface is called into action only as far as pronouns followed by lexical/auxiliary 
verbs are concerned. The Morphological component will allow the Postlexical 
Phonological one to drop pronouns affixal V1 only provided that they are followed by 
the auxiliary verb avere plus the past participle of a lexical verb. 
However, sometimes the Postlexical Phonological component deletes affixal/ 
epenthetic V1 in order to improve the metrical/rhythmic structure and without ‘asking’ 
the Morphological component, i.e. when pronouns are followed by lexical verbs. 
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14 Postlexical Phonology/ 
Phonetics Interface 

After all postlexical phonological operations have been accomplished, [Fnc Lex] and 
[Fnc Fnc Lex] embedded in a given utterance are performed. For each sequence, 2 are 
the possible outputs:  
Output 1 (the most frequent one, morphologically determined):1a) V1 of singular 
determiners are dropped before V-initial nouns; 2a) V1 of plural determiners are not 
dropped before V-initial/C-initial nouns; 3a) V1 of pronouns followed by vowel-initial 
lexical verbs are not dropped; 4a) V1 of pronouns followed by the auxiliary verb avere 
tend to be dropped. 
Output 2 (the least frequent one, phonologically determined): the opposite of 1a)-4a) 
listed under Output 1. 

Table 21: A Sketch for the Functioning of Modular OT. 
 
After having tried to integrate Italian VD into a Modular Theory of the Language faculty, I will 
identify the optimal theoretic constraints which are relevant for it. 
 
 
10. Stochastic OT Analysis 
 
!" So far, I have shown that the application of VD in spoken Florentine Italian is crucially 

determined by 3 factors: 
a) the type of Fnc and their frequency of occurrence (see § 7.1); 
b) the morphological specifications realized by the affixal V1 and their recoverability (see § 7.2); 
c) the metrical and rhythmic structures of the [Fnc Lex] and [Fnc Fnc Lex] sequences (see § 7.3.).  

 
!" Consequently, I will recur to different phonological, morphological and interface constraints 

to account for the application vs. application of VD to V1 of determiners and pronouns.  
 
!" The Stochastic Analysisxxvi has been computed by means of OT Softxxvii (Hayes, B., B. Tesar & 

K. Zuraw, 2003) The two constraint sets proposed in (34)-(36) were processed through the 
Gradual Learning Algorithm (see Boersma & Hayes 2001). 

 
 
10.1 Determiners and Inflected Prepositions 
!" The relevant constraints are listed in Table 22 : 
 

Constraint Type  
Mental Grammatical Module Markedness Faithfulness 
Lexical Phonology  Onset Max-WI 
  Max-IO 
Phonology-Morphology Interface - Real-Morph 

Table 22: Constraints which account for VD applying to Determiners and Inflected Prepositions. 
 
Max-Word-Initial  ! Max-WI 
Every word-initial segment (i.e. the nouns/auxiliary and lexical verbs initial vowels) in the input must 
have a corresponding segment in the iutput (see also Casali, 1997; Bisol, 2003; Lléo, 2003 and Colina, 
2006).  
! One violation mark will be assigned for the deletion of each word-initial segment. 
 
Max-Input-Output  ! Max-IO 
Every segment in the input must have a corresponding segment in the output (cf. McCarthy & Prince, 
1995; Bisol 2003). We have assumed that singular determiners are listed as full forms (to be inserted 
before consonant-initial nouns) and elided allomorphs (to be inserted before vowel-initial nouns), 
while plural determiners and pronouns are listed only as full forms in the mental lexicon (cf. 9.2).  
! A violation mark will be assigned whenever a singular determiner/inflected preposition will be inserted in its  
full form before a vowel-initial noun or whenever the final vowels of plural determiners and inflected 
prepositions will undergo VD in prevocalic contexts. 
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Onset    
Syllables must have onsets, which militates against hiatusxxviii (see also Bisol, 2003 and Cabré & 
Prieto, 2005)  
 
Realize-Morpheme  ! Real-Morph 
(Portmanteau) morphemes realizing some of/the non-default vaules of the morphological features of 
case ([-] for accusative –default- vs. [dat] for dative -non-default-), person ([-] for 3rd -default- vs [1st] 
-non-default-), number ([-] for singular –default- vs. [plur] for plural -non-default-) must be assigned 
some phonological exponent (i.e., realized as affixal vowels, see also Iscrulescu, 2003; Lléo, 2003 and 
Colina, 2006).   
! If the affixal vowel will not be inserted (singular determiners are listed as full forms and as elided allomorphs 
in the mental lexicon) or will be deleted during the postlexical phonology / morphology interface (plural  
determiners and pronouns are listed only as full forms in the lexicon), one violation mark will be assigned for 
each of the non-default values of  the morphological features realized by the portmanteau morpheme. Given that 
the morphological feature of gender ([-] for masculine - default- vs. [fem] for feminine –non default-) plays no 
role in triggering/blocking deletion of affixal vowels, no violation mark will be assigned if the morpheme was 
specified for the non-default value of this feature. 
 
!" The constraints listed so far have the ranking value given in Table 26: 

 
Constraint Ranking value 
Max-WI 102,000 
Real- Morph 102,000 
Max-IO 102,000 
Onset 96,000 

Table 23: Ranking value assigned to the constraints which account for VD applying to Determiners  
and Inflected Prepositions  

 
!" The proposed cross-modular constraint rankingxxix is the one in (34) and some examples are  

provided in (35a-b): 
 
     (34)    Max-WI >> Real-Morph, Max-IO  >>  Onset 
         

(35a)  l’ amíco 
    ‘The male friend’

Max-WI Real-Morph Max-IO Onset 

     (i) lo.a.mí.co   * * 
! (ii) la.mí.co     
     (iii) lo.mí.co *!    

 
 

(35b) gli amíci 
    ‘The male friends’

Max-WI Real-Morph Max-IO Onset 

! (i) gli.a.mí.ci    * 
    (ii) gla.mí.ci  * *  
    (iii) gli.mí.ci *!    

 
 
!" The constraint ranking proposed in (34) predicts the correct output in 95%xxx of the occurrences   

and accounts for: 
!"singular determiners, whose V1 undergo VE regularly in prevocalic context; 
!"plural determiners, whose V1 tend not to undergo VE regularly in prevocalic context. 
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10.2. Pronouns 
!" The relevant constraints are listed in Table 24: 

 
Constraint Type  

Mental Grammatical Module Markedness Faithfulness 
Postlexical Phonology * Lapse 

 Onset 
Max-WI 
Max-IO  

Metr-StrF
Morphology /Postlexical Phonology Interface  Max-MF 
  Real-Morph 
Lexicon                  Frequency 

Table 24: Constraints which account for VD applying to Pronouns 
 

 
For Max-WI, Max-IO, Onset and Real-Morph, see § 10.1 
 
Metrical-StructureFoot  ! Metr-StrF 
Do not insert foreign segmental material into a foot containing the syllable bearing primary stress. 
 
* Lapse   Avoid sequences of unstressed syllables (see also Anttila, 1997) 
 
Max-Morphological-Feature ! Max-MF 
Input morphological features must have correspondents in the output.  
!Max-F is violated when the morphological featural information is lost due to the application of VD in contexts 
like direct object pronoun + lexical verb (as lo amavo !l’amavo, where l’= lo/a/i/e), but not when the 
direct/indirect object pronoun is followed by a lexical verb (as mi amava ! m’amava, where m’= mi) . 
 
Frequency    
Portmanteau morphemes belonging to high-frequency pronouns (lo/a/i/e) do not need to be assigned 
any phonological exponence, provided that no morphological featural information is lost due to the 
application of VD in contexts like pronoun + lexical verb. The epenthetic vowels (i.e. morphologically 
entirely underspecified vowels inserted in morphologically non-salient positions) of low-frequency 
pronouns (mi/ci, gli/le) should not undergo VD. 
 
!" The constraints listed so far have the ranking value and belong to the stratum given in Table 25: 
 

Constraint Ranking Value
Max-WI 108,000 
Max-MF 
Frequency 
Real-Morph 

108,000 
106,000 
104,000 

Metr-StrF 104,000 
Max-IO 100,000 
*Lapse 96,000 
Onset  92,000 

Table 25: Ranking value assigned to the constraints which account for VD applying to pronouns 
 

!" The proposed cross-modular constraint rankingxxxi is the one in (36) and some examples are 
provided in (37a-e): 

 
(36) Max-WI >> Max-MF >>  Frequency >> Real-Morph, Metr-StrF >> Max-IO >> 

*Lapse >> Onset 
 
 

(37a) lo amávo 
   ‘I loved him’ 

Max-WI Max-MF Frequency Real-Morph Metr-StrF  Max-IO *Lapse Onset

! (i) lo.a.má.vo       * * 
    (ii) la.má.vo  *    *   
    (iii) lo.má.vo *!        
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(37b) lo évito 
    ‘I avoid him’ 

Max-WI Max-MF Frequency Real-Morph Metr-StrF  Max-IO *Lapse Onset

! (i) lo.é.vi.to        * 
     (ii) lé.vi.to  *   * *   
     (iii) ló.vi.to *!        

 
 
(37c) mi amáva 
‘He/She loved me’ 

Max-
WI 

Max-MF Frequency Real-Morph Metr-StrF   Max-IO *Lapse Onset

!  (i) mi.a.má.va       * * 
     (ii) ma.má.va   *   *   
     (iii) mi.má.va *!        
 
 

(37d) mi áma 
‘He/She loves me’ 

Max-WI Max-MF Frequency Real-Morph Metr-StrF  Max-IO *Lapse Onset

! (i) mi.á.ma        * 
    (ii) má.ma   *  * *   
    (iii) mi.ma *!        
 
 

(37e) Lo ha pérso 
‘He/She has lost 
it’’ 

Max-WI Max-MF Frequency Real-Morph Metr-StrF  Max-IO *Lapse Onset

     (i) lo.a.pér.so       * * 
! (ii) la.pér.so      *   
     (iii) lo.pér.so *!        
 
 
!" The constraint ranking in (36) predicts the correct output in 82%xxxii of the occurrences and 

accounts for: 
!" lo/a/i/e and glielo/a/i/e whose V1 tend not to undergo VE when followed by a lexical verb 

(87%); 
!" lo/a, glielo/a whose V1 undergo VE optionally but frequently when followed by the auxiliary 

verb avere and the past participle of a lexical verb (78%); 
!" li/e, glieli/e whose V1 undergo VE optionally but not frequently when followed by the 

auxiliary verb avere and the past participle of a lexical verb (38%); 
!"mi, ci whose V1 tend not to undergo VE when followed by a lexical verb (92%); 
!"gli, le whose V1 never undergo VE when followed by a lexical verb (100%). 

 
 
11. Conclusions 
 
!" Various morphological and phonological factors as well as frequency effects militate for or 

against the application of Italian VD. 
 
!" VD applying to Italian determiners is clearly to be regarded as allomorphy conditioned 

morphologically and phonologically. It is a lexical phenomenon which takes place within the 
Mental Lexicon and also involves the Lexical Phonology/Morphology interface. 

 
!" VD applying to Italian pronouns is an optional, postlexical phenomenon which is likely to take 

place during the Postlexical Phonology / Morphology Interface. We can distinguish between: 
 

a) Optional and frequent VD, conditioned morphologically and phonologically, which 
applies frequently to the direct object pronouns followed by the auxiliary verb avere plus the 
past participle of a lexical verb  
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b) Optional and not frequent VD, phonologically conditioned, which is likely to apply to 
lo/a/i/e, glielo/a/i/e as well as to mi/ci and gli followed by lexical verbs beginning, in their 
turn, with unstressed vowels. 

 
!" At the beginning, VD was a single postlexical phenomenon. Subsequently, VD applying to 

determiners developped into a lexical phenomenon and underwent morphological leveling, while 
VD applying to pronouns only lost productivity and underwent morphological leveling in some 
respects. 
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Notes 
i I will use the following abbreviations: adj. for adjective, qlco. for qualcosa ‘something’, m/mas. for   

masculine, f/fem. for feminine, s/sing. for singular, p/plur. for plural;occ. for occurrences, aux for auxiliary 
verb, lex verb for lexical verb; V1 for the final vowel of determiners, inflected prepositions and pronouns, V2  
for the initial vowel of nouns/lexical and auxiliary verbs, [Fnc Lex] sequence for sequences formed by 
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determiners/inflected prepositions + nouns or pronouns + lexical verbs, [Fnc Fnc Lex] sequence for sequences 
formed by pronouns + auxiliary verb + past participle of a lexical verb, Infl. Prepositions  for inflected 
prepositions, V-initial for vowel-initial, C-initial for consonant-initial. 

ii The results on the application of VD to dello/a, degli/delle will be extended to the other inflected 
prepositions. 

iii I am native speaker of Italian as spoken in Salento, Apulia/Southern Italy, and in this variety VD is 
regularly applied only to V1 of the singular determiners uno/una, quello, lo/la and of the inflected prepositions 
formed with the latter. 

iv Note that it is quite difficult to understand whether the final -/i/ of gli, quegli, degli is retained or dropped in 
prevocalic contest, because of the palatal consonant which precedes it. Given that the final -/e/ of the 
corresponding feminine plural determiners is retained (nearly) regularly, I would think that -/i/ too is retained 
nearly regularly.  

v  In the C-ORAL-ROM Italian corpus, the pronouns Lo/a/i/e and Glielo/a/i/e followed by lexical verbs 
undergo VD with the following deletion rates: lo + glielo 51%, la + gliela 76%, li + glieli 14%, le + gliele 0%. 
However, it is difficult to distinguish whether VD takes place more frequently when V2 of the lexical verb is 
unstressed or stressed. 

vi It is generally agreed that auxiliary verbs occur as functional verbs when they precede lexical verbs; in this 
case, they lose their selectional and semantic properties and just retain their morphological properties, (see 
Cardinaletti & Shlonski, 2006; Cardinaletti & Giusti, 2001; among others). As far as the forms avevo/a ‘I he/she 
had’ are concerned, the initial vowel of them is generally assumed to be unstressed. As far as the forms ho/ha ‘I 
have/he, she has’ are concerned, I propose that –o, -a are unstressed.  

vii Cardinaletti & Repetti (to appear) claim that the -o is the default epenthetic morphological vowel, inserted 
in morphologically salient positions which have no morphological content. 

viii See note iv. 
ix In 8/71 instances the 9 Florentine informants realized the feminine indirect object pronoun le as gli. I 

excluded these instances from those we presented in Table 12. Berretta (1985: 180, 205) states that in fluent 
speech gli is often used instead of le and also instead of loro. Consequently, we are faced with a simplification of 
the clitic system , at least in fluent speech. 

 
 

xii As far as the results of the C-ORAL-ROM Italian corpus are concerned, the pronouns Mi and Ci followed 
by lexical verbs undergo VD with the following deletion rates: Mi 52%, Ci 20%. However, it is difficult to 
distinguish whether VD takes place more frequently when V2 of the lexical verb is unstressed or stressed. 

xiii The consonantal head of Ci also realizes the [plural] Number feature. 
xiv Harley & Ritter (2002: 486-488) state that the 3rd person is unmarked if compared to the 1st and 2nd 

persons (associated respectively, with the speaker and the addressee). 
xv See Hooper (1976) for English word-internal lenition, Myers & Li (2005) for syllable contraction in 

Taiwanese and Russi (2006) for the selection of masculine singular Italian determiners il ~ lo before consonant-
initial words.  

xvi Cardinaletti & Shlonski (2004) point out that the final vowel of clitics surface as [e] when it is preceded by 
a coronal consonant in singleton clitics, e.g. le, ne, or it is followed by a coronal consonant in clitic clusters, e.g. 
me lo, me ne, and so forth, because of the /i/-to-[e] lowering process. By contrast, it surfaces as [i] otherwise, 
e.g., mi, ti, si, ci, vi. Consequently, the following clitics are subject to the [i]~[e] alternation: mi~me, ti~te, si~se, 
ci~ce, vi~ve. 

xvii  See also Noyer (1992). 
xviii However, Cabré & Prieto (2005) focus on the application of VD within [Lex Lex] sequences. 
xix I have drawn this conclusion after having consulted the historical/descriptive grammars Battaglia & 

Pernicone (1962), Migliorini (1963), Regula & Jerney 1965, Rohlfs (1968), Tekavcic (1980) and Brunet (1979), 
(1981), (1986). The majority of these grammars make reference to written Italian.  

xx I am indebted to Judith Meinschaefer for inspiring the name Modular OT and for discussing with me many 
details of the theory in progress. 

xxi A parallel model (instead of a derivational one), seems to fit better in the architecture of the mind, 
especially if we take into account aphasia evidence, among others. Aphasia evidence shows that different lesion 
sites produce different language breakdowns, which reinforces the view that different sites in the brain are 
correlated with different linguistic abilities/difficulties (cf. Fromkin 1997, among others). 

xxii Interface constraints should be regarded as preferably-does constraints, i.e. there is no one-to-one mapping 
between elements/configurations/structures belonging to two different modules. 

xxiii It is clear that configurations A and B cannot belong to the same grammatical module. 
xxiv The idea of abstract morphemes is not new and was already put forward in the DM approach, (cf. Embick 

& Noyer, 2005). 
xxv Through word-internal readjustment operations I mean those operations which are likely to (re)adjust (if 

some readjustment is needed) the phonological details after a morphological operation has created 
derived/inflected words as well as in compound words (see Scalise 1994: 151-180). 
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xxvi A Stochastic Grammar is one in which each constraint does not occupy a fixed ranking value; rather, it is 

a grammar which allows a continuous ranking scale, on which at every evalutation of the candidate set, a small 
noise component (according to the Standard Deviation of 2.0) is added to the ranking value of each constraint. 
Consequently, the resulting actual ranking values determine the selection points which are relevant for the 
position of each constraint in a given tableeau. What is more, such a grammar can produce variable outputs and 
can learn variation (see Boersma & Hayes 2001). 

xxvii The default parameters used by the GLA are the following ones: (i) Number of times to test the grammar: 
2000 (cycles); (ii)Number of times to go through forms: 50000 (learning trials); (iii) Initial Plasticity: 2.0; (iv) 
Final Plasticity: 0.0. Moreover, all constraints started out at the default value of 100. 

xxviii CV is the typologically unmarked syllable as well as the most recurring in Italian, see Tonelli et al. 
(1998) and references cited therein. 

xxix Fatal violations are allowed only for Max-WI.
xxx The remaining 5% of the occurrences can be handled as lexical exceptionalities . 
xxxi Fatal violations are allowed only for Max-WI.
xxxii The remaining 18% of the occurrences can be handled as variation/lexical exceptionalities and can be 

accounted for by positing constraint re-ranking. 
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DERIVED LEXEMES BASED ON NUMERALS IN FRENCH

Bernard Fradin
Laboratoire de Linguistique Formelle

(CNRS & Université Paris 7-Denis Diderot)

1. Introduction
The term numeral denotes simple (deux, quinze) or complex cardinals (vingt-deux,
trois-cents). This presentation explores a small subset of expressions morphologically
constructed on numerals in French, namely adjectives expressing ordinal numbers
(deuxième, trois-centième) and nouns suffixed by -AINE, that denote either entities the
characteristic property of which is to have n identical elements, e.g. sizaine ‘group of
six children in boy or girl scouts’, or an approximate number of objects, e.g. une
centaine de jours ‘approximatively 100 days’. Insofar as no thorough account of these
expressions has yet been given and as they are formed on bases which are not standard
lexemes, these expressions present both a descriptive and a theoretical challenge for
morphology.

2. Descriptions

2.1. Ordinal adjectives
From a phonological point of view, ordinal As are constructed by suffixing /jEm/ to
(one of) the stem(s) of the numeral, e.g. trois /trwaz/  troisième /trwazjEm/. It has to
be noted that °unième, the ordinal derived from un ‘one’, is not a free form and must be
used instead of its suppletive form premier in complex ordinal adjectives, e.g. *cent-
premier vs cent-unième. The opposite situation is found in German (and Russian),
where suppletive ordinals are required throughout, e.g. *hunderteinte vs. hunderterste.
If we admit that the interpretation of cardinals is (1), the semantic operation associated
with the ordinal adjective formation rule can be informally described as (2):

(1) I(cardinal’) = <number>
I(trente-sept’) = 37

(2) ième’(cardinal’) = ‘X that occupies rank <number>’
ième’(cent-un’) = ‘X that occupies rank 101’

At the level of the NP, where it is a constituent, e.g. troisième enfant ‘third child’, the
ordinal adjective semantically combines with the head noun (HdN). The NP’s
interpretation results from the application of the semantic function associated with the
ordinal to the meaning of the HdN (head noun), informally:

(3) AORD (HdN’) = ‘X that occupies rank <number> in the series of HdN’s denotata’
troisième’(enfant’) = ‘X who occupies rank 3 in the series of children’

This account straighfordwardly extends to derived expressions the base of which is not
a numeral but a quantifier (tant ‘so and so’ > tantième), a wh-word (combien ‘how’ >
combientième, quel ‘which’ > quelième) or the approximative complex number CARD
et quelque ‘approximatively <number>’ (e.g. 300 et quelques > 300 et quelquième).
Example (4) illustrates this type of extension and (5) shows the proposed treatment:
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(4) C’est la combientième inondation dans la région ?
‘Which rank in the series of floods in the region does this flood occupy?’

(5) a ième’(combien’) = ‘X that occupies which rank’
b combientième’(inondation’) = ‘X that occupies which rank in the series 

of floods’

2.2. Nouns suffixed by -AINE

As mentioned above, two types of derived nouns correspond to these Ns and they are
distinctive at the syntactic as well as at the semantic level. The first one denotes exact
denotata (sizaine) while the second one denotes approximative denotata (une centaine).
Exact X-aine can be formed on any number, to name entities in any domain, while in
standard French approximative X-aine has restricted application (as will be described
later). Morevover, while the former behave like standard Ns, the latter are specifiers of
countable nouns, e.g. une quinzaine de maisons ‘about fifteen houses’. Finally, exact X-
aine are absolute Ns, while approximative ones need to have a complement, as shown in
examples (6):

(6) a Il commande une sizaine (*de scouts).
‘He rules a team of six (scouts)’

b Elle a vu une quinzaine *(d’enfants).
‘She saw about fifteen (children)’

The rule forming exact X-aine nouns seems to be slightly productive, and  we can easily
find new lexemes of this type in texts or on the Web, e.g. septaine ‘set of seven marked-
off numbers that follow each other on a bingo card’. If NOBJ denotes the type of the
objects counted, and NREF the derived collective noun’s referent, the semantic schema
associated to this lexeme formation rule (LFR) would informally be (7):

(7) aine1’(cardinal’) = ‘NREF that comprises <number> of NOBJ’
aine’(quarante’) = ‘group of forty days’ = 'period that lasts 40 days'
(quarantaine).

Finally, the discursive domain in which the rule applies can force a pragmatic
reevaluation of the semantics of NREF and NOBJ, as is evident in the specific meaning of
septaine cited above or in quarantaine as a stretch of time.

As for approximative X-aine, apart from huitaine, douzaine and quinzaine, in
standard French the X-aine derivatives can be formed only on ten or multiples of ten:
dizaine, vingtaine, trentaine, quarantaine, cinquantaine, septantaine (Belgium,
Switzerland), nonantaine (ibid.), etc. However, approximative X-aine formed on other
numerals is attested in a great variety of texts, as examplified in (8):

(8)  La centaine de députés et la soixante-dizaine de sénateurs (…) ont une charge
importante. (Web)
‘The hundred or so deputies and the seventy or so senators (…) have an
important task’

Approximative X-aine only occur in constructions (9) and it behaves like a quantifier,
insofar as it requires its reference set to be mentioned (cf. (10)).

(9) a. DET Xaine de NCOUNT e.g. plusieurs dizaines de chats
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b. DET Xaine de DEF NCOUNT e.g. plusieurs dizaines de ces chats
(10) a Elle a vu une quinzaine *(de chats) ‘She saw fifteen or so cats’

b. Elle a acheté un kilo *(de prunes) ‘She bought a kilogram (of plums )’.

It can be argued (i) that the LFR that constructs these X-aine forms marks them with the
specific feature [+approx], which is required by the syntactic constructions (9) in which
they appear; (ii) that the semantics of these X-aine expresses an approximate number,
cf. (11):

(11) aine2’(cardinal’) = ‘<number> ± nc’ (n is contextually fixed and is small)

As noted in relation to (7), the semantics of these derived Ns is fully realized only at the
NP level:

(12) a. [Xaine]APPROX de NCOUNT = ‘|NCOUNT| = <number> ± nc’
b. une centaine de camions = ‘|lorry| = 100 ± 5’

3. Theoretical challenge
Prototypical derivational rules involve only lexemes that are major categories (base: A,
N, V; derived: A, N, V, ADV). If we agree with Aronoff (Aronoff 1976) that
grammatical categories cannot be used as derivational bases, then we have to explain
why numerals, which have the distribution of quantifiers functioning as specifiers, can
be used as bases in derivation. This is the main theoretical challenge we have to face
with the expressions under discussion. From the empirical point of view, ordinal
adjectives can be formed from bases which apparently are phrases, as shown in (13),
(14). How can derivational morphology cope with these facts?

(13) trente et un trente et unième ‘31rst’
quarante et quelques quarante et quelquième ’40th or so’

(14) deux ou trois deux ou troisième verre ‘2nd or 3rd glass’
douze ou treize au douze ou treizième siècle ‘at the 12th or 13th century’

3.1. The solution I propose is to assume that numerals constitute a category of their own
(named CARD). The theoretical challenge can then be solved by saying that evn though
numerals are not (prototypical) lexemes but rather a minor category (Emonds 1985),
they nevertheless share all the properties of an optimal sign: their category is
unequivocal, their semantics is crystal clear, and they are potentially a universal type of
sign, since they play an indispensable role in communication. These properties, I
suggest, fully qualify them to participate as bases in lexeme-building morphology. This
is all the more true insofar as classifying elements according to an order and being able
to express their rank constitute fundamental human activities. Semiotically, the
correlation between numerals and ordinal adjectives is a basic correlation and,
obviously, morphology is perfectly suited to express this correlation. In brief, even
though from the perspective of morphology, derivation based on numerals is not a
prototypical pattern, from the semiotic point of view it poses no difficulty.

3.2. Expressions (14a), as in deux ou trois verres, can be analysed either as instances of
Right Node Raising, on the model of (15), or as instances of a lexical coordination, on
the model of (16) (Abeillé 2006).
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(15) a [[deux —]NP [ou [trois —]NP ]NP verres]NP
b le père et la mère de Jean ‘the father and the mother of John’

(16) a [[[deux]CARD [ou [trois]CARD]CARD ]CARD verres]NP
b Pierre lit et relit ses notes. ‘Peter reads and rereads his notes’

There is considerable evidence showing that analysis (16) is the right one. In a nutshell:
numerals behave like ‘light elements’ (Abeillé & Godard 1999); they must be
coordinated with an element of the same category, e.g. les deux ou trois verres vs. *les
deux ou (différents + autres) verres, unlike phrasal coordination (15), e.g. Jean est
directeur de cette école et fier de ses résultats ‘John is director of this school and proud
of his results’.  If we were to generate numerals from coordinated NPs on the pattern of
(15) with ellipsis of the embedded Ns, e.g. from *les trente verres et un verre, we would
be at a loss to account for the atomic semantics of numerals such as (13a). Constraints
on interpretation give additional support to the view that complex numerals (13) and
arithmetic expressions (14) are lexical coordinations, the structure of which is [CARD [et
[CARD]]].

Problems raised by expressions (13)-(14) can be dealt with if we suppose that the
rule deriving ordinal adjectives in French suffixes /j_Em/ to the rightmost CARD of a
complex numeral cf. (17):

(17) trente et un > trente et unième, *trentième et un
soixante et onze > soixante et onzième, *soixantième et onze

Approximative CARD ou CARD numerals are analysed as lexicalised coordinate phrases,
on a par with (18) (which are names of French departments). Inasmuch as adjectives can
regularly be derived from the latter (cf. (19)), the same analysis can be extended to
(14b) viz. douze ou treizième (siècle).

(18) Lot et Garonne, Seine et Marne
(19) lot-et-garonnais, seine-et-marnais

Doing so, we account for examples in (20) (actually, (20c) is excluded because semantic
reasons prevent quatre ou quinze to be a well-formed approximative number):

(20) a. deux ou trois, quatre ou quinze
b. deux ou troisième
c. *quatre ou quinzième,
d. *deuxième ou trois, *quatrième ou quinze

The proposed account also predicts the low acceptability of (21), since LFRs normally
do not apply to phrases.

(21) ?*au si ou au septième étage, ?*toutes les trois, cinq et septième rue

Conclusion
• Lexeme-building morphology productively applies to numerals even though not all

processes are productives.
• There is, at it were, a discrepancy between the predictions of a structuralist theory of

morphology and what is plausible from a semiotical point of view.
• The fact that numerals are not typical lexemes has no bearing at the semiotic level.



5

This explains why lexeme formation rules can apply to them.
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Mismatches between morphological and phonological prominence: 
A reason for variation and change 

Maria-Rosa Lloret 
(mrosa.lloret@ub.edu) 

Universitat de Barcelona 
 
It is a well-known fact that some phonological processes are crucially conditioned by the 
morphological context. In general, the phonological structure reproduces the morphological 
relations of words in a way such that more prominent, strong elements on morphological 
grounds are also prominent on phonological grounds. However, there are cases in which 
elements that are morphologically less prominent, or weak, behave as if they were strong 
on phonological basis. The aim of this work is to present two such cases within Romance 
languages in order to examine the reasons for such mismatches and to investigate distinct 
patterns that arise from this situation. 

The first case to be examined is /-depalatalizations in Spanish and Algherese 
Catalan. In Spanish, depalatalization applies in coda position, but it overapplies to plural 
nouns and diminutive forms, where the context for depalatalization is not met (i.e., they 
occur in onset position) (cf. (1)). This is an unmarked case of leveling where the base (i.e., 
the morphologically simple form: singular and non-diminutive, respectively) imposes its 
characteristics onto morphologically derived forms (Lloret&Mascaró 2006). In Algherese 
Catalan, instead, depalatalization started as a place assimilation phenomenon in plurals (i.e., 
in the context ‘/+s’) and later overapplied to singulars, where the assimilating context is 
not found (cf. (2)). This is an apparent marked case of leveling, with derived forms 
imposing their characteristics onto their simple counterparts. The reason for such mismatch 
is rooted in phonological markedness (Jiménez&Lloret 2006): palatal consonants are 
overall dispreferred, more marked consonants and, by leveling singulars to plurals, palatals 
are avoided in the worst syllabic position, i.e. codas. Hence, in Spanish, depalatalization is 
explained as a case of morphological conditions (i.e. leveling) dominating phonological 
faithfulness (Uniformity >> Faithfulness), with the indirect benefit of better satisfying 
markedness conditions (*Palatal). In Algherese Catalan, instead, depalatalization is 
accounted for as an instance of markedness (*Palatal/Coda) dominating faithfulness 
conditions (Markedness >> Faithfulness), with the indirect morphological benefit of 
leveling morphologically related forms. 
 
(1) Spanish: 

desdé[n] → desde[n]es  vs.  desde[]es ‘disdain(s)’ vs. ‘you disdain’ 
do[n] → do[n]es  vs.  do[]a ‘Mister(s)’ vs. ‘Madam’ 
clave[l] → clave[l]es, clave[l]ito  vs.  clave[]ina ‘carnation(s), (dim.)’ vs. ‘carnation-like plant’ 
donce[l] → donce[l]es, donce[l]ito  vs.  donce[]a ‘male virgin(s), (dim.)’ vs. ‘female virgin’ 

 
(2) Algherese Catalan: 

fills  [filts] → fill [fil]  vs.   fi[]a  ‘sons, son’ vs. ‘daughter’ 
vells [velts] → vell [fel]  vs.  ve[]esa  ‘old (pl.), (sg.)’ vs. ‘old age’ 
anys [ants] → any [an]  vs.  a[]ada  ‘years, year’ vs. ‘annuity’ 
banys [bants]→ bany [ban] vs.  ba[]ar  ‘baths, bath’ vs. ‘to bathe’ 
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The second case to be examined is vowel harmony in Valencian Catalan and eastern 
Andalusian Spanish. Valencian Catalan illustrates the unmarked pattern according to which 
morphologically and phonologically strong vowels (i.e., stressed root vowels) spread their 
characteristics to morphologically and phonologically weak vowels (i.e., unstressed 
inflectional vowels) (Jiménez 1998) (cf. (3)). Eastern Andalusian Spanish, instead, 
illustrates the marked pattern, because a morphologically and phonologically weak element 
—i.e. -s, which appears in coda position and typically is (a part of) an inflectional suffix— 
spreads its characteristics (i.e., ‘lax’) to morphologically and phonologically strong 
elements (i.e., first to the previous vowel and from there to the stressed root vowel) (cf. 
(4)). The claim here is that weak elements in weak positions can only spread if they are 
crucial to maintain a relevant morphological or phonological contrast (Jiménez&Lloret 
2007, apud Walker’s 2005, 2006 analysis on Ascrea). In eastern Andalusian Spanish, the 
spread makes prominent a derived phonological contrast (open vs. close mid-vowels), 
which in many cases is the only surface exponent of a further morphological contrast (i.e., 
singular vs. plural, 3rd vs. 2nd person singular). Hence, Valencian Catalan follows the 
typical pattern of reinforcing strong positions by spreading from strong to weak positions 
(Positional Faithfulness >> Markedness), while eastern Andalusian Spanish follows the 
pattern of turning strong a weak element by spreading it from weak to strong positions 
(Positional Markedness >> Faithfulness). In both cases, though, there is an indirect benefit: 
in Valencian Catalan, a phonological contrast that only appeared in strong (stressed) 
positions becomes more visible by spreading to weak positions; in eastern Andalusian 
Spanish, some morphological contrasts that were phonologically encoded in weak positions 
become more visible by spreading to strong positions. 
 
(3) Valencian Catalan (+a is the feminine marker):  

 tel+a [tl] ‘cloth’ vs. per+a  [pea] ‘pear’ 
 cos+a [kz] ‘thing’ vs.  sop+a [sopa] ‘soup’ 
 
(4) Eastern Andalusian Spanish (+s is the plural marker): 

 nene [nene] nene+s [nn] ‘boy(s)’  
 peso [peso] peso+s [ps] ‘weight(s)’ 
 sordo [soo] sordo+s [s] ‘deaf (sg.), (pl.)’ 
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Martin Maiden, University of Oxford 

‘Blur’ Avoidance and Romanian Verb Endings.  

On Morphomes as Signata in the History of Romanian Dialects. 

 (Konstanz, November 2007) 

 

1. Note on Daco-Romance (‘Romanian’) dialects 

•Four branches: Daco-Romanian (incl. mod. Romanian), Istro-Romanian, Aromanian 

(a.k.a. Macedo-Romanian), Megleno-Romanian. Perhaps separated by 1000 years. 

•Earliest written attestation from 16th century: the 16th century literary language (‘Old 

Romanian’) is probably not a direct ancestor of all modern varieties: the morphology of 

‘Old Romanian’ is not always inherently ‘older’ than that of modern dialects. 

 

2. Blur avoidance and ‘morphomes’ 

•Blur avoidance places constraints on deviation between form and meaning in inflectional 

endings. Formulated by Carstairs-McCarthy (e.g., 1994, 1998), with roots in the 

cognitive theory of vocabulary acquisition (e.g. Clark 1987). The No Blur Principle deals 

with association of more than one inflectional form with a particular morphosyntactic 

property or group of properties, according to inflectional class and requires that each 

ending be either a unique inflectional class identifier (associated with just one inflectional 

class), or a default (the form used in every other case).  The Exclusive Disjunction Bar 

requires that an inflectional ending should not have ‘disjunct’ meanings of the kind 

‘either A or B (or C…)’, where A, B, C, etc., have nothing distinctively in common. Blur 

avoidance is accepted (in modified forms) by others, including models that deny 

inflectional paradigms, e.g., Distributed Morphology, Müller (2005), Noyer (2005).  

•Stump (2005) adduces counterexamples to the NBP (but mainly from Vedic Sanskrit) 

•Aronoff (1994 etc.) calls for recognition of a ‘morphomic level’. Some lexemes display 

recurrent similarities of form between parts of word-forms within inflectional paradigms. 

These recurrent similarities of form cannot necessarily be defined phonologically, 

because their actual phonological substance may be completely different from lexeme to 

lexeme; nor can they be defined semantically/functionally, because their distribution 

within the paradigm ‘does not make sense’ in extramorphological terms: the word-forms 

in which the recurrently similar forms occur do not constitute a morphosyntactic ‘natural 

class’; the distribution of the similarity is arbitrary. 

•Maiden (e.g, 2000; 2001; 2003; 2004a,b; 2005; 2006; 2007a,b) has repeatedly argued for 

the importance of morphomic structures in the conditioning of change in inflectional 

paradigms in the history of Romance languages (see 3.3.5 below). 

 

3. Three ‘blurred’ desinences in Romanian 

Summary of argument: 

i. Certain person-number inflections were originally restricted to 1 tense-form (out of 6); 

ii. These are subsequently extended to 1 or 2 other tense-forms, leaving the others 

untouched; 

iii. This changes apparently involve the introduction of ‘blurring’ (inflectional endings 

with disjunct reference, in violation of EDB); 

iv.  But they do not if we allow that it is aligned with a recurrent ‘morphomic’ property of 

Romance verb paradigms, in the sense of Aronoff 
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3.1. Second person plural –t(u) vs -!i 
3.1.1 Old Romanian 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect Conditional 

cânt cânt cânta cântai cântase cântare 

cân!i cân!i cântai cânta"i? cântasei? cântari 

cânt# cânte cânta cânt# cântase cântare 

cânt#m cânt#m cântam cânt#m cântasem cântarem 

cânta!i cânta!i cânta!i cântatu cântasetu cântaretu 

cânt# cânte cânta cântar# cântase cântare 

zic zic ziceam zisei zisese zisere 

zici zici ziceai zise"i? zisesei? ziseri 

zice zic# zicea zise zisese zisere 

zicem zicem ziceam zisem zisesem ziserem 

zice!i zice!i zicea!i zisetu zisesetu ziseretu 

zic zic# ziceau ziser# zisese zisere 

 

3.1.2 Most modern Daco-Romanian varieties do not have –t(u) (and have lost the 

conditional tense-form altogether) 

 

Modern Romanian 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect 

cânta!i cânta!i cânta!i cântar#!i cântaser#!i 
zice!i zice!i zicea!i ziser#!i ziseser#!i 
 

3.1.3 Modern Aromanian preserves the conditional (but not the pluperfect); it has –t(u) in 

the preterite but, according to subdialect, either –t(u) or -!(i) in the conditional: 

 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Conditional 

cânta!i cânta!i cânta!i cântat cântaret /  cantare! 
zice!i zice!i zicea!i zicearet zicearet / ziceare! 
 

3.1.4 –t(u) probably originates in the preterite, and then extends into other tense forms: 

•Inexplicable in historical phonological terms (all 2pl. endings in Romanian should be -!i, 
the regular development of Latin –TIS). Every explanation ever given has involved 

attributing its origins to analogical changes in the preterite (cf. Rosetti 1964:131; Rothe 

1957:92; Graur 1968:228;  Maiden forthcoming), and nobody has been able to see how 

the phenomenon could have originated in any other tense form. The consensus is, then, 

that it originates in, and then spreads from, the preterite. 

•Two groups of modern Daco-Romanian dialects, the western Carpathians (Mun!ii 
Apuseni with parts of Cri"ana), and parts of Muntenia in south-eastern Romania, 

systematically have –tu in the preterite, but -! everywhere else.  They perhaps preserve 

the original distribution, with –tu restricted to the preterite.  
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3.1.5. The distribution of –tu becomes ‘blurred’ 

•No synchronic (or diachronic!) phonological motivation for spread from the preterite. 

•Semantic/functional explanation? Preterite, pluperfect and conditional all go back to 

Latin perfective forms (respectively the present perfective, past perfective, and an 

amalgam of future perfective and present perfective subjunctive).  While they all 

continue to share the same root and stem in Daco-Romanian, they have no readily 

identifiable common function: 

 

 Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect Conditional 

Perfective   no yes  no 

Anterior no no yes yes (?) yes  

Past no  yes yes yes no 

 

•An originally non-blurred distribution: 

 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect Conditional 

-!i -!i -!i -tu -!i -!i 
  

has apparently become ‘blurred’: 

 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect Conditional 
-!i -!i -!i -tu -tu -tu 

 

3.2. Second person singular -"i 
3.2.1. Most modern Romanian dialects have –i as 2sg. ending in all tenses except the 

preterite, which has -"i: 
 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect 

cân!i cân!i cântai cânta"i cântasei 

zici zici ziceai zize"i zisesei 

 

3.2.2. Some southern dialects (including standard Romanian) have the following 

distribution, with -"i also present in the pluperfect, and a consequently ‘blurred’ 

distribution: 

 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect 

cân!i cân!i cântai cânta"i cântase"i 
zici zici ziceai zize"i zisese"i 
 

3.2.3 Some scholars (e.g., Avram 1973) believe that -"i originates in the preterite, and 

extends analogically into the pluperfect; most (e.g., #iadbei 1930:335; Densu"ianu 

1938:221; Rosetti 1964:131; Maiden forthcoming) that -"i is a phonologically regular 

reflex of the historically underlying ending of the pluperfect, and that the pluperfect 

ending subsequently supplanted the 2sg. ending of the preterite (with various subsequent 

analogical adjustments affecting just the pluperfect).  
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3.2.4 Whichever side is right, both concur that the ending originated in just one tense-

form (and was therefore, in our terms, ‘not blurred’), but was extended into the other. Its 

distribution therefore ‘became ‘blurred’. 

3.2.5 In some Aromanian varieties (especially those spoken in Albania: Capidan 

1932:471f.) the ending -"i has also been extended into the conditional (the pluperfect is 

extinct). Again a ‘blurred’ distribution is the result: 

  

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Conditional 

cân!i cân!i cântai cânta"i cântari"i 
 

3.3 Third person plural -r# 
3.3.1 In Old Romanian, and in most modern dialects, restricted exclusively to the 

preterite tense, and therefore not blurred: 

 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect Conditional 

cânt# cânte cânta cântar# cântase cântare 

zic zic# ziceau ziser# zisese zisere 

 

3.3.2 Originates in Latin 3pl. present perfective –RUNT (CANTAUERUNT) possibly, but 

controversially, with some influence from Latin pluperfect indicative –RANT 

(CANTAUERANT). 

3.3.3 From the 17th century, -r# is subject to analogical extension into other plural forms 

of the preterite. Principally in Muntenian and Oltenian dialects it is also subject (from the 

early 18th century) to extension into other tense forms, but this is always ephemeral — 

with one exception: the ending –r$ may be systematically extended from the preterite into 

the pluperfect, but nowhere else. Thus modern standard Romanian 

 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect 

cânt# cânte cântau cântar# cântaser# 
zic zic# ziceau ziser# ziseser# 
 

3.3.4 Once again, a ‘non-blurred’ distribution gives way to an apparently ‘blurred’ one’. 

 

 

3.4 The PYTA morphome as ‘signatum’ of the ‘blurred’ inflections 

Maiden (2000, 2001, 2003, 2004) has argued that the remnants of Latin perfective roots 

and stems in the Romance languages, while synchronically devoid of any common 

phonological or functional characteristic, show an extraordinary diachronic ‘coherence’: 

any analogical change affecting a former perfective root affects that root in exactly the 

same way in all the tense forms where that root persists, despite the lack of any common 

phonological or semantic feature binding those tense-forms together. The distribution 

consitutes a ‘morphome’, in the sense of Aronoff (1994) — labelled by Maiden (2000) as 

‘PYTA’. The Romanian remnants of Latin perfective roots and stems have the following 

characteristics: 
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i. They are distinctively identifiable only in verbs of the second and third conjugation; 

ii. They are of two, complementarily distributed, types among finite verb-forms: either 

there is a special root allomorph peculiar to ex-perfective verbs, or there is a special 

thematic vowel, /u/; 

iii. The roots and stems in (ii) are distributed across preterite, pluperfect (and 

conditional). The presence of such a root or stem in any one of these tense-forms always 

and without fail implies its presence in all the others, and has done so throughout the 

history of Romanian in all its attested forms. As examples, the 3sg. of verbs zice ‘say’, 

suge ‘suck’, fi ‘be’, !ine ‘hold’, (se) teme ‘fear’: 

 

Present Subjunctive Imperfect Preterite Pluperfect Old Conditional 
zice zic# zicea zise zisese zisere 
suge sug# sugea supse supsese supsere 
este fie era fu fuse fure 
!ine !in# !inea !inu !inuse !inrure 

teme team# temea temu temuse temure 

 

iv. While distinctive, ex-perfective, roots and stems are only identifiable for 2nd and 3rd 

conjugation verbs, the claim that the root/stem found in any of preterite, pluperfect and 

conditional is always the same in all the others is, crucially, true for all Romanian verbs. 

 

 The ‘morphomic’ paradigmatic distribution of the special, ex-perfective, roots and stems 

is exactly the same as that to which the endings –tu, -"i and –r# are/were sensitive. These 

inflections appear, therefore, to be sensitive to the ‘PYTA’  morphome. If we allow the 

morphome as ‘signatum’ of these inflections, they cease to be ‘blurred’. 

 

 

 

4. Further evidence for the ‘PYTA’ morphome as signatum: the reflexes of Latin 

TEXERE ‘weave’ and CONSUERE ‘sew’ in Romanian dialects 

 

 

Summary of argument: 

1.  A sound change causes certain inflectional endings of certain 3rd conjugation verbs to 

become identical to corresponding regular endings of 1st conjugation verbs 

2. This partial inflectional overlap of some 3rd conjugation verbs with the 1st conjugation 

permits further, analogical, generalization of 1st conjugation morphology in these verbs. 

3. The motivation for this analogical extension appears to be the fact that the resulting 

inflectional merger involves inflectional class ‘blur’; NBP violation is dispelled by 

moving the relevant verbs into the first conjugation 

4. But this conjugation shift does not extend to the preterite and pluperfect. 

5. The result is a ‘heteroclite’ verb whose PYTA morphome belongs to the 3rd 

conjugation, and the rest of whose paradigm belongs to the 1st. 
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4.1 Standard Romanian 

 Both verbs belonged to the Latin 3rd conjugation, with thematic (postradical) vowel /e/, 

and distinguished from all other conjugational classes by the presence of stress on the 

root in the 1pl. and 2pl. of the present tense, and in the infinitive. These characteristics 

remain, for example, in modern standard Romanian: 

 

Infinitive !ése coáse            Preterite   

Past participle !esút cusút   1sg. !esúi cusúi 

Imperative    2sg. !esú"i cusú"i 
2sg. !ése coáse  3sg. !esú cusú 

2pl. !ése!i coáse!i  1pl. !esúr#m cusúr#m 

Present indicative    2pl. !esúr#! cusúr#!i 
1sg. !és cos  3pl. !esúr# cusúr# 

2sg. !é"i có"i  Pluperfect   

3sg. !ése coáse  1sg. !esúsem cusúsem 

1pl. !ésem coásem  2sg. !esúse"i cusúse"i 
2pl. !ése! coáse!i  3sg. !esúse cusúse 

3pl. !és cos  1pl. !esúser#m cusúser#m 

Subjunctive    2pl. !esúser#! cusúser#!i 
1sg. !és cos  3pl. !esúser# cusúser# 

2sg. !é"i có"i  

3sg. !eás# coás#  

1pl. !ésem coásem  

2pl. !ése! coáse!i  

3pl. !eás# coás#  

Imperfect indicative    

1sg. !eseám coseám  

2sg. !eseái coseái  

3sg. !eseá coseá  

1pl. !eseám coseám  

2pl. !eseá!i coseá!i  

3pl. !eseáu coseáu  

 

 

4.2 Partial overlap with the first conjugation in Oltenian dialects. Compare the above 

with the following data from a south-eastern Romanian dialect of Oltenia (NALROltenia 

Belo!u). The verbs ‘weave’ and ‘sew’ are juxtaposed with a regular first conjugation 

verbs (a cântá ‘sing’) and a regular third conjugation verb a vinde ‘sell’: it will be clear 

that the first two verbs have, in a number of respects, lost characteristics of the 3rd 

conjugation, and acquired those of the first. The boxed areas identify distinctively 1st 

conjugation morphology: 
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   1st. conj. 3rd conj. 

Infinitive !#sá cusá cântá vínde 

Past participle !#sút cusút cântát vândút 

Present participle !#sând cusând cântând vânzând 

Imperative     

2sg. !ás# coás# cânt# vínde 

2pl. !#sá! cusá! cântá! vínde! 
Present indicative     

1sg. !#s cos cânt vând 

2sg. !#" co" cân! vinz 

3sg. !eas# coás# cânt# vínde 

1pl. !#s#´m cus#´m cânt#´m víndem 

2pl. !#sá! cusá! cântá! vínde! 
3pl. !eas# coás# cânt# vând 

Subjunctive     

1sg. !#s cos cânt vând 

2sg. !#" co" cân! vínz 

3sg. !#se coáse cânte vând# 

1pl. !#s#´m cus#´m cânt#´m víndem 

2pl. !#sá! cusá! cântá! vínde! 
3pl. !#se coáse cânte vând# 

Imperfect indicative     

1sg. !#sám cusám cântám vindeám 

2sg. !#sái cusái cântái vindeái 

3sg. !#sá cusá cântá vindeá 

1pl. !#sám cusám cântám vindeám 

2pl. !#sá! cusá! cântá! vindeá! 
3pl. !#sáu cusáu cântáu vindeáu 

Preterite     

1sg. !#súi cusúi cântái vândúi 

2sg. !#sú" cusú" cântá" vândú" 
3sg. !#sú cusú cânt# vândú 

1pl. !#súr#m cusúr#m cântár#m vândúr#m 

2pl. !#súr#! cusúr#! cântár#! vândúr#! 
3pl. !#súr# cusúr# cântár# vândúr# 

Pluperfect     

1sg. !#sús#m cusús#m cântás#m vândús#m 

2sg. !#sús#"i cusús#"i cântás#"i vândús#i 

3sg. !#sús# cusús# cântás# vândús# 

1pl. !#sús#m cusús#m cântás#m vândús#m 

2pl. !#sús#! cusús#! cântás#! vândús#! 
3pl. !#sús# cusús# cântás# vândús#r# 

 

4.3 This partial merger with the first conjugation originates in a completely regular local 

sound change (see Lombard 1955:1113) whose environment was met in the 3sg. present, 
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the 2sg. imperative  and the imperfect tense, such that the vowel e [e] and the diphthong 

ea [e8a] are ‘centralized’ after a sibilant. yielding respectively # [´] and a [a].  These 

resulting forms are identical with the inherited inflections of the first conjugation. 

4.4 The remaining first conjugation endings in these verbs are not attributable to sound 

change (see Maiden forthcoming). In 1pl., 2pl. and 3pl. present, the subjunctive and 

infinitive appearance of first conjugation endings is a matter of analogical extension, 

based on the 3sg. present and imperfect. 

4.5 Clearly the spread of 1st conjugation morphology pivots on the conjugational 

‘ambiguity’ of the 3sg. present and the imperfect, induced in turn by the sound change. 

But why does this ‘ambiguity’ trigger a change, while other ambiguities do not? 

 

 1st conjugation 2nd  conjugation 3rd  conjugation 4th  conjugation 

1sg. pres.     

2sg. pres.     

3sg. pres.     

3rd. subjunctive     

imperfect     

present participle     

3sgpres. coase/!ese     

imperf. coase/!ese     

 

This table shows that other ambiguities are not blurred: they are all defaults. But the 

conjugational ambiguities produced by sound change in coase and !ese are blurred. 

4.6 The conjugational ‘blurring’ arising in these two lexical verbs is resolved by 

assigning them both to the first (the most productive and dominant) conjugation class. In 

other words, avoidance of blur is driving conjugation change.  

4.7 But the conjugation shift is partial: infinitive, present participle, imperative, present 

indicative, subjunctive and imperfect all display 1st conj. morphology; but with just one 

exception out of 98 localities surveyed for the Oltenian linguistc atlas, 1st conjugation 

morphology reaches an impenetrable barrier in preterite, pluperfect and (usually) past 

participle. In other words, we have ‘heteroclisis’ in the sense of Stump (2006). 

4.8 This ‘barrier’ is formed by exactly the class of tense-forms to which the apparently 

‘blurred’ inflections mentioned in (2) were – this time positively – sensitive. The 

inclusion of the past participle with them is unsurprising given that third conjugation 

verbs with thematic /u/ always have past participles in –ut.  

4.9 The relationship between ‘blur’ and the PYTA morphome is of a different kind from 

that surveyed in (2), but the behaviour of !ese and coase provides independent 

confirmation of the the importance of both factors in Romanian diachronic morphology. 

4.10 We also have independent confirmation that even verbs belonging to conjugations 

other than 2nd or 3rd separate infinitive, present participle, imperative, present indicative, 

subjunctive and imperfect — from preterite, pluperfect (and conditional). 

 

5. Conclusions 

•Blur as constraint and condition on morphological change 

•Autonomous properties of morphological paradigms (morphomic structures, inflection 

classes) required presupposed by blur avoidance. 
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1 Introduction 
Topic 
• nominal infinitives = infinitives preceded by a determiner 
• constructions like those in (1) for Spanish and (2) for French 
 

(1) Spanish 
a. una de aquellas mujeres para las cuales [ el vestir y calzar ] era lo más importante 
 'one of those women for whom clothing and putting on shoes was the most important thing' 
b. Fue fácil y rápido [ el aprobar nuestra participaciónObj en este proyecto ]. 
 'approving our participation in this project was easy and quick' 
c. Nos favorece [ el pertenecer nosotrosSubj al municipio ]. 
 'belonging to the municipality favours us' 
 

Spanish 
• allows a large array of nominal and verbal constructions containing infinitives, some 

of which are exemplified in (1) 
• in nominal constructions with infinitives, the infinitive can have the full range of ver-

bal argument structure 
The Spanish constructions show parallels to English gerundive constructions. 
 

French 
• allows purely verbal infinitives, as in (2a) 
• and purely nominal infinitives, as in (2b) 
• but no event-denoting nominal infinitives that have argument structure, as in (2c). 
 

(2) French 
a. Je l'ai entendu [ parlerV ] très bien l'italien. 
 'I have heard him speak Italian very well' 
b. [ Le déjeunerN ] a eu lieu à midi. 
 'Lunch took place at noon.' 
c. *[ le rire des faiblesses d'autrui ] 
 'laughing about other persons' weaknesses' 
 

Questions 
• Given that infinitives have the distribution of ordinary verbs in many contexts, what 

makes it possible to use them in nominal contexts, as well? 
This question has been addressed in a large body of literature on Spanish in-
finitives, English gerunds and other constructions, and a variety of different 
analyses have been proposed. 

• How can we account for the difference between Spanish and French?  
Is it the same mechanism that generates the Spanish constructions, which are 
unrestricted with regard to argument structure, and the French constructions, 
which are severely restricted with regard to argument structure? 
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Goal 
• present work in progress 
• show that a proposal made by Grimshaw (2005 [1991]) allows an explanation of the 

Spanish data as well as of the contrast between Spanish and French 
 
Outline 
2 Spanish infinitives 
3 French infinitives 
4 Towards an analysis 

2 Spanish 
Database 
• corpus of 2275 nominalized infinitives from the 12th to 20th century, drawn from the 

Corpus del Español (www.corpusdelespanol.org; access is free) 
• contains written language; part of the 20th century subcorpus also contains 

spoken Spanish 
• 100 million words 

• 20 million words from the 13th to 15th century 
• 40 million words from the 16th to 18th century 
• 40 million words from the 19th to 20th century 

 
Criteria with regard to which constructions with nominal infinitives differ 
• choice of determiners 

o all determiners vs. only definite article and possessive determiner 
• participant (argument) structure 

o yes vs. no 
o if yes: 

§ realization of a participant as direct object: yes vs. no 
§ realization of a participant as a prepositional phrase headed by de 
§ realization of a participant by means of a clitic pronoun: yes vs. no 
§ overt subject: yes vs. no 

• modification by means of adverbs vs. adjectives 
 
Some criteria seem to form clusters. 
It is unclear where to set the limits between clusters. 
 
Types of constructions with nominal infinitives 
• Two different constructions (Plann 1981; also de Miguel 1996) 
• Three-way classifications have been proposed by, e.g., Yoon & Bonet-Farran (1991), 

Ramírez (2003). 
 
Other criteria 
• reference to an event vs. to a fact or proposition 
• occurrence with different types of matrix constructions (e.g., with perception verbs 

like escuchar 'listen', with factive verbs like lamentar 'regret', ...) 
• compatibility with verbs of different classes (e.g., only with intransitives, only with 

unergative intransitive verbs etc., ) 
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For the sake of simplicity, I start by distinguishing three constructions. 
 
(3) a. DET VInfinitive de DP     construction 1 
 b. DET VInfinitive DPObj     construction 2 
 c. DET VInfinitive DPSubj (DPObj)    construction 3 
 
Later, I will try to show that there is no need to consider (3) b. and c. as separate construc-
tions. 

2.1 Nominal infinitive has no subject or object, but rather a 
prepositional complement headed by de 'of' [=construction 1] 

The infinitive  
• is preceded by a determiner 
• does not govern a subject and object, but an oblique complement introduced by the 

preposition de 'of'. 
 

(4) Se escucha [ el abrir de una cerradura ]. 
 'One hears the opening of a lock.' 
[cf. Demonte & Varela (1997, 1998)] 
 
Comparable to English nominal gerund (possessive and PPof) 
 

(5) Everyone was impressed by [ Pat's artful folding of the napkins ]. (Malouf 2000:134) 
 
Determiners 
• definite article 
(6) Se escucha [ el abrir de una cerradura ]. 
 'One hears the opening of a lock.' 
• indefinite article 
(7) Se oyó [ un crujir de ramas ]. [CdE] 
 'One heard a rustling of branches.' 
• possessives 
(8) Oigo [ su jadear de bestia ]. [CdE] 
 'I hear his moaning like a beast.' 
• demonstratives 
(9) Oía [ ese abrir de cerraduras ]. [CdE] 
 'He heard this opening of locks.' 
 
Adverbs/adjectives 
• The infinitive can be modified by adjectives 
 

(10) se oyó [ el lento chirriar de una puerta pesada ]. [CdE] 
 'One heard the slow creaking of a heavy door.' 
(11) oía ... [ el chocar incesante de las bolas ] [CdE] 
 'He heard the incessant colliding of the balls.' 
 
At first sight 
• the infinitive is the head of an NP; it has no verbal properties. 
 

(12) [ [el]Det [ [chocar]N [de las bolas]PP ]NP ]DP 
 'the colliding of the balls.' 
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The infinitive has many of the characteristics of a deverbal noun, and in fact it can be often 
replaced by a deverbal noun. 
 
In the literature there is some controversy about whether the infinitive in this construction has 
exclusively nominal properties, or whether it may in addition have verbal properties like be-
ing modified by adverbs, as in (13). 
 
(13) Hasta ahí oía [ el chocar incesantemente de las bolas ]. 
 'Out to there he heard the incessantly colliding of the balls.' 
 
Constructions like this are not attested in the Corpus del Español. 
However, native speakers accept constructions like (13), i.e., infinitive with postverbal adverb 
and PPde. 
A similar observations is made by Fábregas & Varela (2006), who cite examples like (14). 
 
(14) [ el beber cerveza constantemente de Pedro ] 
 'Pedro's constantly drinking beer' 

2.1.1  Constraints on interpretation 
• In general, these nominal infinitives refer to events (Demonte & Varela 1997, 1998) 
 
(15) [ El despertar de las conciencias ] está todavía en curso. 
 'The waking up of the minds is still going on.' 
(16) [ El surgir de una nueva escuela literaria ] tuvo lugar en la segunda mitad del siglo. 
 'The emergence of a new literary school took place in the second half of the century.' 
 
Typical construction 
• perception verb + unergative verb of emission, as in (4) and (6) to (10) 

[referred to as Perception Eventive Infinitives by Fábregas & Varela (2006)] 
 
Result nouns in Grimshaw's sense 
• refer to the perceptible result of the action 
 
Preliminary claim 
• do not refer to facts 
 
(17) a. El correr del agua los alegró mucho. 
  'The flowing of the water made us happy.' 
 b. ≠ El hecho de que el agua corría los alegró mucho. 
  'The fact that the water was flowing made us happy.' 
 c. = La manera como el agua corría los alegró mucho. (cf. Di Tullio 2001) 
  'The way how the water was flowing made us happy.' 

2.1.2  Compatibility with verbs of different verb classes 
• In the 20th century, this construction is most frequently attested with unergative verbs, 

as in (18). 
 
(18)  ¿Escuchan [ el ulular de las sirenas ]? [CdE] 
 'Do they listen to the howling of the sirens? ' 
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Other verb classes 
 
• Unaccusative verbs 
(19) La segunda mitad del siglo ... está marcada por [ el surgir de una nueva escuela 

literaria ]. [CdE] 
 'The second half of the century is marked by the emerging of a new literary school.' 
 
• Telic transitive verbs 
(20) Se cerró la puerta, se corrió una barra y se escuchó [ el cerrar de un candado ]. [CdE] 
 'A door was closed, a bar moved and one heard the closing of a padlock.' 
 
• Atelic transitive verbs 
(21) oyéndose ... [ el arrastrar de la silla por el piso ]. [CdE] 
 'hearing ... the dragging of a chair through the apartment' 
 
• In the 20th century examples with transitive verbs are very rare in the corpus. 
• In previous centuries the preference for unergative verbs is is less pronounced, cf. (22) 

and (23). 
 
• Telic transitive verbs 
(22) en [ el sembrar del pan ] es neçesaria la presençia y vista del señor [CdE] (15th) 
 'in sowing the bread the presence and gaze of the lord is necessary' 
 
• Psychological verbs 
(23) ... el poeta comprende [ el sentir y el pensar del público ] [CdE] (1864)  
 'The poet understands the feeling and thinking of the audience.' 

2.2 Nominal infinitive with direct object [=construction 2] 

2.2.1  Syntactic distribution 
The Infinitive  
• governs syntactic constituents that refer to participants of the denoted event 
• governs a direct object (like a verb) 
• but no (nominative) subject (unlike a finite verb) 
 
(24) Es una necesidad ... [ el ampliar los espaciosObj de participación para las mujeres ]. 

[CdE] 
 'Enlarging the spaces of participation for women is a necessity.' 
 
Comparable to English verbal gerunds with possessor and direct object 
 
(25) Everyone was impressed by [ Pat's artfully folding the napkins ]. (Malouf 2000:134) 
 
Determiners 
 

• The definite article is most frequent 
(26) [ el ampliar los espaciosObj de participación para las mujeres ]. [CdE] 
 'the enlarging the spaces of participation for women' 
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• Indefinite article 
(27) debería darse ... [ un borrar barreras entre el privilegiado estudiante ... y el obrero ...  ] 

[CdE] 
 'There should be a wiping out of barriers between the privileged student and the worker' 
 

• Possessives 
(28) [ Su limpiar casas ] es la base de su subsistencia. 
 'His cleaning houses is the basis of his living.' 
 

• Demonstratives 
(29) [ aquel negar apoyo y consuelo a las almas atribuladas ] [CdE] 
 'that denying support and consolation to the tortured souls' 
 
• Infinitive can be modified by adverbs that follow or precede the infinitive 
 

(30) la corrupción es ... [ el utilizar indebidamente el puesto público para hacerse de un 
beneficio no legítimo ] [CdE] 

 'Corruption is unjustly using the public post to obtain an unlawful advantage.' 
(31) refleja ... carencia de propuestas y de ideas [ el simplemente asumir la crítica ][CdE] 
 'Simply to accept the criticism reflects a lack of suggestions and ideas.' 
 
• The infinitive can be modified by a (preposed) adjective 

(no examples for this construction are attested in the Corpus del Español). 
 
(32) la corrupción es ... [ el incesante utilizar el puesto público para hacerse de un 

beneficio no legítimo ] 
 'Corruption is the incessant using the public post to obtain an unlawful advantage.' 
 
This construction has both verbal and nominal properties. 
 
(33) a. [el [ [utilizar]V indebidamente [el puesto público]DP ]VP ]DP 
 b. [el incesante [ [utilizar]V [el puesto público]DP ]VP ]DP 
 
• In nominal infinitives with a direct object a second participant of the denoted event 

(the agent or experiencer) can be realized as a prepositional phrase introduced by de, 
as in (34) and (35). 

• The constructions with a direct object and a de-phrase is rarely attested in the corpus 
 
(34) [ El tomar notas de los agentes de periódicos ] [CdE] molestaba a todos. 
 'The taking notes of/by the newspaper agents disturbed everyone.' 
(35) [ El poner orden de los guardianes del parque ] [CdE] molestaba a todos. 
 'The tidying up of/by the attendants of the park disturbed everyone.' 

2.2.2  Compatibility with verbs of different verb classes 
Defining criterion for this class 
• presence of direct object (rather than subject) 
• Hence, intransitive verbs never belong to this class. 
 

• Telic transitive verbs 
(36) [Es] una necesidad ... [ el ampliar los espacios de participación para las mujeres  ]. 

[CdE] 
 'Enlarging the spaces of participation for women is a necessity.' 
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• Atelic transitive verbs 
(37) los problemas que suponía [ el representar la Tierra de forma esférica en una 

superficie plana ]. [CdE] 
 'the problems set by representing the earth in spheric form on an even surface' 
 

• Verbs of cognition and perception 
(38) tiene mucho más interés ... [ el ver un campeonato mundial de fútbol ] que el [ ver una 

película en una sala de cine ] [CdE] 
 'it is much more interesting to watch a football world championship than to watch a film in a cinema' 
(39) es muy interesante ... [ el conocer la opinión de alguien que estuvo ] [CdE] 
 'it is very interesting to know the opinion of someone who was there' 
 

• Psychological verbs like love, hate, surprise hardly ever occur in this construction. 
(40) la paradoja que implica [ el amar a un dios al que uno es idéntico ]. [CdE] 
 'the paradox implied by loving a god to whom one is identical' 

2.3 Nominal infinitive with a subject [=construction 3] 
The Infinitive  
• is preceded by a determiner 
• has an overt subject, like a finite verb. 
 
(41) nos favorece ... [ el pertenecer nosotrosSubj al municipio ] [CdE] 
 'our belonging to the municipality favours us' 
 
Comparable to English verbal gerunds with subject and direct object 
 
(42) Everyone was impressed by [ Pat artfully folding the napkins ]. (Malouf 2000:134) 
 
Subject must follow the infinitive 
(43) a. el pertenecer nosotrosSubj al municipio 
 b. *el nosotrosSubj pertenecer al municipio 
 'our belonging to the municipality' 
 
• Some speakers do not accept nominal infinitives with nominative subject (Plann 

1981). 
• In any case, they are rarely  attested in the corpus.  
 
• Preference for pronominal subjects 
(44) nos favorece ... [ el pertenecer nosotrosSubj al municipio ] [CdE] 
 'our belonging to the municipality favours us' 
 
Exception 
• The temporal-infinitive construction with al, as in (45), is common. 
 
(45) [ al llegar nosotrosSubj a la estación], vimos que ... 
 'as we arrived at the station, we saw that ...' 
 
Determiners 
• It is unclear whether nominal infinitives with nominative subjects can be preceded by 

a determiner other than the definite article. 
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Example with an indefinite article 
(46) el comentario ... debe ser ... [ un hablar el comentarista a su vez de sí mismo ] [CdE] 
 'The comment should be the commentator speaking on his part about himself' 
 
Compatibility with different verb classes 
• Preference for intransitive verbs 
• Historical examples with transitive verbs can be found 
 
Adverbs/adjectives 
 
• Compatible with adverbs and adjectives; preferred with adverbs 
 
Creo que nos favorece ... 
(47) el incesante pertenecer nosotros al municipio 
(48) el siempre haber pertenecido nosotros al municipio 
(49) el haber pertenecido nosotros continuamente al municipio 
'I believe that   our incessant belonging 
   our having always belonged 
   our having continuously belonged  to the municipality favours us' 
 

• That the infinitive with subject is marginal is also confirmed by the corpus study (Ta-
ble 1 on p. 8, Figure 1 on p. 9). 

 
Table 1. Occurrences of the constructions with nominal infinitives in the Corpus del Español. 

 

 el INF de DP el INF DPObj el INF DPSubj total 
cent-
ury 

absolute 
numbers 

per- 
centage 

absolute 
numbers 

per- 
centage 

absolute 
numbers 

per- 
centage 

absolute 
numbers 

12 30 77 3 8 6 15 39 
13 19 100 0 0 0 0 19 
14 167 93 7 4 5 3 179 
15 196 59 76 23 60 18 332 
16 45 16 114 42 114 42 273 
17 66 46 69 48 10 7 145 
18 541 87 60 10 18 3 619 
19 437 65 226 34 6 1 669 
total 1501 66 555 24 219 10 2275 
 
 
• Nominal infinitive with subject is rare in modern Spanish. 
• Nominal infinitives with oblique complement and nominal infinitive with direct object 

are frequent in the modern language. 
 
Hypothesis 
• Nominal infinitives with direct object and nominal infinitives with subject belong to 

one single construction 
• They share all properties (distributional and interpretational); the only difference is the 

absence vs. presence of an overt subject 
o Nominal infinitives with direct object, but without overt subject always have 

an implicit subject, see (50) 
• They occur with similar frequency in old Spanish and in early modern Spanish 
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• The sharp decrease of frequency of the nominal infinitive with subject may due to a 
more general constraint on infinitival subjects, which are marginal in Modern Spanish 

 
(50) la corrupción es ... [ el incesante utilizar el puesto público para hacerse de un 

beneficio no legítimo ] 
 'Corruption is the incessant using the public post to obtain an unlawful advantage.' 

 
Figure 1. Occurrences of the constructions with nominal infinitives in the Corpus del Español. 

Nominal infinitives - Three different constructions in the course of time

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
century

pe
rc

en
ta

ge

el INF de DP el INF DP-OBJ el INF DP-SUBJ  

3 French 
French lacks a construction comparable to the Spanish infinitive, the English gerund or the 
German infinitive. 

3.1 Modern French 
• In Modern French, infinitives occur as nouns, as in (51), besides being used as verbs, 

e.g., in constructions with causative verbs or perception verbs. 
 
(51) le boire 'the drinking, what is drunk', le manger 'the eating, food' 
 le déjeuner 'lunch', le dîner 'dinner', le souper 'supper', le goûter 'snack' 
 le lever 'rise', le coucher 'the lying down' 
 
• Infinitives like those in (51) can refer to events 
 
(52) b. [ Le déjeuner ] a eu lieu entre 13h00 et 14h20. 
  'Lunch took place between 1 and 2:20.' 
 a. au moment [ du coucher et du lever du soleil ] 
  'at the moment of sunrise and sunset' 
 

100% 

DET VInfinitive de DP 

DET VInfinitive DPSubj (DPObj) 

DET VInfinitive DPObj 
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• They cannot have argument structure, they can only have possessors (Kerleroux 
1990).  

 
Intransitive verb/verb with oblique argument 
(53) a. le rire de l'enfant 
  'the laugh of the child' 
 a.' L'enfant a [ un rire qui fait rire ]. 
  'The child has a laugh that makes (one) laugh.' 
 b. *le rire des faiblesses d'autrui (Kerleroux 1990) 
  'laughing about other persons' weaknesses' 
(54) a. le parler des jeunes des banlieues 
  'the way of speaking of the youth from the suburbs' 
 a.' Les jeunes des banlieues ont [ un parler qui les distingue des autres ]. 
  'the youth from the suburbs have a way of speaking that distinguishes them from others ' 
 b *le parler de politique  
  'the speaking about politics' 
 
Transitive verb 
(55) a. [ le boire et le manger ] ne sont-ils pas les deux premières nécessités ... 
  'Aren't drinking and eating the two first necessities ...' 
 b. *le boire le vin et le manger les frites (Kerleroux 1990) 
  the drink.INF the wineObj and the eat.INF the chipsObj 
 c. *le boire du vin et le manger des frites 
  (Corbin 1987, cited after Kerleroux 1990: 63) 
  the drink.INF the wine and the eat.INF the chips 
 c.' ??le boire des boissons sucre-adoucies entre les repas (www) 
 
• In Modern French, George (1976) counts some 50 nominalized infintives that are cur-

rently used.  
• According to Kerleroux (1990), however, many more nominalized infinitives of the 

sort exemplified in (56) are productively used in scientific, literary and philosophical 
texts. 

 
(56) "L'espace requiert l'habiter." (cited after Kerleroux 1990) 
 the space requires the live.INF 
 'The space requires occupation.' 

3.2 Old French 
• Old French, however, had nominal infinitival constructions similar to those attested in 

Spanish. 
 
Construction 1: Nominal infinitive has a prepositional complement 
 
(57) li trembler del leün [PhThBest 353] 
 'the trembling of the lion' 
(58) a l'eschevir del seiremant [Yvain 6636] 

'at the taking of the oath' 
 
Construction 2: Nominal infinitive has a direct object 
(59) au conter le duel qu'ele fist [Yvain 2919] 
 'at the telling of the sorrow she had' 
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• Infinitives preceded by a determiner are attested in documents from the 12th century 

onwards (Schäfer 1911) 
• Their frequency decreases in the 13th century (Schäfer 1911) 
• From the 16th century onwards, infinitives preceded by determiners cannot have ar-

gument structure; only infinitives of the type le boire, le dîner, le manger are attested 
(Schäfer 1911, Nyrop 1930: 220ff, , Ewert 19432: 183f, Kukenheim 1967: 78ff) 

 
• In Old or Middle French, no examples are attested for Construction 3: Nominal infini-

tive has a subject (Mensching 2000:20).  
• In general, it can be said that the occurrence of explicit subjects with infinitives has 

always been more restricted in French than in Spanish  (Mensching 2000:20). 

3.3 Summary 
• Hence, French used to have a similar array of constructions with nominal infinitives 

like those attested in modern Spanish. 
• All these constructions with nominal infinitives were lost; they are no longer gram-

matical. 
• Some residual nominal infinitives have survived into the modern language, which, 

unlike French deverbal nouns derived by affixation, do not have argument structure. 
 
 
 

4 Towards an analysis 

4.1 Explanandum 
Spanish 
Spanish nominal infinitives occur in two constructions: 
 
(60) a. Nominal infinitive with prepositional complement (PPde) 
 b. Nominal infinitive with direct object, whereby 

a second participant can be realized as a prepositional complement  
(PPde) 
infinitive allows modification by adverbs or adjectives 

 
French 
• French infinitives occur in none of these constructions. 
• In Old French, all the constructions attested in Modern Spanish were grammatical 

(with the exception of the one with overt subject). 
• Those infinitives that have been preserved as nouns from earlier stages of the language 

do not have argument structure. 
o This holds even when they do refer to events; it distinguishes French nominal 

infinitives from French deverbal nouns. 
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4.2 Previous analyses 
Various proposals have been put forward in the literature in order to account for constructions 
with non-finite verb forms that exhibit verbal as well as nominal properties, such as the Span-
ish nominal infinitive or the English gerund.  
 
• Lexical category change by affixation 
• Lexical category change in syntax 
• Dual categorial status: Syntactic projection of two heads 
• Dual categorial status: Insertion into both V an N is possible 

4.2.1  Lexical category change by affixation 
A kind of analysis that is immediately plausible to many morphologists is the following: 
 
• The English gerund or the Spanish infinitive is a verb 
• Where it has the distribution of a noun, it must have undergone a change in lexical 

category. 
• A change in lexical category can be brought about by overt affixation, or by zero af-

fixes. 
 
English gerund 
• The overt affix -ing may be attached to V°, VP or IP, changing the category to N, giv-

ing rise to the different gerundive constructions in English (Jackendoff 1977, Baker 
1985, Abney 1987) 

 
Spanish infinitive 
• Lexical category change by phrasal affixation of zero affixes at the level of V°, VP, 

and IP/CP (Yoon & Bonet-Farran 1991) 
NP → VP-∅ 
IP → IP-∅ 

 
A similar proposal is made by de Miguel (1996), who distinguishes between two infinitival 
affixes in Spanish 
• -r as an inflectional affix that does not change the category of the verbal root 
• -r as a derivational affix, converting a verb into a noun 
Crucial presupposition of de Miguel's (1996) analysis 
• infinitives preceded by determiners are either fully verbal or fully nominal, but cannot 

have verbal and nominal properties at the same time (counterexamples: (13), (14), 
(34), (35)) 

Problem 
• does not explain why fully verbal infinitives can be preceded by a determiner 
 
Note 
• There is no overt affix in Spanish infinitives that could change the lexical category (in 

contrast to English gerund) 
• Postulation of a zero-affix or of affix homonymy is necessary 
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4.2.2  Lexical category change in syntax 
Schachter (1976), Pullum (1991) 
• The English gerund is an exocentric construction 
 

(61) NP → NPPoss VPGerund 

4.2.3  Dual categorial status: Syntactic projection of two heads 
• Some analyses take English gerundive constructions or Spanish nominal infinitives to 

have two different heads with different categorial features  
(where the relation between both heads may be mediated via movement, via head-
sharing or some other device) 

 
Lapointe (1993, 1999) 
• Dual lexical category 〈N|V〉 
• N determines the external syntactic properties of the phrase containing the head; 
• V determines the internal syntactic properties of the phrase containing the head. 
 
A slightly different version of Lapointe's proposal 
• Head-sharing (Bresnan 1997, Bresnan & Mugane 2006). 
• Mixed constructions like the English gerund consist not of one, but two projections 

that differ in category type, where the two projections share a single lexical head. 
 
Note 
• Exocentric constructions 
• LFG-version is non-lexicalist 

4.2.4  Dual categorial status: Insertion into both V an N is possible 
The observation that the English gerunds and Spanish infinitives occur both in fully verbal 
and in fully nominal constructions has been taken as evidence that the gerund or infinitive is a 
verb and a noun at the same time.  
 
Plann (1981), Demonte & Varela (1998) 
• Spanish infinitive may be inserted both into V and N 
• No details are given how dual categorial status is represented. 
 
Blevins (1994, 2005)  
• English gerund can be the head of a noun phrase, in addition to being the head of a VP 
• Special phrase structure rule for gerunds 
 
Malouf (2000) 
• The English gerund is at the same time a subtype of noun and a subtype of verb(al).  
• Therefore, a gerund can be inserted into phrase structures into which nouns can be 

inserted, as well as into phrase structures into which verb(al)s can be inserted.  
 
Note 
Analysis assuming dual categorial status have conceptual advantages (Pullum 1991) 
• do not postulate empty elements 
• are endocentric 
• are lexicalist (do not postulate syntactic or phrasal affixation) 
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4.2.5  Outline of an analysis based on Grimshaw (2005 [1991]) 
• The Spanish infintive is both [+ verbal] and [+ nominal] 
• It may be inserted into V or into N 
• Hence, it can occur in all syntactic positions in which a noun can occur and in all posi-

tions in which a verb can occur. 
 
How to explain that a VP containing an infinitive can be the complement of a determiner? 
 
Assumption 1 
• Lexical categorial features are not just conditions on insertion 
• Rather, lexical heads are inserted with their categorial features; features percolate to 

the maximal projection 
Note 
I take the feature [+nominal, +verbal] to be associated with the infinitive; but one could also 
think of them as being associated with the infinitival affix -r. 
 
Assumption 2 
• The determiner takes a complement that is specified as [+ nominal] (but it need not be 

an NP) 
• The determiner forms an extended projection with its nominal complement. Therefore, 

it can look into the feature specifications of its complement. 
• A determiner may thus combine with a VP containing an infinitive, because this VP is 

specified as [+ nominal]. 
 
Why is French different? 
 
French 
• The French infinitive is [+ verbal, -nominal] 
• Therefore, it cannot be inserted into N 
 
In French, there is no possibility of generating nominal constructions headed by an infinitive. 
 
But 
• some infinitives have been lexicalized as [+nominal, -verbal] 
(62) le souvenir 'remebrance, le diner 'dinner', etc. 
 
What about example (62), L'espace requiert l'habiter? 
 
• Infinitives of the type exemplified in (62) are verbs that are converted to nouns, cf. 

(63) [cf. Kerleroux 1990 for a critical discussion of a similar proposal] 
 
(63) "L'espace requiert l'habiter." 
 
(64) [ [habiter]V ]N 
 
• Since they have no derivational (or inflectional) affix, they cannot have argument 

structure (cf. Grimshaw 1990: 65-67). 
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5 Conclusion 
Is this of any relevance to a morphologist? 
 
• Yes: Morphology determines syntax to a greater degree than one might have thought. 
 
• Lexical category specifications are not just conditions on insertion into phrase struc-

ture 
• Rather, lexical specifications of heads determine syntactic properties of phrases. 
• Lexical specifications determine syntactic structure. 
 
What about argument structure? 
• Correlation between constituent structure (NP or VP) and argument structure (having 

an OBJECT or having a POSSESSOR) 
• Which is primary, constituent structure or argument structure? 
 
Prediction 
• If a language admits one of these constructions with nominal infinitives, it should ad-

mit them all. 
 
True for Italian 
Next task 
• Check for other Romance languages 
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PRIMARY STRESS IN ITALIAN AS A LEXICALLY ASSIGNED FEATURE 

Which consequences for morphology? 

 

1. Introduction 

 

A long-lasting question concerning the phonology of Italian is the question of stress: is word 
stress in Italian lexically marked or assigned by rule? 
 
Lexical marking (more or less explicitly): Mulja!i" (1969), Tekav!i" (1972), Bafile (1999), 
Burzio (1994), Marotta (1999), Krämer (to appear) 
 
Rule assignment: Den Os & Kager (1986), Sluyters (1990), Jacobs (1994), D’Imperio & 
Rosenthall (1999), Roca (1999), Guerzoni (2000) 
 
Arguments in favor of both hypotheses: 
 
i. Stress placement is distinctive in Italian: 
 
(1) cápito capíto capitó 
 ‘I happen’ ‘understood’ ‘it happened’ 
 
ii. When faced to an unknown word a speaker of Italian is generally able to predict stress 
position with a good deal of approximation.  
 
Problem: speakers’ judgments are not as straightforward as one might think. Cf. Krämer’s (to 
appear) experience: for trisyllabic LLL words like those in (2), the repartition of penultimate / 
antepenultimate stress was 55,1% / 44,9% (but too few items and too few subjects!): 
 
(2) frunaco fiesova frudalo 
 
“the lexical nature of the system causes the same problem for the learner as for the linguist: 
the learner has no data that support unambiguous ranking arguments, hence, many of the 
markedness constraints that determine stress remain unranked” [Krämer, to appear]. 
 
There might be consensus that for at least a portion of words, speakers cannot make a unique 
decision. In this case, speakers may adopt different, possibly conflicting strategies. Moreover, 
purely phonological accounts fail to give a definitive answer to the question. However, (ii.) 
above still holds in many cases. If stress is a lexical matter, why not considering that stress 
may be assigned (also) via lexical constraints? 
 
A possible answer: stress is assigned by virtue of the (segmental / prosodic) similarity of the 
candidate word with other words in the lexicon. Note that for phonologically unproblematic 
words the result of this hypothesis and of the phonological one is the same: similar words tend 
to be more similar even from the point of view of stress. 
Problem: similarity is hard to modelize.  
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Some questions which will not be addressed here: 
! relationship between stress and duration 
! stress and foot structure 
! stress and glides 
 
The data presented may apparently be ‘marginal’, but precisely these data escape lexical 
pressure, and the external, non phonological, influences to which the well attested lexicon is 
submitted. 
 
2. Lexical vs. phonological principles 

 
Lexical pressure may override phonological principles. This idea has been applied to 
phonological variability, to mismatches between the phonology and the semantics of a 
construction or to cases of affixal substitution (cf. among others Roché 2007; Lignon & Plénat 
to appear), but, at my knowledge, never to prosodic facts. 
 
Velar palatalization in Italian 
 
(3) elásti[k]o elásti[t!]i elasti[t!]itá elasti[k]íno 
 ‘elastic-M SG’ ‘elastic-M PL’ ‘elasticity’ ‘small rubber band’ 
     
 antí[k]o antí[k]i anti[k]itá  
 ‘ancient-M SG’ ‘ancient-M PL’ ‘antiquity’  
     
 opá[k]o opá[k]i opa[t!]itá  
 ‘opaque-M SG’ ‘opaque-M PL’ ‘opacity’  
 
Various authors (Dressler 1985, Celata & Bertinetto 2005, Krämer 2006; van der Veer 2006) 
have more or less explicitly admitted that velar palatalization is a morphologized / lexical 
phenomenon in Italian. Velar palatalization is the reflect of a phonological rule which was 
active at some point in Romance languages, but is no more active in present day Italian (the 
sequences /"!#/ and /$%/ are possible and frequent). Yet, the relation between /k/ and /"!/ in 
some contexts may still be perceived by speakers and have some effect on lexical 
construction, though not via a phonologically general rule, but rather by analogy, lexical 
pressure or whatever label we want to give to this dynamics.  
 
(4) palatalization no palatalization 
 cúbi[t!]i cári[k]i 
 ‘cubic-M PL’ ‘loads’ 
   
 elásti[t!]i ába[k]i 
 ‘elastic-M PL’ ‘abacuses’ 
   
 austría[t!]i antí[k]i 
 ‘Austrians’ ‘ancient-M PL’ 
   
 sínda[t!]i ubriá[k]i 
 ‘mayors’ ‘drunk-M PL’ 
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 amí[t!]i  
 ‘friends’  
   
 gré[t!]i  
 ‘Greeks’  
 

If we give a look at the number of attested forms, we can draw some generalizations and in 
particular identify two parameters favoring palatalization: (i) the position of stress 
(penultimate or antepenultimate) and (ii) the nature of the segment preceding the consonant 
candidate to palatalization (/i/ vs. another vowel / a sonorant), see (5). (5b) expresses a 
hierarchy: word types for which palatalization is attested most frequently are on the left, and 
word types for which palatalization is almost never encountered are on the right: 
 

(5) 
a. iki Vki 

! antí[k]i ! ubriá[k]i penult  
amí[t!]i gré[t!]i 
! elásti[t!]i ! sínda[t!]i antepenult 

cári[k]i ába[k]i 
 
b. antepenult Penult 
 iki Vki Iki Vki 
 elásti[t!]i sínda[t!]i antí[k]i ubriá[k]i 
 
Curiously, the two parameters above permit to delimitate a morphological object, the suffix –
ico, which systematically triggers palatalization and imposes preparoxytonic stress to its 
derivates. 
Experimentation seems to partially confirm this schema: cf. Krämer’s (2006) test with such 
words as frúnaco, plántico, gíco, frampéco (but too few items and too few subjects!). 
 
Words of the síndaco / ábaco type (data from Zingarelli 1997): 
 

k∼t! k∼k both 

50 8 3 
 
Among the 53 words that may display the alternation, there are 35 containing a transparent 
(though no more productive?) suffix –íaco1. Of the 15 remaining, only 6 are quite common2, 
and 9 end with a sequence /íako/.  
In the same source, there are 134 words of the cárico type (out of 4.288 words ending in 
/iko/). Of them, only 1 is maybe transparent, francico (old for ‘Frankish’, and look at 
['&'()"!%"!%]!). 
All these facts suggest that morphology probably plays a role in palatalization. The hierarchy 
in (5b) should be reviewed by inserting a third parameter, “morphologically transparent”: 

                                                 
1 Ex. austriaco, bosniaco (‘Bosnian’), elefantiaco (‘elephantic’), paradisiaco (‘paradisiac’)…   
2 farmaco (‘medication’), intonaco (‘plaster’), monaco, (‘monk’), sindaco (‘mayor’), stomaco (‘stomach’), 
zodiaco (‘zodiac’). 
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(6) antepenult Penult 
 iki Vki 
 transp. non transp. transp. non transp. 

iki Vki 

 cúbi[t!]i elásti[t!]i austría[t!]i sínda[t!]i antí[k]i ubriá[k]i 
 
Four words like opaco " opacità, among which: 
 
(7) cié[k]o cié[k]i ce[t!]itá  
 ‘blind-M SG’ ‘blind-M PL’ ‘blindness’  
     
 méndi[k]o méndi[k]i mendi[t!]itá  
 ‘beggar-M SG’ ‘beggar-M PL’ ‘beggarliness’  
 
Data from Google (October 2007): 
 
 
(8) opa[k]o opa[t!]itá opa[k]issimo opa[t!]issimo 
 1.600.000 273.000 63 259 
 cie[k]o ce[t!]itá c(i)e[k]issimo c(i)e[t!]issimo 
 4.000.000 623.000 63 - 
 
As (8) shows, opacità is proportionally more frequent than cecità (a proportion of 5,8 vs. 6,4 
when compared to the underived word). The proportion is not particularly striking, but two 
facts may support this view: (i) cecità is very frequent in technical and medical texts, whereas 
opacità belongs more to the ordinary language. The quantity of texts including the word 
cecità is probably greater on the Web than in everyday life; (ii) other words derived from 
opaco display palatalization (cf. opacizzare, opacificare), while cecità is the only derivate 
from cieco displaying it: so to say, the “root” /#*("!/ seems more available than the “root” 
/"!+"!/. 
 
3. Stress assignment in Italian 

 

Generally, the quantity-based Latin stress algorithm is taken as a base (but cf. e.g. Vincent 
1988): 
 
! stress on the antepenult, if there is one, and the penult is light, otherwise 
! stress on the penult, if there is one  
 
(9) réx ‘king’  
 rósa ‘rose’  
 rom#nus ‘Roman’ *róm#nus 
 cucúrri ‘I ran’ *cúcurri 
 póp$lus ‘people’ *pop$lus 
 
Loss of distinctive value for vocalic length. In Italian, heavy syllable = closed syllable. What 
is proposed is a reduced version of (9) (Mioni 1993, Bertinetto & Loporcaro 2002): 
 
! stress on the antepenult, if there is one, and the penult is open, otherwise 
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! stress on the penult, if there is one  
 
(10) ré ‘king’  
 rósa ‘rose’  
 áncora ‘anchor’  
 conténto ‘happy’  
 
The attraction of stress by a heavy penult is confirmed by: 
! statistical observations (Kenstowicz & Zuraw 2002); 
! tendency in stress assignment to novel and/or unknown words (cf. Únicef vs. Unésco). 
 
Other statistical observations show that Italian words tend to display a paroxytonic stress 
pattern in any case, independently of their syllabic structure. According to various sources 
(Colombo 1992, Mancini & Voghera 1994, Thornton et al. 1997) the distribution of stress in 
Italian is: 
 

 

 
A problem for these figures is that we don’t exactly know on which base they have been 
obtained (e.g., for verbs, only the infinitive has been taken into account? In the verbal 
paradigm we may find forms bearing stress on each of the last four syllables, cf. note 3). 
 
In the lexicon, there are several ‘external’, non phonological phenomena that influence stress: 
! almost all Italian suffixes are stressed on the penult; 
! many borrowings may preserve the original stress (cf. [$#,'*-."+'], [$#'''%/(]); 
! many words simply preserve the Latin stress pattern, even if it clashes with the supposed 

Italian one: 
 
(11) amíco < am%cus ‘friend’ 
 fedéle < fid&lis ‘faithful’ 
 
Thus, (10) should be regarded as holding just for simplex words and for the autochthonous 
lexicon. Unfortunately, both notions are far from clear in Italian: the Italian lexicon is a 
stratified and composite entity.  
It is bizarre to believe that the observation of the lexicon as a whole, which is the result of 
several centuries of accumulations and external influences, can tell us something about the 
functioning of the system at the present time. 
 
In fact, (10) has several exceptions: 
 

 3+ syllables 2 syllables 1 syllable 

oxyton virilitá 
‘virility’ 

povertá 
‘poorness’ 

finí 
‘he/she ended’ 

virtú 
‘virtue 

ré 
‘king’ 

paroxyton amíco 
‘friend’ 

conténto 
‘happy’ 

páne 
‘bread’ 

ténda 
‘tent’ 

 

preparoxyton sólido 
‘solid’ 

mándorla 
‘almond’ 

   

Table 1: types of stress in Italian 

 

preparoxyton paroxyton oxyton 

80∼70% 30∼16% 2∼3% 
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The only clear constraint that emerges from Table 1 is the fact that stress in Italian cannot go 
beyond the antepenult3. 
Some schemes are marked, however: 
 
! oxytons: 
o are uninflected 
o are either borrowed (cf. Perù, bordeaux [0#''/1]) or contain a suffix (which may be 

transparent or not, the only one productive today is –ità). 
 
! the mándorla type: 
o only a handful of examples in the Italian lexicon: Táranto, Ótranto, Lévanto, city 

names, pólizza, (‘insurance contract’) (but cf. below). 
 
But how to establish a preference for the distinction amíco vs. sólido? 
 
Two concurrent hypotheses: 
(a) a unique unmarked stress pattern with exceptions 

i. the unmarked stress is on the penult, the other patterns are marked (Den Os & Kager 
1986, Jacobs 1994, Sluyters 1990, D’Imperio & Rosenthall 1999, Roca 1999, among 
others); 

 
ii. Italian follows the Latin algorithm: « penult if heavy or underlyingly accented, 

antepenult otherwise » (Guerzoni 2000). 
 
The interest of these assumptions is that they allow a uniform analysis in terms of feet: 
! Binarity (a foot is always binary: more than one stress pattern, '', (() 
! Uniformity of Algorithm (a language has only one type of feet, in Italian typically a 

bisyllabic trochee). 
 
(b) include different feet types in the inventory of Italian, e.g. ternary feet like the dactyl (× . .) 

(Burzio 1994, Bafile 1999, Marotta 1999), and consider that none of them is the unmarked 
one. 

 
What about stress assignment under (b)? 
 
! for complex words the morphological rule itself assigns stress: 
 
(12) távolo " tavolíno 
 ‘table’  ‘small table’ 
    
 átomo " atómico 
 ‘atom’  ‘atomic’ 
 
! in most cases words ending in a sequence identical to a suffix are stressed according to the 

same pattern: 

                                                 
3 The only exceptions are some clitic groups (teléfonagli, ‘phone to him’), and 3rd person plurals of some verbs 
(teléfonano, ‘they phone’). 
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(13) limóne ‘lemon’  
 farína ‘flour’  
 
Otherwise, there are good reasons to consider that the weight of the penult determines in most 
cases the locus of stress: 
 
(14) 
'''L' / '''H' 
 
A frequently discussed issue is whether verbs should be considered as having the same stress 
pattern as nouns and adjectives or not (cf. Roca 1999, Krämer to appear). Here I consider that 
verbs do not behave differently from nouns and adjectives as far as stress is concerned. There 
are only 9 cases (out of 48) in the paradigm where stress is relatively ‘free’, and only for –are 
verbs: 
 
(15) 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Pres. Ind. cómplico 
fatíco 

cómplichi 
fatíchi 

cómplica 
fatíca 

complichiámo 
fatichiámo 

complicáte 
faticáte 

cómplicano 
fatícano 

Pres. Subj. cómplichi 
fatíchi 

cómplichi 
fatíchi 

cómplichi 
fatíchi 

complichiámo 
fatichiámo 

complichiáte 
fatichiáte 

cómplichino 
fatíchino 

Imperative  cómplica 
fatíca 

 

faticare = ‘labour’ 
complicare = ‘complicate’ 
 
Cf. data from Kenstowicz & Zuraw (2002) on a corpus of some 1.500 verbs of this type: 
 

 Penult 

 closed  Open 
paroxytons 963 307 
proparoxytons 0 251 

 
In general, verbs derived from nouns / adjectives by prefixation or coversion conserve the 
stress of their base: 
 
(16) rótolo " arrótolo 
 ‘roll’  ‘roll up-1 SG PRES IND’ 
    
 caténa " incaténo 
 ‘chain’  ‘chain-1 SG PRES IND’ 
    
 teléfono " teléfono 
 ‘telephone’  ‘phone-1 SG PRES IND’ 
 
Why is the proparoxytonic pattern the non marked one for ''L' words? We cannot really rely 
on the existing lexicon or on words resembling to existing ones. However, some facts support 
this view. 
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Diachronic and stylistic variation: 
 
(17)   
a. Latin Italian 
 expl&tus éspleto  
 ‘complete’ ‘accomplish-1 SG PRES IND’ 
   
 irr%to írrito 
 ‘irritate’  
   
 perm)to pérmuto 
 ‘permute’  
   
b. Base Derived 
 valúto váluto 
 ‘be worth-PAST PART’   ‘evaluate-1 SG PRES IND’ 
   
 fervóre inférvoro 
 ‘fervor’ ‘excite-1 SG PRES IND’ 
   
 vapóre eváporo 
 ‘steam’ ‘evaporate-1 SG PRES IND’ 
 
In other cases, we can observe ‘pure’ phonological principles at work. In particular, when 
there is a clash between a lexically assigned and a phonologically assigned stress. According 
to D’Imperio & Rosenthall (1999) a hypothetical word having an underlying stress on the pre-
antepenult should surface with a paroxytonic stress. However, some rare words of this type do 
exist, and the stress pattern predicted by them is the least acceptable according to native 
speakers’ judgments. Eight native speakers were asked to conjugate the two verbs 
incellofanare (‘to wrap up with cellophane’) and monitorare (‘to observe through a monitor’) 
at the 1Sg. Pres. Ind., and to read a phrase containing the compound senegalo-guineano 
(‘Senegalo-Guinean’). The structure of these words is given in (18a), and the results of the 
test in (18b): 
 
(18)    
a. cellophane ['"!233#&()] " incellofanare 
 monitor [',1)%"#'] " monitorare 
 Senegal ['4+)+5(3] " senegalo-guineano 
 
b. 
 3-syllable window base-derivate faith 
 
# 

incellófano 
monítoro 
senégalo 

  
* 

 
$ 

incéllofano 
mónitoro 
sénegalo 

 
* 

 

 
% 

incellofáno 
monitóro 
senegálo 

  
* 
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In all the cases of (18) the obligatory (for different reasons) adjunction of a vowel (a verbal 
ending in the case of verbs, a “linking element” for the compound) provokes a 
resyllabification and the adjunction of one syllable. (18b) is not intended to be read as a 
cnonical OT tableau, it just displays descriptive observation of tendencies. Naturally, there 
must be a third constraint that allows to chose between the incellófano and the incellofáno 
type, which should be added to the tableau. 
Cases like those of (18), in which the closest related word suggests a phonological non 
optimal stress, are rare. In the majority of cases a word’s neighbors suggest (possibly 
conflicting) phonologically acceptable stress patterns. 
 
The Sénegal-type: the tendency to have proparoxytonic stress is stronger with words looking 
“foreign” (i.e., roughly, ending with a closed syllable, not only for “English-sounding words”, 
as claimed by Bertinetto & Loporcaro 2002, cf. (19a)). Interestingly, this is the only case in 
which '''H' can be violated (cf. (19b)): 
 
(19)  
a. Écuador ['2$6(/#'] 
 Ásterix ['(4"+'%$4] 
 Górbaciov ['51'0("!#7] 
  
b. Fíninvest ['&%8)%)87+4"] 
 Bénetton ['028)+"8"#)] 
 pérformance ['*2'8&#'8,()4] 
 
At my knowledge, no phonological theory is able to deal with a ‘constraint’ like that in (19) 
(or only via some ad hoc device). Rather, invoking the influence of lexical principles (the 
semantics, the similarity with neighbor words, etc.) seems more appropriate (more on this 
issue below). 
 

4. How stress is assigned lexically: words in /inV/. 

 

In Italian, there are several words displaying this ending: 
 

! two paroxytonic suffixes –ino: diminutive (tavolo ‘table’ " tavolíno ‘small table’) and 
relational (Alpi ‘Alps’ " alpíno ‘Alpine’); 

! some proparoxytonic feminine suffixes, -aggine, -(i)tudine (stupido ‘silly’ " stupidággine 
‘silliness’, solo ‘alone’ " solitúdine ‘loneliness’); 

! some unanalyzable nouns deriving from 3rd declension Latin nouns ending in –men / -minis 
(crímine ‘crime’, términe ‘term’). 

 
Most words ending with a sequence /inV/ have been given a paroxytonic stress through the 
history of Italian: 
 
(20)   
giardíno < Fr. jardin 
‘garden’  
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mandarino < Port. mandarim 
‘mandarin’  
  
Pechíno  
‘Beijing’  
 
I took the data from the Lip (De Mauro et al. 1993)4, a large corpus of spoken Italian, in order 
not to have too many rare or unknown words. The Lip contains some 350 words ending in 
/inV/ (I only took into account nouns and adjectives, not the verbs in /inare/): 
 
 P

5
 S 

/ino/ 29 - 
/ina/ 416 1 
/ine/ 3 2 
/ino/∼/ini/ 119 5 
/ina/∼/ine/ 77 8 
/ine/∼/ini/ 1 25 
/ino/∼/ina/∼/ini/∼/ine/ 45 - 
total 315 41 
Table 2: distribution of stress according to word type / class 

 

 P S 

/ino/ 193 5 
/ina/ 163 9 
/ini/ 165 30 
/ine/ 126 35 
/ine/SG 1 25 
/ine/PL 122 8 
Table 2': distribution of stress according to the final sequence 

 

(21) 

0

50

100

150

200

250

ino ina ini ine

0

50

100

150

200

250

ino ina ini ineSG ine PL

 
 

                                                 
4 Types: ≈ 15.000, tokens: ≈ 500.000.  
Available at: http://languageserver.uni-graz.at/badip/badip/20_corpusLip.php.  
I didn’t look at words ending with the sequence /ini/ (only family names, all paroxytons, and uómini, Pl. of 
uomo, ‘man’). 
5 P = paroxyton (“piano”), S = proparoxyton (“sdrucciolo”). 
6 Among which Ucraina, which can receive both stresses (Ucráina, Ucraína), though the second is becoming 
more common. 
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9 "9 39 '9 "!9 /9 $9 :9 )9 09 *9 "4/9
/:9

,9 /;9 &9 49 <9 79 59 =9

P 71 50 47 30 16 13 9 9 8 8 8 7 6 5 5 3 3 2 1 
S 1 1 - - 13 1 2 - - - - 10 10 - - - - - - 
Table 3: distribution of stress pattern according to the preceding segment (consonants) 

 
(22) 

! " # !$ % & ' ( ) * !+,%' - %. / + 0 1 2 3

 
 
Some data are clearly affected by morphology. Cf. the high number of words ending in /"%)#/, 
/3%)#/, /"!%)#/: 
 
(23) polpettina   
 ‘meatball-DIM’   
    
 cartellino   
 ‘small card’   
    
 balconcino   
 ‘balcony-DIM’   
 
Experiment: the 8 native speakers where asked to read made-up words ending in ino and ine 
preceded by /t/, /l/, /r/, /d/, /m/, /d;/. (No cue was given as to gender/number). No speaker was 
asked to read the same pair; i.e. the same stimulus was presented either ending in ino or in ine 
to each subject. The results were quite straightforward, in particular for certain contexts: 
 
(24) 

prutíno 
prútíne 

prulíno 
prulíne 

pruríno 
pruríne 

prudíno 
prúdine 

prumíno 
prumíne 

prugíno 
prúgíne 

croltíno 
croltíne 

  croldíno 
croldíne 

crolmíno 
crólmine 

crolgíno 
crólgine 

afetíno 
afetíne 

afelíno 
afélíne 

aferíno 
aferíne 

afedíno 
afédine 

afemíno 
afémíne 

afegíno 
afégine 

 
I then observed the preceding segment in proparoxytonic words ending in //%)V/, /,%)V/, 
//;%)V/. The only ending displaying two clearly dominating patterns was //%)V/: 
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(25) 

/udinV/=6 /rdinV/=4 /idinV/=1 /edinV/=1 /ndinV/ 
abitudine 

consuetudine 
inquietudine 
similitudine 
solitudine 

sollecitudine 

cardine 
disordine 

ordine 
riordino 

 

libidine redine tendine 

 
A second test: 
 
(26) 

murtíno 
múrtíne 

murlíno 
murlíne 

murdíno 
múrdíne 

fertíno 
fertíne 

ferlíno 
ferlíne 

ferdíno 
férdine 

metutíno 
metutíne 

metulíno 
metulíne 

metudíno 
metúdine 

cevitíno 
cevitíne 

cevilíno 
cevilíne 

cevidíno 
cevídíne 

 
5. Towards a modelization of lexical-phonological stress assignment 

 

All those who deal with stress in Italian agree that stress is assigned to “words”. However, 
this notion is not completely clear. Presumably, it is the phonological word. This notion is 
probably not sufficient to account for stress. The data in section 4 show that the prosodic and 
stress pattern of a word may be influenced by other factors, namely morphological ones, like 
gender / number / inflectional class. The speaker is forced to reconstruct a lexical word (a 
lexeme) to which a stress pattern is assigned. Cf. examples like prútíne and prúgíne above: 
 
(27) 

form gramm. lexeme neighbors (a) neighbors (b) 

N-F.PL PRUTINA 34 (mattina) 14 (tutina) prutíne 
A-F.PL PRUTINO 14 (argentino) 9 (mattutino) 

prútine N-M.SG PRUTINE - 1 (glutine) 
N-F.PL PRUGINA 3 (regina) 1 (grattugina) prugíne 
A-F.PL PRUGINO 1 (cugino) 3 (cugino) 

prúgine N-M.SG PRUGINE - 6 (lanugine) 
neighbors (a) = words in /"%)V/ or //;%)V/ in the LIP corpus 
neighbors (b) = words in /."%)V/ or /./;%)V/ in Zingarelli (1997) 
 
Stress assignment is not a matter of prosodic words but of lexical words (lexemes). It is 
influenced by lexical neighborhood, not merely by segmental or prosodic similarity.  
 
“Mental representations of linguistic expressions constitute sets of entailments – a 
representation with the structure AB generating the entailments A!B B!A” 
[Burzio 2002: 149] 
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The features which are under evaluation include segmental, prosodic, morphosyntactic and 
semantic features.  
 
“Given the large scale of unpredictable stress in Italian we can assume that faithfulness to 
underlying stress dominates most of the constraints that determine stress placement” [Krämer 
to appear]. 
 
What is an “underlying stress” if not a lexematic stress? In surface-to-surface terms, 
faithfulness operates between various surface forms of neighboring words; cf. output-output 
effects in (16) and (18). Note that it is not a contradiction, if we consider that a lexeme does 
not consist of a basic form from which the others are derived, but rather a network of 
connected word forms.  
 
Some data in this direction are cases of final vowel truncation (cf. Meinschaefer 2007) in (28), 
and some possible exceptions to (19) in (29) 
 
(28) capitáre " capitàr 
 ‘happen-INFIN’   
    
 capitiámo " capitiàm 
 ‘happen-1PL PRES’   
    
 cápitano " cápitan 
 ‘happen-3PL PRES’   
    
 temére " temér 
 ‘fear-INFIN’   
    
 crédere " créder 
 ‘believe-INFIN’   
 
(29) Word Forms Neighbor 

 Diabolik 
 

# [/-('013%$] 
$ ['/-(0#3%$] 

diabólico  

 Titanic # ["%'"()%$] 
$ ['"%"()%$] 

titánico  

 
For the data in (29) one could invoke the faithfulness to a presumed source language 
(English). However: -Diabolik is an Italian comics character, which is spelled differently from 
the English diabolic; -the pronunciation of both these words is not segmentally faithful to the 
English one (in particular, there is no diphthong in the first syllable). 
 
Consequence: lexical marking on lexemes is made on the stem for nominals (nouns and 
adjectives) and on one of the stems for verbs (typically, one of the stems of the present 
indicative): 
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(29) 
 FATICARE CARICARE DOVERE UDIRE TENERE 
 ‘labor’ ‘load’ ‘have to’ ‘hear’ ‘keep’ 
Stem 1 (Impf.) &("%'$(7#9 $('%'$(7#9 /#'7+7#9 .'/%7#9 "+')+7#9
Stem 2 (Pres. 1-6) &('"%$#9 '$('%$#9 '/+7#9 '1/#9 '"+)5#9
Stem 3 (Pres. 2-3) &('"%$(9 '$('%$(9 '/+7+9 '1/+9 '"-+)+9
(cf. Pirrelli & Battista 2000, Boyé & Montermini 2007) 
 
Some unresolved problems: if stress is first assigned to lexical units, is stress a prominence 
feature assigned to a segment / syllable in a phonological representation or is it the effect of 
the association of a word with a particular foot? (Data as those in (28) seem to exclude this 
last possibility).  
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Lexical storage and on-line processing in inflectional morphology

Vito Pirrelli
Istituto di Lingusitica Computazionale, Pisa, Italy
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In the debate over storage vs. computation in Morphology processing, the English past tense has
served as an excellent test-bed for competing views. The battle front has engaged two major schools
of thought: so-called Words and Rules (WR) theorists, advocating a sharp separation between
storage and computation (Clahsen, 1999; Pinker & Ullman, 2002), against connectionist modellers,
joining Rumelhart and McClelland's view that knowledge of language is not rule-governed, but
rather arises via gradual adjustment of the connections among simple processing units in a multi-
layered perceptron (Rumelhart & McClelland 1986,  Plunkett & Marchman 1991).

Upon reflection, the crucial matter of contention between the two camps has been on the nature of
morphological generalization, rather than on language design issues such as the processing balance
between lexicon and rules. Multi-layered perceptrons are sub-symbolic pattern associators,
implementing a mapping function over two morphological domains: a repertoire ℜ of base forms
and a set ℑ of corresponding past inflections. From this perspective, they provide a neurally-
inspired mirror image of classical inflection rules with two major differences. First, they cannot
simulate structured variables and their binding in default rules, but only some form of direct
mapping involving phonological and morphosemantic representations. Secondly, their range of
application is graded and requires no dichotomic classification between regular and irregular
inflections. Following Albright and Hayes (2003), we say that connectionist networks rely on a
form of “variegated analogy”. On the one hand, connectionist networks are models of procedural
long-term memories, reflecting superpositional patterns of associative activations between input and
output representations. On the other hand, however, they share the WR-oriented view that base
forms and past tense inflections do not belong to the same representation level but are rather
derivationally related through a  ℜ → ℑ processing function. This is a theoretically-loaded design
choice, which presupposes the lexicon vs. grammar dichotomy: the morphological processor
accesses lexical bases to assemble surface forms on-line. Over the last twenty years, considerable
evidence have accrued showing that this view is fundamentally flawed, as shortly reviewed
hereafter.

Historical evidence
Meticulous philological analysis of long-range evolutionary trends (Maiden, 1991a; Maiden, 1991b;
Albright, 2005) emphasises that language change emerges as the outcome of a complex process of
competition among simultaneously stored morphologically-related lexical forms. At the level of
sound change, for example, not only individual forms, but also phonological processes happen to be
specific of paradigmatically-defined word classes. In contemporary Italian, velar palatalization
before a suffix beginning with [e] occurs only in verb inflection, but has no existence in noun and
adjective inflection, in spite of two different “waves” of palatalization taking place in the transition
from old Latin to early Italian. Likewise, diphthongization in stressed open syllables (as in
venìre/vièni) was paradigmatically extended to unstressed syllables in some lexical paradigms
(suòno/suonàre) or bleeded in all contexts in other paradigms (tròvo/trovàre) thus levelling the
monophthong “backwards”. These differential outcomes cannot be explained as the result of a
change in the application of the relevant derivational rules. They are rather better understood as the
result of a dynamic process of selective attraction between fully-inflected forms, leading in some
cases to a reversal of the base-derivative relationship. It has been suggested that this process, far
from being phonologically or even morphologically motivated, reflects a model of paradigm
learning in which the learner generalizes the most informative form of the paradigm, that is the
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form that preserves the most distinctions between word classes (Pirrelli, 2000; Albright, 2005).
Surely, no strategy of this sort is compatible with a strictly derivational account of inflected forms.

Theoretical evidence
In a number of compelling papers (Burzio, 1998; 2000; 2005 among others), Luigi Burzio argues
against the conflation of the notions of phonological base and morpho-semantic base. There is a
large class of cases in which morphologically-complex forms are generated by reference to more
than one base (the so-called “split base effect”). For example, to produce an adjective like
remèdiable an English speaker must consult not only the verb rèmedy but also the adjective
remèdial. Once more, the split base effect presupposes full storage of derivationally--related forms.
In a similar vein, Pirrelli & Battista (2000a, 2000b) demonstrate that a wide range of apparent
irregular forms in the Italian verb conjugation exhibit a striking regularity if we consider their
distribution within their paradigm. For example, the stem of an Italian past participle form ending in
-uto is always phonologically identical to the stem of the second person plural of the present
indicative of the same verb, irrespective of the different morpho-phonological environments where
the two stems happen to be inserted.

Psycholinguistic evidence
A third line of arguments draws on psycholinguistic evidence. Bybee & Moder (1982) and Bybee &
Slobin (1983) observe that speakers tend to form generalizations not just about the relation between
inputs and outputs, but also about the outputs themselves. Examples of such product-oriented
generalizations about English past tenses might include statements such as “past tense forms should
end in an alveolar stop” and “past tense forms should contain the vowel [ø]”. If past tenses were
derived from their bases, no such effect could occur. Another source of evidence comes from
speech errors. Stemberger & Middleton (2003) observe interference effects between bases and past
tense forms. These effects are modulated by the frequency of their own internal vowel: if the vowel
of the monosyllabic past tense form is more frequent than the vowel of the corresponding base, then
over--regularization errors (e.g. *falled for fell) decrease. These and other related data (Tabak,
Shreuder & Baayen, 2005) suggest that present and past tense forms, rather than being
derivationally related, should both have their own traces in memory, where they engage in
competition for lexical activation.

Acquisitional and logical evidence
In a learning perspective, the idea of a sharp dissociation between lexical storage and combinatorial
productivity puts a heavy load on early stages of Morphology maturation in child language
development (Behrens & Tomasello, 1999). If full regularities call for rules, whereas quasi
exceptions call for patterns of lexical storage, how do children home in on either alternative? When
and how do they decide that an inflected form is exceptional and needs to be stored? The point is
non--trivial, as there is no indisputable developmental evidence of a turning point in word
acquisition. Besides, most frequent inflections are irregular, so the child should be biased towards
looking for exceptional patterns. The well-known U-shaped curve effect in generalization accuracy
of learning children does in fact extend over a considerable time span (Maratsos, 2000). This bears
witness to competition between regulars and irregulars rather than to a sharp divide between two
neatly separate domains.

A final point concerns the logical problem of morpheme segmentation, a preliminary learning step
to any WR model. For a child to discover that the sequence ["rønz] consists of a root (["røn])
followed by a suffix [-z] (s)he must hear other sequences (e.g. ["rønIN]} and ["go√z]) where both
morphological constituents are used independently. Thus, morphological segmentation presupposes
comparison of fully stored word forms. Once morphemes are identified, their combinatorial
distribution is acquired: morphemes sharing the same distributional behaviour are clustered together
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and assigned the same class. Finally, combinatorial patterns are defined in terms of acquired
classes, a generalization step turning patterns into rules proper. This logical sketch may vary
considerably in aspects of detail, and learning models may disagree about the amount and type of
knowledge required at each step. Be that as it may, however, it seems impossible to avoid the
conclusion that lexical storage and rule--based combinatoriality crucially co-determine each other
in Morphology learning.

To sum up, WR theorists postulate a sort of direct correspondence (Miller & Chomsky 1963,
Clahsen, 2006) between theoretical principles of grammar organization (lexicon vs. rules) and
processing substrates (storage vs. computation). However simple, the hypothesis runs against a
wide range of empirical, theoretical and logical facts and could only be the artefact of an outdated
conception of memory as rote storage. In our view, there is wide room for pursuing the alternative
hypothesis of an indirect correspondence. Observed differential effects in human language
behaviour could be the complex outcome of uniform learning and processing principles. The
present talk  describes a computer learning model based on Asynchronous Cascaded Self-
Organizing Maps (AXOMs) and puts it to the challenging test of accounting for some apparently
paradoxical effects in child development of inflection Morphology. The psycholinguistic
implications of this set of experiments on issues of storage and computation are discussed at some
length . In particular, by observing the dynamic behaviour of two AXOMs trained on Italian and
English data respectively, we note that paradigmatic relations emerge slowly on the English second-
level SOM because of lack of systematic contrast in many present indicative cells. At earlier stages,
the English map tends to look for principles of formal organization other than morphological ones,
and it homes in on natural inflection classes only after being exposed to a large number of different
stems. Such a transition from a lexical to a paradigmatic organization is in fact much easier in the
light of Italian data where the systematic presence of a different formal marker for each present
indicative cell allows the map to acquire the morphologically relevant contrast comparatively early
(Calderone, Herreros & Pirrelli, 2007).
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Derivation is directional (always?)

lexeme A is basic/motivating, lexeme A’ is derived from/motivated by A

a lexeme:
• meaning(s)         [polysemy*]
• form(s) [allomorphy]
• categorial specifications:             [depending on lg**]

• word class and perhaps subclass
• inflectional

*  I believe that what is involved in
derivation are not in fact lexemes,

but individual senses;
but that would be another talk

(Plank 2007).

**  There are languages where the
basic lexical units appear to be pre-

categorial (“roots”).
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How is basicness/derivedness established?

• SEMANTIC-CONCEPTUAL COMPLEXITY

• FORMAL COMPLEXITY
e.g., German Studi is more complex than Student insofar as
(i) it has more segmental substance, contributed by suffix -i;
(ii) it has undergone a segmental reduction to a maximal syllable.
e.g., Engl V house /haÁz/ is more complex than N house /haÁs/
insofar as it has undergone voicing of its final fricative;
e.g., Engl N bin and V bin are formally equally complex (zero-derivation,
conversion).

• FORMAL (IR-)REGULARITY:  derived = regular, general (default)
e.g., V buy, bought – N buy, buy-s [z];
V intrans sitzen, saß strong – V trans setzen, setz-t- weak;
Hund M, Hand F, Band N – dimin Hündchen, Händchen, Bändchen all N

• OCCURRENCE LIMITATIONS IN CONSTRUCTIONS OWING TO SEMANTIC
SPECIFICITY
e.g., in English the V bin is derived from the N bin, whereas the N dump
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is derived from the V dump.  The semantic relationship between the two
N–V pairs is in fact parallel:  N ‘a place (receptacle) where something
undesirable (rubbish) is gotten rid of’ – V ‘to get rid of something
undesirable by putting it in an appropriate place’.  When the V is
derived, it is more specific in limiting the place of disposal, which must
literally be what the basic N designates, a bin (*They binned their litter in
a pond);  when the V is basic, there is no such limitation through the
corresponding derived N (They dumped their rubbish in a pond).

• FREQUENCY

• HISTORICAL PRIORITY   
(well, there are backformations:  television – televise)
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How is the direction of derivation determined?  Is it predictable?

Given a semantic opposition encoded through derivational categories,
is the direction of derivation predictable

• for all languages alike,
unconditionally or also perhaps depending on other
typological parameters?

• for each particular language (i.e., with languages
randomly differing from one another)?

optimistic answer: Yes!
Since it is obviously semantic complexity which is the
determinant (Is it?), directions are predictable and will
be universally the same for any categorial opposition.

pessimistic answer: It’s not predictable, neither universally nor language-
particularly, but has to be determined lexeme by lexeme,
language by language.
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The reason it that what needs to be derived depends on
what is basic, i.e., on what happens to be lexicalised as part
of the basic vocabulary of a language.
And basic vocabulary is random.  (Is it?)

The right answer, as usual:
It depends,
namely on the categories concerned and on the
lexical-semantic fields where such derivation occurs.
For some categorial oppositions (but why these and not
others?) and for some lexical-semantic fields (again:
why these and not others?), the direction of derivation is
predictable – within a language and probably also
universally.
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Which verb is basic and which derived?
(Nichols, Peterson, & Barnes 2004;  see also Nedjalkov, Shibatani,
Haspelmath ...)

INTRANS TRANS      (typically animate PAT)
stative, inchoative causative

laugh make laugh, amuse, strike as funny
die kill
sit seat, have sit, make sit
eat feed, give food
learn, know teach
see show
be/become angry anger, make angry
fear, be afraid frighten, scare
hid, go into hiding hide, conceal, put into hiding
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INTRANS TRANS   (typically inanimate PAT)
stative, inchoative causative

(come to) boil (bring to) boil
burn, catch fire burn, set fire
break (cause to) break
(come to be) open (cause to be) open
(come to be) dry make dry
be/become straight straighten, make straight
be in a hanging position hang (up)
turn over (cause to) turn over
fall drop, let fall
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Nichols, Peterson, & Barnes 2004

Main conclusion:
To the extent that INTRANS and TRANS differ in formal complexity
(including derivational basicness/derivedness) for pairs of opposites,
some languages have a clear preference for having TRANS more complex
than (derived from) INTRANS, while other languages have a clear
preference for having INTRANS more complex than (derived from) TRANS.

Semantic determinant:
When arguments are typically HUMAN/ANIMATE, then TRANS basic is
preferred.

INTRANS basic tends to be morphologically simpler.

Typological correlations
•  High morphological complexity favours TRANS basic.
•  Acc alignment is favoured by TRANS basic.
•  INTRANS basic favours OV.
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Which is (more) basic and which is derived:  Adjective or Noun,
in German? in English?

domain:  Human Propensities

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

Güte/Gutheit gut goodness good

(freuen)
Freundlichkeit freundlich kindness kind
Güte gütig

Tugend tugendhaft virtue virtuous

Würde würdig dignity dignified
worth, worthy,
worthiness worth
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(taugen)
Tüchtigkeit tüchtig staunchness staunch

(Heil)
Heiligkeit heilig holyness holy

Adel edel nobility noble

Ehre ehrlich, ehrenhaft honesty honest
aufrichtig

ehrenhaft honourable

(wissen)
Gewissen gewissenhaft conscience conscientious
Gewissenhaftigkeit conscientiousness

(faith)
Treue treu faithfulness faithful

gewissenhaft
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Stolz stolz pride proud
Hochmut hochmütig

Frei(zügig)keit frei freeness free
Offenherzigkeit offenherzig

Freimut freimütig frankness frank

Bescheidenheit bescheiden humbleness humble
Demut demütig humility

Schüchternheit schüchtern shyness shy
Scheu scheu

Geselligkeit gesellig sociableness sociable

Zärtlichkeit zärtlich fondness fond

Mut mutig braveness brave
Tapferkeit tapfer courage courageous
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(Schrecken)
Unerschrockenheit  unerschrocken fearlessness fearless

Kühnheit kühn boldness bold
Keckheit keck
Dreistigkeit dreist

(entschließen) (determine)
Entschlossenheit  entschlossen determination determined

Ernst ernsthaft seriousness serious

((ver)mögen)
Macht mächtig power powerful

(stehen)
Standhaftigkeit standhaft firmness firm

steadyness steady
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Strenge streng severity severe

(freuen, Freund) (friend)
Freundlichkeit freundlich friendliness friendly

(Herz)
Herzlichkeit herzlich cordiality cordial

Barmherzigkeit barmherzig mercy merciful

(richten?)
Gerechtigkeit gerecht justice just

fairness fair

(Ehre erbieten) (respect)
Ehrerbietung ehrerbietig respect respectful

Bescheidenheit bescheiden modesty modest
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heikel, delicate
(fühlen)
Feinfühligkeit feinfühlig

Zartheit zart tenderness tender
Empfindlichkeit empfindlich

Zuneigung zärtlich affection affectionate

(sehen)
Vorsicht vorsichtig discretion discreet
Besonnenheit besonnen

Sanftheit sanft gentleness gentle
Milde mild
Frömmigkeit fromm piety pious

(geben, ziehen)
Freigebigkeit freigebig generosity generous
Großzügigkeit großzügig liberality liberal
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Dankbarkeit dankbar gratitude grateful
thankfulness thankful

Vernunft vernünftig reason reasonable

Einfalt einfältig simplicity simple

Bosheit böse evilness evil

Laster lasterhaft vice vicious
Bösartigkeit bösartig

boshaft malice malicious

Garstigkeit garstig nastiness nasty

Falschheit falsch falseness false
Unaufrichtigkeit unaufrichtig

Schuld schuldig guilt guilty
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Grausamkeit grausam cruelty cruel

Gemeinheit gemein meanness mean

(schämen)
Unverschämtheit unverschämt impudence impudent

Eigensinn eigensinnig stubbornness stubborn

Hochmut hochmütig haughtiness haughty
(anmaßen) (pretend)
Anmaßung anmaßend pretentiousness pretentious
Grobheit grob coarseness coarse
Rohheit roh

roughness rough

(Hof)
Unhöflichkeit unhöflich politeness polite

rudeness rude
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(schätzen)
Geringschätzigkeit geringschätzig disdain disdainful

(gelten)
Gleichgültigkeit gleichgültig indifference indifferent

(coward)
Feigheit feig cowardice cowardly

Furcht furchtsam timidity timid
afraid

Gier gierig greed greedy

Geiz geizig thrift thrifty
(sparen)
Sparsamkeit sparsam

Selbstsucht selbstsüchtig selfishness selfish
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(presume)
Anmaßung anmaßend presumptuousness  presumptuous

Eitelkeit eitel vanity vain

(envy)
Neid neidisch envy envious

Eifersucht eifersüchtig jealousy jealous

(suspect)
Argwohn argwöhnisch suspiciousness suspicious

(trauen) (trust)
Misstrauen misstrauisch distrust distrustful

Glück glücklich happiness happy
luck lucky
fortune fortunate
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Frohsinn froh gladness glad

(cheer)
Heiterkeit heiter, cheerfulness cheerful
Freude fröhlich

joy joyous
joyful

Lust lustig gayness gay
Vergnügtheit vergnügt

glee gleeful
(zucken)
Entzücken entzückt delight delighted

entzückend delightful

(verrücken)
Verrücktheit verrückt madness mad
Tollheit toll
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Wahnsinn wahnsinnig

(trauern)
Trauer traurig sadness sad
Betrübnis betrübt sorry

Düsterkeit düster gloom gloomy
Trübsinn trübsinnig

(verzweifeln) (despair)
Verzweiflung verzweifelt despair desperate

desperation

(eng) (fear)
Angst ängstlich fear fearful

Fähigkeit fähig ability able

activity active
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Weisheit weise wisdom wise
Klugheit klug

(wenden)
Gewandtheit gewandt smartness smart

(verstehen)
Verstand verständig

Geschick geschickt cleverness clever
skill skilful

Energie energisch energy energetic
Tatkraft tatkräftig

(taugen)
Tüchtigkeit tüchtig efficiency efficient

praktisch practice practical
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(fahren)
Erfahrung erfahren

(entschließen) (resolve)
Entschlossenheit  entschlossen resolution resolute

(sehen)
Vorsicht vorsichtig care careful

(hüten)
Hut behutsam caution cautious

cautiousness

Zähigkeit zäh toughness tough
Hartnäckigkeit hartnäckig

(dulden)
Duldsamkeit duldsam tolerance tolerant

Neugier neugierig curiosity curious
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(merken) (attend)
Aufmerksamkeit aufmerksam attention attentive

(Geist)
Begeisterung begeistert enthusiasm enthusiastic

Genauigkeit genau exactness exact

hell bright

(sehen)
Zuversicht zuversichtlich confidence confident

Zufriedenheit zufrieden content

(messen)
Maß mäßig moderation moderate

maßvoll
gemäßigt
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Geduld geduldig patience patient
(dauern) (persevere)
Ausdauer ausdauernd perseverance perseverant

Ruhe ruhig calmness calm

Fleiss fleissig industriousness industrious
industry

Eifer eifrig eagerness eager

Bereitschaft bereit readyness ready

(Wille, wollen) (will, will)
Willigkeit willig willingness willing

Geschäftigkeit geschäftig busyness busy

Muße müßig idleness idle
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Müdigkeit müde tired

Dummheit dumm stupidity stupid

(Tor) (fool)
Torheit töricht foolishness foolish
Albernheit albern

(Spaß) (fun)
Spassigkeit spassig funnyness funny
Drolligkeit drollig

Wut wütend fury furious

shame ashamed
Schande schändlich shameful
Schändlichkeit

Faulheit faul laziness lazy
Trägheit träge
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Leichtsinn leichtsinnig, carelessness careless
Sorglosigkeit sorglos,

unachtsam
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Interim conclusion:

Looks pretty messy (i.e., colourful).
No overwhelming preference in either English or German to either derive
Adjectives from Nouns or Nouns from Adjectives:
ca. 60% N-from-A and ca. 40% A-from-N in German,
ca. 75% N-from-A and ca. 25% A-from-N in English
Thus, preferably N-from-A in both languages, but it still seems pretty
random which direction obtains for any given pair of opposites, with about
half as many disagreements as there are agreements between translation-
equivalents of the two languages.

The semantic-conceptual difference between adjectivally and nominally
expressed concepts – A: property concept,  N: abstract quality – isn’t such a
big deal here.  So, on semantic-conceptual grounds, one wouldn’t expect one
or the other direction to be clearly favoured.  Essentially, the difference is
one of word-class conceptualisation;  and for property concepts one might
expect Adjective to be the most appropriate word class (if A is distinguished
from N and V in the first place), with Noun thus a derived
conceptualisation.
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Notice that all A–N pairs so far were to do with (what has been called)
Human Propensities.  What about other semantic classes of property
concepts?  
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domain:  Subjective Evaluation

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

Güte gut goodness good

lieb, dear
teuer

Schönheit schön beauty beautiful

pretty

hübsch handsome

attractive

Anmut anmutig grace graceful
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nett nice
Reiz reizend charm charming

(love)
loveliness lovely

pleasant

ausgezeichnet excellence excellent

wonder wonderful

glorreich glory glorious
Pracht prächtig

kostbar precious

großartig great

splendid
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remarkable

perfect

Bequemlichkeitbequem comfort comfortable
convenience convenient

schwerwiegend grave

wichtig import(ance) important
bedeutend

plain

einfach simple

pure

real
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right

sure

bad
(Hass)
Hässlichkeit hässlich ugliness ugly

billig cheap

wrong

false

terror terrible

horror horrible
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Same conclusion:

preferably N-from-A, but still pretty colourful, messy;
quite a number of disagreements between German and English;
i.e., lexeme-by-lexeme determination of direction of derivation.
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domain:  ???  [human property]

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

Wahrheit wahr truth true
echt

Armut arm poorness poor
poverty

Reichtum reich richness rich

alone
Einsamkeit einsam loneliness lonely

Ruhm berühmt fame famous
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Conclusion for this lexical field:

green clearly predominates;
i.e., nouns tend to be derived from adjectives.
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domain:  ???  [human property as general Physical Property]

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

light

heavy

quick

fast

sauber clean
rein

(dirt)
Schmutz schmutzig dirtyness dirty

klar clear
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danger dangerous

Leichtigkeit leicht ease easy

possible

necessary

likely
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Same conclusion for this lexical field:

green clearly predominates;
i.e., nouns tend to be derived from adjectives.
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domain:  Physical Condition (essence rather than accidence)

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

ganz whole

Wohlsein wohl wellness well

Gesundheit gesund health healthy
hale

soundness sound

Krankheit krank illness ill

Unwohlsein unwohl sickness sick

Stärke stark strength strong
Kraft kräftig
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Schwäche schwach weakness weak

(Gebrechen)
Gebrechlichkeit gebrechlich frailty frail

Blindheit blind blindness blind

Taubheit taub deafness deaf

Stummheit stumm muteness mute

Lahmheit lahm lameness lame

verkrüppelt crippled

wund sore
weh

Schwindel schwindelig dizzyness dizzy
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Schläfrigkeit schläfrig drowsyness drowsy

Nacktheit nackt nakedness naked
Blöße bloß bareness bare

kahl bald

dick, fat
fett

corpulent

stout

thin

meagre

schmächtig lanky
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thick

schlank slim

slender

zart delicate

zahm tame

wild wild

Elend elend misery miserable
Not

Tod tot death dead

Lebendigkeit lebendig alive
Leben
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Hunger hungrig hunger  hungry

Durst durstig thirst thirsty
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Conclusion for this lexical field:

green clearly predominates;
i.e., nouns tend to be derived from adjectives.
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domain:  Size and Dimension

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

Größe groß bigness big

large

tall

Kleinheit klein small

little

long

short

breadth broad
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width wide

narrow

depth deep

height high

low

flat

round

straight

square square

steep
far
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Conclusion for this lexical field:

all green;
i.e., nouns are always derived from adjectives.
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domain:  Age

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

Alter alt age, oldness old

Jugend jung youth young

Neuheit neu newness new

Modernität modern modernity modern

recency recent

Frische frisch freshness fresh

Reife reif ripeness ripe
(dringen, drängen)
Dringlichkeit dringlich urgency urgent
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Conclusion for this lexical field:

all green, both German and English;
i.e., nouns are always derived from adjectives.
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domain:  Colour and other Sensory Perceptions

Noun Adjective Noun Adjective
___________________________________________________________________

Schwärze schwarz blackness black
blue
brown
green
grey
orange
pink
red
white
yellow

pale

fair
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dark

light

warm

cold

hot

cool

fresh

dry

faint

hard
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loud

still

Ruhe ruhig quiet quiet

mild

sour

sweet

bitter

salt salty

sharp

soft
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raw

strange
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Conclusion for this lexical field:

almost all green;
i.e., nouns are – with one or two exceptions (notably ‘salt’ –
‘salt-y’) always derived from adjectives.
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Incidentally:
The results for Human Propensity would seem to be at odds with the
“Adjective Hierarchy” in Stassen 1998, ordering classes of property concepts
as follows:

verby                                      nouny
(least time-stable)                        (most time-stable)

HUM.PROPENS. – PHYSIC.PROP. – DIMENSION – VALUE – MATERIAL
            COLOUR              AGE         GENDER

              FORM

The Human Propensity Universal:
In a split-adjective language, Human Propensity predicates will be encoded
by the verbal strategy.

In English and German, Human Propensity adjectives are relatively often
non-basic (which would be in line with their extreme position on the scale),
but they are based on nouns rather than verbs.  It is only in German, but not
in English, that ultimately there is sometimes a verbal source.
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cf. Dixon’s adjective hierarchy, ordering classes of property concepts so as to
correspond to the order in which they will be expressed in a separate word
class of adjective which does not cover all property concepts

relatively most        least likely
          type of property concept to be expressed through an adjective

AGE     –      COLOUR     –        DIMENSION          –               SPEED
                VALUE         PHYSICAL.PROP.            HUMAN.PROPENS.

Perhaps appropriately, the domains for which adjectives are most
consistently basic in English and German, and nouns derived from them, are
the in-between ones (flanked by verby and nouny domains) on Stassen’s
scale and on the adjectivy end on Dixon’s hierarchy.  For VALUE, our
English and German results don’t square with Dixon’s ordering of this
domain, where it shares its high adjectivity rank with COLOUR.
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On the context-sensitivity of Spanish morphemes in verbal inflection 
Natascha Pomino, Freie Universität Berlin / Universität Konstanz 

pomino@lingrom.fu-berlin.de 

 

 

1. Introduction 

(1) a. Preterite forms of estar ‘(to) be’, andar ‘(to) walk’ (both 1
st
 conjugation)

1
 

 root Th endg root Th endg

1sg est uv e ∅ and uv e ∅
2sg est uv i ste and uv i ste 

3sg est uv ∅ o and uv ∅ o 

1pl est uv i mos and uv i mos 

2pl est uv i steis and uv i steis 

3pl est uv ie ron and uv ie ron 

 

 b. Preterite forms of saber ‘(to) know’ (2
nd

 conjugation), decir ‘(to) say’ (3
d
 

conjugation) 

 root Th endg  root Th endg

1sg sup e ∅  dij e ∅
2sg sup i ste  dij i ste 

3sg sup ∅ o  dij ∅ o 

1pl sup i mos  dij i mos 

2pl sup i steis  dij i steis 

3pl sup ie ron  dij ie ron 

 

(2) a. Imperfect forms of estar ‘(to) be’, andar ‘(to) walk’ (both 1
st
 conjugation)

2
 

 root Th T Th P/N root Th T Th P/N 

1sg est a b a ∅ and a b a ∅
2sg est a b a s and a b a s 

3sg est a b a ∅ and a b a ∅
1pl est á b a mos and á b a mos

2pl est a b a is and a b a is 

3pl est a b a n and a b a n 

 

 b. Imperfect forms of saber ‘(to) know’ (2
nd

 conjugation), decir ‘(to) say’ (3
d
 

conjugation) 

 root Th T Th P/N root Th T Th P/N 

1sg sab í ∅ a ∅ dec í ∅ a ∅
2sg sab í ∅ a s dec í ∅ a s 

3sg sab í ∅ a ∅ dec í ∅ a ∅
1pl sab í ∅ a mos dec í ∅ a mos

2pl sab í ∅ a is dec í ∅ a is 

3pl sab í ∅ a n dec í ∅ a n 

 

                                                 
1
  Th = theme vowel, endg = (verbal) ending. 

2
  T = tense, P/N = person / number. 
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(3) Morphology of the Spanish verb: a brief structural sketch 

 The finite forms of the Spanish verb “consits of a lexical root followed by an 

inflectional desinence. In parts of the paradigm, a conjugation-marking vowel is 

systematically inserted between root and desinence (root and conjugation marker taken 

together constitute the ‘stem’)” (Maiden 1991:290). 

 “There are three basic conjugational classes, represented by the semantically arbitrary 

thematic vowels /a/ (first conjugation), /e/ (second conjugation) and /i/ (third 

conjugation)” (Maiden 1991:291). 

 

(4) Peculiarities of the verbal forms in (1) (cf. Arregi 2000:22, Oltra Massuet & Arregi 

2005:61) 

 a. ‘root allomorphy’, 

 b. neutralisation of the conjugation classes (1
st
 conjugation is also affected, e.g. 

anduvimos vs. *anduvamos, estuvimos vs. *estuvamos), 

 c. instead of the expected theme vowel -i the first person singular shows -e (compare 

the regular verbal forms bebí ‘(I) drank’ (2
nd

 conjugation) and viví ‘(I) lived’ (3
rd

 

conjugation) with anduve/*anduví, estuve/*estuví, supe/*supí, dije/*dijí), 
 d. in the third person singular, there is no theme vowel at all (compare the regular 

verbal forms bebió ‘(he) drank’ (2
nd

 conjugation) and vivió ‘(he) lived’ (3
rd

 

conjugation) with anduvo/*anduvió, estuvo/*estuvió, supo/*supió, dijo/*dijió), 

 e. in the first and third person singular stress falls onto the ‘stem’ (anduv-e/-o vs. 

*anduv-é/-ó, estuv-e/-o vs. *estuv-é/-ó, sup-e/-o vs. *sup-é/-ó, dij-e/-o vs. *dij-é/-ó) 

whereas in the regular inflection the endings are stressed (e.g. cant-é/-ó, and beb-í/ 
-ió). 

 

 

2. Theoretical framework 

2.1 The grammar model and main assumptions of DM concerning finite verbal forms 
 

The grammar model which I adopt for my analysis combines one of the latest approaches in 

minimalism (which Tang (2001:13) calls the I-model) with the central claim of DM that there 

is no unified, pre-syntactic lexicon (see Halle & Marantz 1993, Marantz 1997). Rather, the 

traditional lexicon is split into three lists which are distributed over the computational system 

and consulted at different stages of the linguistic computation (see Harley & Noyer 1999:3, 

Embick & Noyer 2004:9 for the combination of DM with the Y-Model). 
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(5) The grammar model (Pomino 2005)
3
 

 

 

(6) Syntactic structure and the domain of “PF operations” 

 

 

                                                 
3 
 Cf. Tang (2001:13) for an illustration of the I-Model; cf. Harley & Noyer (1999:3), Embick & Noyer (2004:9) 

for the combination of DM with the Y-Model. The third List (List C), the Encyclopaedia, contains extra-

linguistic knowledge. As this list is not relevant for my aim I leave it aside (cf. e.g. Harley & Noyer 1999 for 

more information about List C). 

T° vP

TSpec

TP 

v' Spec

√Pt
j 

√'Spec

YPt
i

YSpec

...Y°

v °
j T °

√
i 

v ° 

Z° Y°domain of

P operations

domain of 

PF operations

syntactic structure not 

modifiable via PF 

operations

syntactic structure not 

modifiable via PF 

operations

movement of √ to v°

movement of ( complex) v°

to finite T°

DNS

Narrow Syntax

DNS

DNS

...

PHON1 SEM1

PHON2 SEM2

Φ Σ

N1,   N2,  ..., Nn

List 

( Narrow Lexicon ) 

List A

( Narrow Lexicon ) 

v
0

[V]

[Pers] etc.
T

0

[v]

[EPP] etc.

√/kant -/

etc.

List B

(Vocabulary ) 

List B 

(Vocabulary ) 

/ - mos/ → [1] [pl] ...

/ - is / → [2] pl] ...

/ - s/ → [2] ... List C

(Encyclopedia)

List C

(Encyclopedia)

perro: ‚four legs’,

‚pet’, ‚bites

sometimes’, ....

conceptual- 

intentional

system 

senso- motoric 

system 

√/per?-/
etc.
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(7) Mapping processes between DNS and PHON
4
 

 

 

(8) Abstract agreement (Pedro come una manzana. ‚Pedro is eating an apple.’) 

  

v'

v°

DP

Pedro
[Num: sg.]

[Pers: 3.]

[Gen: mas.]

[Case: nom.]

vPT°

[Num]

[Pers]

[Gen]

[Tense: [S,R]]

[Mood:    ]

[EPP:   ]
√/kom-/

i

T'

√
t
i

XP

√'DP

una manzana
[Num: sg.]

[Pers: 3.]

[Gen: fem.]

[Case: acc.]

√P

v°
tr.

[Num: sg.]

[Pers: 3.]

[Gen: fem.]

Feature 
Linking

Feature 
Linking

 

 

(9) Copy φ (provisional) (cf. Oltra Massuet 1999 for a similar formulation) 

Mark the abstract agreement (the feature linking between T° and the goal DP) 

morphologically by adding an φ-position to T° and copying the corresponding values of 

the goal DP. 

 

(10) a. Before copy φ   b.  After copy φ 

  

T°

v° T°

√ v°
     

T°

v° T°

√ v° T° φ
 (Oltra Massuet 1999, Arregi 2000) 

 

                                                 
4
  Cf. Pomino (2005); cf. Embick & Noyer (2004) for a slightly divergent arrangement of Lowering, 

Linearisation and Dislocation. See also Trommer (2003) who, adopting the framework of Minimalist 
Distributed Morphology, argues that the operations Impoverishment, Fusion and Fission are reducible to one 

single operation, Vocabulary Insertion. However, for this hypothesis, he has to assume several, sometimes 

highly specific, phonologically empty vocabulary items, that is, zero morphemes. 

Well-Formedness

Conditions

Well-Formedness

Conditions

D
NS 

Narrow Syntax 

D
NS 

D
NS 

...

PHON
1

… 

Φ

Impoverishment, Fusion, 

Fission

Impoverishment, Fusion, 

Fission
Lowering 

Lowering

Linearisation 
Linearisation 

Local 

Dislocation

Local 

Dislocation

X X X X X

Vocabulary

Insertion

Vocabulary

Insertion

X SEM
1

…

Σ
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(11) a. At MS [morphological structure], all syntactic functional heads require a theme 

position. 

b.

     (Oltra Massuet 1999, Arregi 2000) 

 

(12) After applying (11) 

v°

√ v°

T°

v° Th

T°

T° φ

T° Th
  (Oltra Massuet 1999, Arregi 2000) 

 

(13) Sp. cantábamos ‘(we) sang’ (imperfect) 

  

T°

v°

√/kant/ v°

Th

T°

T°

T° Th

Ø /b/ /a/ /mos/

The morphological structure 

is mapped onto the 

phonological structure via

Vocabulary Insertion.

The morphological structure 

is mapped onto the 

phonological structure via

Vocabulary Insertion.

v°

φ
[1.pl.]

/a/
 

 

(14) “The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item is inserted into a morpheme in the 

terminal string if the item matches all or a subset of the grammatical features specified 

in the terminal morpheme. Insertion does not take place if the Vocabulary item contains 

features not present in the morpheme. Where several Vocabulary items meet the 

conditions for insertion, the item matching the greatest number of features specified in 

the terminal morpheme must be chosen” (Halle 1997:128). 

 

(15) a. There is a syntactic terminal element X with the features [F1, F2, F3] which must be 

realised phonologically and there are two Vocabulary Items: VIA consists of the 

phonological string /PA/ and can be inserted when the terminal element has at least 

one of the features [F1, F2]; the other Vocabulary Item (VIB) consists of the 

phonological string /PB/ and can be inserted when the terminal element has the 

features [F1]. As in this case, VIA matches the greatest number of features specified 

in the terminal node, the phonological material /PA/ will be inserted (cf. Halle 1997).  

Vocabulary ItemsVocabulary Items

X

[F1]

[F2]

[F3]

syntactic terminal

element X

syntactic terminal

element X

/P
A
/ ↔ {F1, F2} /P

B
/ ↔ {F1}

 

X   → 

X Th 

X 
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 b. The syntactic terminal element Y in situation II has the features [F1, F3]. Given that 

we have the same Vocabulary Items as before, only the phonological material /PB/ 

can be inserted, because /PA/ requires a feature not present in the terminal morpheme.  

Vocabulary ItemsVocabulary Items

Y

[F1]

[F3]

syntactic terminal

element Y

syntactic terminal

element Y

/P
A
/ ↔ {F1, F2} /P

B
/ ↔ {F1}

 

 c. We have the same syntactic element as in (15)b, but instead of the Vocabulary Item 

VIA we have a VIC which can be inserted in a terminal morpheme carrying the 

features [F3]. The phonological material of both Vocabulary Items could be inserted. 

Yet, the feature specification doesn’t allow any decision because both VIs match the 

same number of features. 

Vocabulary ItemsVocabulary Items

Y

[F1]

[F3]

syntactic terminal

element Y

syntactic terminal

element Y

/P
C
/ ↔ {F3} /P

B
/ ↔ {F1}

 

In such cases other criteria are necessary, e.g., feature hierarchies (cf. Noyer 1992, 

1997) or feature geometries (cf. Harley & Ritter 1999). These will allow us to assess 

a feature (combination) as more or less marked compared to other features or feature 

combinations. A VI specified for more marked features is placed higher in the list of 

possible VIs and will be preferred during the insertion mechanism. 

 

(16) Impoverishment, Fusion and Fission 

syntactic terminal

element

syntactic terminal

element

X

[F1]

[F2]

[F3]

mapping process
mapping process

Impoverishment:
[F3] → Ø / ……

output
output

X

[F1]

[F2]

[F3]

Y

[F4]

[F5]

X Fusion:

[X] [Y] → [X/Y] / ..... 

X/Y

[F1]

[F2]

[F3]

[F4]

[F5]

X

[F1]

Y

[F2]

[F3]

XX

[F1]

[F2]

[F3]

Fission:

[X] → [X] [Y] / ..... 

X

[F1]

[F2]

 

 

2.2 Stress assignment in verbal environments (Oltra Massuet & Arregi 2005) 
 

Oltra Massuet & Arregi (2005:49) argue that, in Spanish, the metrical parenthesis “are 

projected from certain syntactic functional heads” (Oltra Massuet & Arregi 2005:49) and 

propose the stress algorithm given in (17): 
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(17) Stress algorithm (Oltra Massuet & Arregi 2005:49) 

 a. Project a line 0 mark for each syllable nucleus. 

 b. Insert a right parenthesis to the left of T on line 0. 
 c. Project the rightmost mark of each line 0 foot onto line 1. 

 d. Insert a right parenthesis to the right of the rightmost mark on line 1. 

 e. Project the rightmost mark of each line 1 foot onto line 2. 

 

(18) cantábamos ‘(we) sang’ (imperfect) (cf. Oltra Massuet & Arregi 2005:50)
5
 

 2pl  

a. Syntax √/kant/ v°   T°    

b. MS √/kant/ v°   T°  φ  

  √/kant/ v° Th  T° Th φ  

c. VI kant ∅ a  b a mos  

d. 

SA 

line 0
  x  x   x    x after (17)a 

  x  x )  x    x after (17)b 

line 1
  x     after (17)c 

  x )    after (17)d 

line2   x     after (17)e 

e. Output /kan.'ta.ba.mos/  

 

(19) Cantábamos ‘(we) sang’ (imperfect) (cf. Halle 1998:542s.) 

 

k a n t a b a m o s
√

S S S S

* * * *
*

Th
Ø

v°

v°

v°

ThT°

T°

φ

T°

T°

)

(a)

(b)

(c)

 

 

(20) a. Grammatical forms     b. Predicted forms 

 root Th T°/φ  root Th T°/φ 

1sg cant ∅ o  cant ∅ o 

2sg cant a s  *cant a s 

3sg cant a ∅  *cant a ∅
1pl cant á mos  cant á mos 

2pl cant a is  cant a is 

3pl cant a n  *cant a n 

 

(21) Stress Deletion (SD) (in present tense) Oltra Massuer & Arregi (2005:61) 

x → . / ___)# 

 

                                                 
5
  MS = Morphological Structure, VI = Vocabulary Insertion, SA = Stress Assignment. 
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(22) Present tense forms of cantar ‘(to) sing’ (cf. Oltra Massuet & Arregi 2005:61s.) 

 1sg 1pl 

Syntax √/kant/ v°   T° √/kant/ v°   T° 

MS √/kant/ v°   T°/φ √/kant/ v°   T°/φ 

√/kant/ v° Th  T°/φ √/kant/ v° Th  T°/φ 

VI kant ∅ ∅  o kant ∅ a  mos 

SA 

line 0   x   ) x   x  x )    x 

SD           

line 1   x   )    x  x )  

line 2   x       x   

Output /'kan.to/ /kan.'ta.mos/ 

 

 2sg 2pl 

Syntax √/kant/ v°   T° √/kant/ v°   T° 

MS √/kant/ v°   T°/φ √/kant/ v°   T°/φ 

√/kant/ v° Th  T°/φ √/kant/ v° Th  T°/φ 

VI kant ∅ a  s kant ∅ a  is 

SA 

line 0   x  x )    x  x ) x 

SD   .        

line 1   x   )    x  x )  

line 2   x       x   

Output /'kan.tas/ /kan.'tais/ 

 

 3sg 3pl 

Syntax √/kant/ v°   T° √/kant/ v°   T° 

MS √/kant/ v°   T°/φ √/kant/ v°   T°/φ 

√/kant/ v° Th  T°/φ √/kant/ v° Th  T°/φ 

VI kant ∅ a  ∅ kant ∅ a  n 

SA 

line 0   x  x )    x  x )  

SD   .     .   

line 1   x   )    x   )  

line 2   x       x     

Output /'kan.ta/ /'kan. tan/ 

 

 

3. Fusion, theme vowels and context sensitivity 

 
3.1 Fusion 
 

(23) Spanish person-number endings 

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl 

a. preterite: -Ø -ste -ó -mos -steis -ron

b. other tenses: -Ø -s -Ø -mos -is -n 
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(24) a. cant-a-mos     [1pl], [S EQUALS R] [R EQUALS E]          (= present)6 

    ‘(we) sing’ 

   b. cant-á-b-a-mos  [1pl], [R BEFORE S, -perfective] [R EQUALS E]  (= imperfect) 

     ‘(we) sang’ 

   c. cant-a-r-e-mos   [1pl], [S BEFORE R] [R EQUALS E]           (= future) 

     ‘(we) will sing’ 

 

(25) Time relation coded under T° (cf. Giorgi & Pianesi 1997, Remberger 2002, 2006) 

 relation notation used markedness

a. [S EQUALS R] [S,R] unmarked 

b. [R BEFORE S] or [S AFTER R] [R_S] marked 

c. [S BEFORE R] or [R AFTER S] [S_R] marked 

 

(26) a. The terminal element T° fuses with the φ-node, if T° has only unmarked tense 

features. 

 b. cantamos ‚(we) sing’ 

   (cf. Oltra Massuet 1999, Arregi 2000) 

(27) “There is a transparent relation between syntactic (featural) markedness and morpho-

phonological markedness” (Arregi 2000:13). 

(28) cant-a-mos       [1pl], [R_S, +perfective] [R,E]             (= preterite) 

   ‘(we) sang’ 

 

There are at least two possibilities to explain this problem: First, we could abandon the claim 

that fusion is an operation related to unmarked features and explain (28), in line with Oltra 

Massuet & Arregi (2005), as an example of exceptional fusion. Or second, one could state that 

(28) does not result from an active Spanish fusion operation, but is a kind of fossil from a 

fusion process in an earlier stage of the language. I assume that the result of a formally active 

fusion rule – that is, a rule that was active in Classical Latin – has been lexicalised in the 

development to modern Spanish.  

 

                                                 
6
  [S,R] = speech time EQUALS reference time, [R,E] = reference time EQUALS event time, [R_S] = reference 

time BEFORE speech time/speech time AFTER reference time, [S_R] = speech time BEFORE reference 
time/reference time AFTER speech time (cf. Giorgi & Pianesi 1997, Remberger 2002). 

√/kant-/ 

T°
 

v° T°/φ 

[S,R] 

[1pl] 

v°
 

Th v°
 

/a/ Ø /mos/ 
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3.2 Theme vowels and context sensitivity 
 

(29) Decomposition of conjugation class features (Arregi 2000:4, cf. Oltra Massuet 1999:10 

for Catalan verbs) 

 I 

(cantar ‘sing’) 

II 

(temer ‘fear’)

III 

(partir ‘leave’)

α - (+) + 

β  + (-) 

 

 

 

(30) Specification of roots (cf. Oltra Massuet 1999:20, Arregi 2000:4) 

 √/kant/  √/tem/+β  √/part/+α 

 

(31) Redundancy Rules (incomplete) (Oltra Massuet 1999:22, Arregi 2000:4) 

 a. Ø → -α  (e.g. √/kant/ → √/kant/-α) 

 b. +β → +α  (e.g. √/tem/+β → √/tem/+α+β) 

 c. +α → -β  (e.g. √part/+α → √part/+α-β) 

 

(32) Vocabulary Items for Th (incomplete) (cf. Arregi 1999:4) 

 a. /e/ ↔ Th / [+β] __    (e.g. tem+α+β-e-mos) 

 b. /i/ ↔ Th / [-β] __    (e.g. part+α-β-i-mos) 

 c. /a/ ↔ Th (Default)    (e.g. cant-α-a-mos) 

 

(33) Th realization (present indicative) (cf. Bobaljik 2000:14) 

 

 

a. √/kant-/-α 

b. √/tem-/+α+ 

c. √/part-/+α- 

T°
 

v° T°/φ 

[S,R] 

[1pl] 
v°

 

Th 

a. /a/ 

b. /e/ 

c. /i/ 

v°
 

Inward Sensitivity
“Vocabulary Insertion ‘sees’ the result of the  

previous application of Vocabulary Insertion.”

Th 

-α 

cantar 
+α 

+β 

temer 
-β 

partir 
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(34) Inward Sensitivity  

  

 

(35) a. cant-á-b-a-mos   (1
st
 conjugation) 

 b. tem-í-Ø-a-mos (2
nd

 conjugation) 

 c. part-í-Ø-a-mos (3
rd

 conjugation) 

 

(36) Vocabulary Item for T° (incomplete) (cf. Arregi 2000:6) 

 /b/  ↔ [[R_S], -pref] /  /a/ ____ 

 

(37) Conjugation class features 

   

 

(38) Inward Sensitivity and Outward Sensitivity 

   

T°

v ° T°

T° φ
[1]

[pl]
T°

[R_S]

[-perf]

Thv° 

[+] 

[+α] 

[R,E] 

Ø 

Th

√/tem-/ 

[+] 

[+α] 

v °

Inward Sensitivity Outward Sensitivity
Vocabulary Insertion “sees” the

morphosyntactic features. 

Vocabulary Insertion “sees” the

morpho(phono)logical features.

√part 
+ α

√tem
+ β

(31)b

(31)c

√tem
+ β + α

√part 
+ α - β 

common

conjugation class

feature

T°

v ° T°

T ° φ
[2]

[pl]
T°

[R_S] 

[-perf]

Th 
v° 

[R,E]

[-α] 

Ø 

Th

/a/

√/kant/ 

[-α]

v °

Inward Sensitivity 

“Vocabulary Insertion ‘sees” the result of the 

previous application of Vocabulary Insertion.”
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(39) Vocabulary Items for Th (incomplete) (cf. Arregi 2000:6) 

 a. /i./ ↔ Th / [+α] __ [T° [R_S]] 

 b. /e/ ↔ Th / [+β] __ 

 c. /i/ ↔ Th / [-β] __ 

 d. /a/ ↔ Th 

 

(40) Inward Sensitivity 

   

 

4. Spanish irregular verbs 

4.1 General aspects of root alternations 
 

(41)  “Readjusment Rules are phonological rules that effect changes in a given 

morphosyntactic context and that typically include lists of Roots that undergo or trigger 

these changes” (Embick & Halle 2004:6). 

 

(42) Root alternation (Embick & Halle 2004:6) 

// →  /æ/ / X ___ Y [past] 

X = √SING, √RING, √SINK, √BEGIN … 

 

(43) Patterns of irregularity (Alcoba 1999:4952ff.) 

 a.  Vocalic irregularity in the present indicative (P1) 

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl 

pres. ind.  pienso piensas piensa   piensan
pres. sbj. piense pienses piense   piesen 

imperative  piensa     

 

 b.  Consonantic irregularity in the present indicative (P2) 

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl 

pres. ind.  pongo      

pres. sbj. ponga pongas ponga pongamos pongáis pongan 
 

 c.  Raising of /e/ to /i/ and raising of /o/ to /u/ in the preterite (P3) 

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl 

preterite   sintió   sintieron 

pres. sbj.    sintamos sintáis  
imp. Sbj. sintiera sintieras sintiera sintiéramos sintierais sintieran 

T°

v ° T°

T° φ
[1]

[pl]
T°

[R_S]

[-perf]

Ø 

Thv° 

[+] 

[+α] 

[R,E] 

Ø 

Th

/i./

√/tem-/ 

[+] 

[+α] 

v °
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 d.  Strong preterite forms (P4) 

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl 

preterite supe supiste supo supimos supisteis supieron 

imp. sbj. supiera supieras supiera supiéramos supierais supieran 

 

 e.  Irregularities in the future (P5) 

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl 3pl 

future saldré saldrás saldrá saldremos saldréis saldrán 

cond. saldría saldrías saldría saldríamos saldríais saldrían 

 

(44) Insertion of /g/
7
 

 Ø → /g/ / √...{//,/s/,/n/,/l/,//}# ___ P2 

 √ = asir, *decir, *poner, *tener, oír (/o()ir/), *salir, *valer, *venir, (yacer) 

 

 

4.2 Root alternations in the strong preterite (P4) 
 

(45) a. Preterite forms of estar ‘(to) be’, andar ‘(to) walk’ (both 1
st
 conjugation) 

 root Th endg root Th endg

1sg est uv e ∅ and uv e ∅
2sg est uv i ste and uv i ste 

3sg est uv ∅ o and uv ∅ o 

1pl est uv i mos and uv i mos 

2pl est uv i steis and uv i steis 

3pl est uv ie ron and uv ie ron 

 b. Preterite forms of saber ‘(to) know’ (2
nd

 conjugation), decir ‘(to) say’ (3
d
 

conjugation) 

 root Th endg  root Th endg

1sg sup e ∅  dij e ∅
2sg sup i ste  dij i ste 

3sg sup ∅ o  dij ∅ o 

1pl sup i mos  dij i mos 

2pl sup i steis  dij i steis 

3pl sup ie ron  dij ie ron 

 

(46) Peculiarities of the verbal forms in (45) (cf. Arregi 2000:22, Oltra Massuet & Arregi 

2005:61) 

 a. root alternation, 

 b. neutralisation of the conjugation classes (1
st
 conjugation is also affected, e.g. 

anduvimos vs. *anduvamos, estuvimos vs. *estuvamos), 

 c. instead of the expected theme vowel -i the first person singular shows -e (compare 

the regular verbal forms bebí ‘(I) drank’ (2
nd

 conjugation) and viví ‘(I) lived’ (3
rd

 

conjugation) with anduve/*anduví, estuve/*estuví, supe/*supí, dije/*dijí), 
 d. in the third person singular, there is no theme vowel at all (compare the regular 

verbal forms bebió ‘(he) drank’ (2
nd

 conjugation) and vivió ‘(he) lived’ (3
rd

 

conjugation) with anduvo/*anduvió, estuvo/*estuvió, supo/*supió, dijo/*dijió), 

                                                 
7
  # = roofinal; * = the verb is affected by more than one Readjustment Rule. 
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 e. in the first and third person singular stress falls onto the ‘stem’ (anduv-e/-o vs. 

*anduv-é/-ó, estuv-e/-o vs. *estuv-é/-ó, sup-e/-o vs. *sup-é/-ó, dij-e/-o vs. *dij-é/-ó) 

whereas in the regular inflection the endings are stressed (e.g. cant-é/-ó, and beb-í/ 
-ió). 

 

(47) HYPOTHESIS: Depending on the features encoded under T° the element /ub/ is inserted 

in the root and(ar). Once /ub/ is inserted, it triggers all the other alternations, i.e. the 

conjugation class neutralisation, the ‘stress shift’, and the irregular theme vowel 

realisation are all a consequence of the /ub/-extension. 

 

(48) /ub/-extension (provisional) 

 Ø → /ub/ / √ ___ U4 (√ = andar) 

 

(49) Derivation (provisional) 

Syntax √/and/ v°  T°/φ 

[R_S], [+perf] 

[2pl] 

MS √/and/ v° Th T°/φ 

[R_S], [+perf] 

[2pl] 

Redundancy Rule (31)a and-α   

Realization of Th (39)d and-α a  

Realization of T°/ and-α a mos 

After VI /andamos/ 

Readjustment Rule (48) Ø → /ub/ / √ ___ U4 (√ = andar)

Output */andubamos/ 

 

(50) a. Contrary to Embick & Halle (2004), I assume that Readjustment Rules may apply 

before Vocabulary Insertion take place. 

 b. The „new“ element (in this case /ub/) has conjugation class features ([+α]) which 

determines the realization of v°-Th. 

 

(51) /ub/-extension (provisional) 

 Ø → /ub/+α / √ ___ U4 (√ = andar) 

 

(52) a. anduviste 

Syntax √/and/ v°  T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[2sg] 

MS √/and/ v° Th T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[2sg] 

 and    

/ub/+α-extension andub+α    

Redundancy Rule andub+α-β   

Realization of Th andub+α-β i  

Realization of φ andub+α-β i ste 

Output /andubiste/ 
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 b. anduvimos 
Syntax √/and/ v°  T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[1pl] 

MS √/and/ v° Th T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[1pl] 

 and    

/ub/+α-extension andub+α    

Redundancy Rule andub+α-β    

Realization of Th andub+α-β  i  

Realization of φ andub+α-β  i mos 

Output /andubimos/ 

 

 c. anduvisteis 

Syntax √/and/ v°  T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[2pl] 

MS √/and/ v° Th T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[2pl] 

 and    

/ub/+α-extension andub+α    

Redundancy Rule andub+α-β    

Realization of Th andub+α-β  i  

Realization of φ andub+α-β  i steis 

Output /andubisteis/ 

 

(53)  

P4 

extension 
/ub/+α andar, estar 

/x/+α traer 

alternation

// → /x/+α conducir, decir 

/ab/ → /up/+α caber, saber 

/a/ → /i/+α hacer 

/od/ → /ud/+α poder 

/on/ → /us/+α poner, (reponer)

/en/ → /ub/+α tener 

/er/ → /is/+α querer 

/en/ → /in/+α venir 

 

(54) Stress Deletion Rule 

Verbs which show a root alternation or extension in the context P4 are subject to the 

Stress Delition Rule. 

 

(55) Stress Deletion Rule 

 x → . / ___ ) #  

 If: a.  T° encodes the unmarked time relation [S,R]; 

 b.  The root shows a P4 alternation (i.e. /ub/+α, /x/+α, /ux/+α, /up/+α, /ix/+α, /i/+α, 

/ug/+α, /ud/+α, /us/+α, /is/+α, /i/+α). 
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(56)  

 anduve supe dije 
Syntax √+v Th  T°/φ 

[perf]

√+v Th  T°/φ 

[perf]

√+v Th  T°/φ 

[perf] 

MS andub i  ∅ sup i  ∅ dix i  ∅ 

Line 0 x    x x )    x x )    x x )  

SDR x    x . )    x . )    x . )  

Line 1       x  )    x  )    x  )  

Line 2       x      x      x    

Output /an.'du.bi/ /'su.pi/ /'di.xi/ 

Lowering /an.'du.be/ /'su.pe/ /'di.xe/ 

 

 

(57) Th Delition 

/i/Th → Ø / √…X ___ /o/ (/o/ = realization of φ) 

 (X = /ub/+α, /x/+α, /ux/+α, /up/+α, /ix/+α, /i/+α, /ug/+α, /ud/+α, /us/+α, /is/+α, /i/+α) 

 

(58) a. anduvo 

Syntax √/and-/ v°  T°/φ 

[R_S],[perf]

[3sg] 

MS √/and-/ v° Th T°/φ 

[R_S],[perf]

[3sg] 

 and    

/ub/+α-extension andub+α    

Redundancy Rule andub+α-β    

Realization of Th andub+α-β  i  

Realization of φ andub+α-β  i o 

Th delition (57) andub+α-β  Ø o 
Output /andubo/ 

 

 b. supo 

Syntax √/sab-/+β v°  T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[3sg] 

MS √/sab-/+β v° Th T°/φ 

[R_S],[perf] 

[3sg] 

 sab+β    

/ab/ → /up/+α sup+α    

Redundancy Rule sup+α-β    

Realization of Th sup+α-β  i  

Realization of φ sup+α-β  i o 

Th delition (57) sup+α-β  Ø  
Output /supo/ 
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 c. dijo 

Syntax √/de-/+α v°  T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[3sg] 

Morph. Ebene √/de-/+α v° Th T°/φ 

[R_S], [perf]

[3sg] 

 de+α    

/e/ → /ix/+α dix+α    

Redundancy Rule dix+α-β    

Realization of Th dix+α-β  i  

Realization of φ dix+α-β  i o 

Th delition (57) dix+α-β  Ø o 
Output /dixo/ 

 

(59)  

 anduvo supo dijo 
Syntax √+v° Th  T°/φ 

[perf]

√+v° Th  T°/φ 

[perf]

√+v° Th  T°/φ 

[perf] 

MS andub ∅  o sup ∅  o dix ∅  o 

Line 0 x    x  ) x)   x  ) x)   x  ) x) 

SDR x    x  ) . )   x  ) . )   x  ) . ) 
Line 1       x     )   x     )   x     ) 

Line 2       x      x      x    

Output /an.'du.bo/ /'su.po/ /'di.xo/ 
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Christoph Schwarze & Christine Kaschny

“Rule-based and morphologically constrained stress assignment in
Italian: two studies”

Paper given at the Workshop “Formal and Semantic Constraints in Morphology”,
University of Konstanz, November 1st - 3rd, 2007

1. Introduction

In the literature on Italian phonology, there are two competing assumptions about
primary stress:

a. There is no process of stress assignment. Stress is exclusively a lexically
encoded property of words; cf. e.g. Schmid (1999:173), Meisenburg
(2005:197).

b. Stress is rule-based. The rule parses phonological words from right to left in a
three-syllable window. Some authors claim that the rule is just syllable-
counting and assigns stress to the penultimate; cf. e.g. Canepari (1980:30),
D’Imperio and Rosenthall (1999:12); according to others, whom we
follow—e.g. Chierchia (1983/1986), Morén (2001)—the rule is weight-
sensitive and assigns stress to the penultimate if it is heavy, and otherwise to
the antepenultimate.

Whatever variant of b. may be preferred, the rule-based approach meets a major diffi-
culty: all rule-based accounts fail to correctly predict a large amount of the data. The
reason is that there are numerous lexically encoded exceptions. One may still find the
rule-based approach more appealing: it is the stronger hypothesis and it also seems to
be more plausible from a cognitive point of view. But there is a quantitative question:
what is the proportion of regularly stressed vs. lexically stressed words? Obviously,
the share of regularly stressed words must be significantly above 50%.
In order to provisionally answer this question, Schwarze (2006) examined a small
corpus of attested three-syllable words (451 randomly chosen items). The result was
different for the two variants of the rule-based approach: words with rule-based stress
were 46% for the syllable counting and 75% for the weight-sensitive hypothesis.
Although the latter result is significantly above 50%, it cannot be regarded as satisfy-
ing: if Italian has a rule of stress assignment, why should 25% of the words have lexi-
cal stress?
Interestingly, many of the lexically stressed words are morphologically complex and
their stress was on a suffix, e.g. [sem.pli.tSi."ta] semplicità ‘simplicity’, [tre."ni….no]
trenino ‘little train’, ‘toy train’. This led us to the assumption that, in these cases,
stress is inherited from the suffix in a morphological process. And since few suffixes
yield many complex words, a better result for the rule-based account can be expected
if all words formed with the same suffix are considered as tokens of the same type.
Actually, a new count under the revised hypothesis brought the number of rule-based
words in the small corpus up to 93%.
These numbers concern words that are encoded in the lexicon. In the following
section, however, words will be considered that have no lexical entry.
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2. Strategies of stress assignment

When Italian native speakers are asked to assign stress to an Italian word, as for
example numero, we will certainly get the correct answer. But what about non-sense
words? Non-sense words lack a lexical entry and the reader of a non-sense word has
to arrive at a pronunciation for which no ready solution is available. S/he, therefore,
has to depend upon other strategies. In order to find out what kind of strategies these
are, a non-sense word reading task was performed to investigate the assignment of
stress to nonstored phonological forms.

2.1 Material

Non-sense words, in this context, should be understood to be wordlike forms that are
meaningless but readily pronounceable and conform to the phonotactic patterns of the
Italian language. Non-sense words are not listed in our mental lexicon and they have
never been encountered.
In accordance with Colombo (1992) and Laudanna et al. (1989), it is assumed that a
word is scanned from the final syllable backwards to the beginning of the word in
order to decide how to pronounce the whole word. The final syllable and the
penultimate syllable are here the most important parts because they are responsible for
the so-called ‘neighbourhood effect’, i.e. non-sense words are pronounced and
stressed in the same way as existing words with similar endings.

For the experiment three categories of non-sense words were constructed:
1) The first category contains words in which the suffix does exist in Italian but not
the base (e.g. matocale, farbozione).
This category was chosen to find out whether the base of a suffixed word has to be
analyzable in order to recognize the suffix and to stress this word correctly.
Three different kinds of suffixes were chosen:

- Suffixes that occur in many Italian words: -ione, -ale, -tore
- Suffixes that occur in (very) few Italian words: -ile, -ime, -ume
- Suffix-like endings: -cida, -teca, -iatra

Words with these endings have properties in common with both affixes
and words. On the one hand, they are derived from Greek or Latin words
where they represent words on their own and therefore might have more
lexical content than affixes. That’s why words with these elements are
often counted among compounds. On the other hand, like suffixes they are
bound morphemes. That’s why these endings are also called suffixoids.
Here it is suggested that with reference to stress these elements behave like
those suffixes that attract stress, i.e. they are stored with their stress.

2) The second category contains unsuffixed words where the penultimate syllable is
closed (e.g. nigormo, tonelvo).
3) The third category contains unsuffixed words where the penultimate syllable is
open (e.g. naldibo, sodipa).
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The second and the third category were chosen to find out whether the penultimate
syllable has an effect on stress assignment.

The list of non-sense words was assigned to two independent judges, who for each
item had to evaluate whether it resembled a specific word. Only non-sense words that
did not call to mind a particular word were maintained.
81 non-sense words in total were constructed.
In all cases the grammatical category was supposed to be a noun and an adjective but
not a verb since it cannot be excluded that with reference to stress verbs are subject to
a different phonological rule. For this reason each non-sense word appeared in two
environments, once as a noun and once as an adjective, i.e. they were embedded in an
adjectival and a nominal phrase (e.g. è dossobe and la dossobe). For reasons of
symmetry, this was also done with the suffixed non-sense words although some of the
suffixes (-ione, -ume, -ime, -teca, -iatra) can’t be used to form adjectives.

All non-sense words were arranged in a random order. There were 3 runs. In every
run the order of the non-sense words was different.
Each subject read 3 runs (162 non-sense words per run). In each of these 3 runs the
non-sense words appeared twice, once as a noun and once as an adjective. There was
a break of about 5 minutes between every run.

2.2. Participants

18 adult speakers (10 women and 8 men) of the University of Padua served as
subjects. They were all native speakers of Italian.
The nominal and adjectival phrases were presented on a computer screen one after the
other for about 2 seconds and subjects were asked to read aloud each phrase in as
clear and natural a fashion as possible. The speakers’ productions were recorded. The
position of the primary stress was noted down later.
If a subject misread a word it was excluded from the analyses. Some of these errors
will be discussed separately.

2.3. Results and Discussion

One word (tinisce) had to be excluded from the analyses because it was not clear
whether the word was spoken with two or one [∫].
An ANOVA was performed with stress as a variable.
First of all, one can state that there was no difference in stress assignment when the
non-sense words appeared as a noun or an adjective (this can only be said for the
unsuffixed non-sense words since in some of the suffixed non-sense words the context
didn’t match: e.g. è farbozione).

2.3.1 Suffixed non-sense words
Of all suffixed non-sense words only 86.5% were stressed on the penultimate syllable,
whereas 13.5% were stressed on the antepenultimate syllable.
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Graph 1: Stress assignment of the suffixed non-sense words

-ione, -ale, -tore
With the suffixes that occur very often only the suffix -ione was stressed on the
penultimate syllable in all cases. However, the suffixes -ale and -tore seem not to
have been recognized by all speakers because sometimes we get pronunciations like
matocale, boffale and magetore, tanottore. However, the huge majority of the existing
words that end in -tore and -ale are stressed on the penultimate syllable1. Therefore, it
is suggested that the suffixes -ale and -tore were not always recognized as suffixes
and in these cases the stress assignment rule was applied that assigns stress to the
antepenultimate syllable when the penultimate syllable is open.

-ile, -ime, -ume
The suffixes -ile, -ime and -ume don’t occur very often in the Italian lexicon and
accordingly were less often recognized than e.g. -ione. Here mainly the non-sense
words with the suffixes -ile and -ime were stressed on the antepenultimate syllable
(e.g. rissipile, macodile, gerezile and etosime, glubime, asipime) but also non-sense
words with the ending -ume (e.g. pasogume, tarisume).

-cida, -teca, -iatra
In the lexicon the endings -cida, -teca and -iatra are normally stressed on the
penultimate syllable.2 However, the non-sense words that end in -cida and -teca were
several times stressed on the antepenultimate syllable (e.g. teroteca, sirrateca,
quimoteca and ostocida). The ending -iatra was only once pronounced by one subject
as balofiatra.
Here it is also suggested that these endings were not always recognized and therefore
the stress assignment rule was applied that assigns stress to the antepenultimate
syllable when the penultimate syllable is open.

                                                  
1 For both suffixes there are words in the lexicon that are stressed on the antepenultimate syllable, e.g.
for -tore there is e.g. mentore, nestore or stentore and for -ale there is e.g. cannibale, scitale or segale.
However, these words only account for about 0.4% of all words ending in -tore and about 0.6% of all
words ending in -ale in the ®DISC intero (®DISC intero = Dizionario Italiano Sabatini Colletti, it
comprises more than 100,000 entries).
2 For the ending -cida there is, however, one word in the ®DISC intero that is stressed on the
antepenultimate syllable, namely soccida.
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Evidence for the recognition of the suffixes is also given by the fact that with those
suffixes that normally are used to form nouns, the adjectival phrases were sometimes
exchanged by nominal phrases. This was mainly the case with the suffix -ione: instead
of è bedezione some speakers read la bedezione instead of è tolasione la tolasione.
But it also occurred with the suffixes -ime (il glubime instead of è glubime), -tore (il
tanottore instead of è tanottore, il laffitore instead of è laffitore), -teca (la sirrateca
instead of è sirrateca) and -iatra (il porsiatra instead of è porsiatra, il balofiatra
instead of è balofiatra). In all of these cases the article didn’t appear in the preceding
phrase.
In view of these results one can state that when the suffix is recognized it is stressed
although the base isn’t analyzable. This is usually the case with frequent suffixes /
suffixoids like -ione, -ale, -tore, -cida, -teca and -iatra.
Where the suffix wasn’t recognized, as for example in matocale and laffitore it is
suggested that the weight-sensitive stress assignment rule is applied.
The results suggest that the suffixes, at least those that occur more often in Italian
words, are represented separately in the mental lexicon.

2.3.2 Words without a suffix

2.3.2.1 Penultimate syllable closed
With the non-sense words where the penultimate syllable was closed it was expected
that all of these words would get stressed on the penultimate syllable. This was indeed
the case in 99.75 % of the cases.

Graph 2: Stress assignment of the unsuffixed non-sense words where the
penultimate syllable is closed.

Let’s have a closer look at the words.
Most of the endings of these words don’t occur at all in the ®DISC intero (e.g. -inso, -
egga, -onze, -irsa, -uste, -elvo). Others only seldom (e.g. -urco, -ormo, -erda etc.).
In the ®DISC intero there are 8 words with the ending -ilta but all of these words are
stressed on the last syllable (e.g. civiltà, nobiltà, umiltà).
Nevertheless, in all of these cases the non-sense words were stressed on the
penultimate syllable which suggests that the non-sense words were not pronounced on
account of analogy with an existing word.
There are, however, two words, atirna and felarbe, that were stressed on the
antepenultimate syllable although the penultimate syllable is closed.
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There do exist words in the Italian lexicon where the antepenultimate syllable is
stressed although the penultimate syllable is closed (e.g. mandorla, polizza, Lepanto,
Otranto) but these words are only very seldom and must be considered exceptions.
Therefore, the speakers’ pronunciations are unusual. I can only guess on the reason.
The non-sense words could have been stressed based on an existing model word.
Atirna could have reminded them of atona or atropa whereas for felarbe a similar
word couldn’t be found.
These two words can, however, be neglected in view of the huge majority of the non-
sense words in this category that is stressed on the penultimate syllable because they
only account for 0.82% of those non-sense words where the penultimate syllable is
closed.
That is, the results suggest that with words where the penultimate syllable is closed /
heavy this syllable normally receives stress.

2.3.2.2 Penultimate syllable open
Let’s have a look at the words where the penultimate syllable is open.
If the rule for stress assignment in Italian was syllable-counting, then non-sense word
production should result in penultimate stress pattern only in all subjects. This is what
indeed two subjects did. They always assigned stress to the penultimate syllable. All
other subjects, however, made a binary decision: they placed stress either on the
penultimate or the antepenultimate syllable of the non-sense word. Sometimes they
varied in the different runs, which suggests that they were not sure about stress
assignment.
When we look at the distribution of the different stress assignments, we can state that
69.39% of these non-sense words were stressed on the penultimate syllable and
30.61% on the antepenultimate syllable.

Graph 3: Stress assignment of the unsuffixed non-sense words with open
penultimate syllable

Especially in this category it was not easy to find non-sense words since many
suffixes have the form -VCV and they cover already an array of endings (e.g. -ato, -
eto, -ito, -oto, -uto, -ale, -ile, -ule, -amo, -ame, -ano, -eno, -ino, -ara, -are, -aro, -ita, -
ite, -ito, -ivo, -osi, -oso, -ota, -ule, -ume etc.). With other endings that do not occur or
occur only seldom in words, as for example -uvo, -ige, -ovo, -ufa, Italian native
speakers were of the opinion that they didn’t sound Italian. So there had to be chosen
endings that do occur more often, but then these endings were combined with letters
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with which they normally do not occur. For example, the ending -ida does occur
about 80 times in the ®DISC intero, -nida, however, doesn’t occur at all.
For this reason there do exist words in the lexicon that have the same endings as the
non-sense words in this category. Therefore, it cannot be excluded that the subjects
decided on the pronunciation of these non-sense word by using as a model a real
Italian word. When these similar words predominantly represent one type of stress,
then it’s very likely that the non-sense word will receive the same stress pattern.
With most endings chosen for the non-sense words where the penultimate syllable is
open (e.g. -ibo, -oba, -igo, -odo, -oga, -aga, -aca, -apo, -oca, -apa, -ede, -iga, -ida,
-ira, -ice) similar words in the lexicon are predominantly stressed on the penultimate
syllable (e.g. caribo, guardaroba, castigo, droga, lumaca, papa, erede, lira etc.).
That is, in these non-sense words there is a bias towards stress on the penultimate
syllable. Indeed, in most cases the non-sense words were stressed on the penultimate
syllable. Nevertheless, in some cases the speakers assigned stress to the
antepenultimate syllable, as for example in naldibo, essoba, trammigo, pasicodo,
baleoga, lonaga, bodaca, tisapo, letoca, rogapa, grellede, masiga, silanida, losira.
With the endings -obe and -epo there is in each case only one word in the lexicon that
is either stressed on the penultimate or the ultimate syllable (e.g. trovarobe, oltrepò).
Also in these cases the test persons sometimes stressed the non-sense words on the
antepenultimate syllable (dossobe and zitepo).
Therefore, it is suggested that the non-sense words that were stressed on the
antepenultimate syllable were not associated with a similar word in the lexicon and
were, therefore, stressed according to the phonological rule: when the penultimate
syllable is open, the antepenultimate syllable is stressed.
On the other hand, existing words with the endings -ima, -ipe, -omo and -ula are
predominantly stressed on the antepenultimate syllable (e.g. anima, principe,
policromo, formula). Therefore, non-sense words in the experiment with these
endings were expected to be more often stressed on the antepenultimate syllable than
on the penultimate syllable. This was, however, only the case with bodipe. All other
non-sense words with these endings were mostly stressed on the penultimate syllable.
Here probably another strategy was applied. Probably the same strategy as those two
speakers applied who always assigned stress to the penultimate syllable. In these
cases it is suggested that this might be due to the dominance stress pattern in Italian
which is the penultimate syllable. In other words, here the dominant penultimate
stress pattern becomes the default selection (Colombo 1992).
In the next paragraph some of the words will be treated that were misread.

2.3.3 Error Analysis
Pronunciations were considered errors when letters were switched, omitted or added,
when words were not finished, when gi- oder ge-sequences were pronounced with [g]
and not with [dZ] or the position of stress was unclear. Here only the most interesting
errors will be looked at. All of these errors occurred in more than one speaker.

Table 1: Errors that occurred in more than one speaker
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Non-sense word → Misread
                                word

Similar words, beginnings / endings of
words in the lexicon

cigiatra → cigliatra ciglia

femizale → famizale familiare

eforinde → efornide Suffix -ide: e.g. canide

noluste → nolustre illustre, palustre

dasicca → dassica Suffix -ica: e.g. politica
Words spoken with a [g] instead
of a [d]:
ronagilfa, cigiatra, magetore

                              —

These errors mainly show that the speakers search their mental lexicon for similar
words and sometimes even adjust the non-sense words accordingly.
Perhaps the readers use a sort of repair strategy and the words, or rather parts of the
words are perceived as just being misspelled.
However, the words pronounced with a [g] instead of a [d] also show that by some
speakers these words were not perceived as being Italian.

2.4 Summary

First of all one can state that it is possible to assign a pronunciation to letter strings
that possess no lexical representation. Furthermore, stress assignment is not effected
by guessing strategies since the results in some speakers show that stress assignment
depends on the syllable structure of the word.
When subjects are asked to pronounce non-sense words, they draw upon several
strategies:

1. Pronunciation by analogy with a similar real word
In the first place subjects search for visually similar words to act as a model.
Then the non-sense words are stressed accordingly. Sometimes the non-sense
words are adapted to the corresponding representation contained in similar
words (e.g. efornide instead of eforinde, dassica instead of dasicca).

2. Pronunciation by an implicit phonological rule
If a word has no model in the lexicon, then it is suggested that the word is
stressed on the basis of an implicit phonological rule which depends
essentially on the syllable structure of the word:
The penultimate syllable is stressed when it is closed otherwise the
antepenultimate syllable is stressed.
The existence of such a phonological rule seems to be confirmed, for example,
by those non-sense words in which the suffixes normally attract stress but
where stress is assigned to the antepenultimate syllable: e.g. laffitore, ostocida.
These non-sense words can’t have been stressed by attending to information
from the lexicon since all existing words in the lexicon with these endings are
stressed on the penultimate syllable.

3. Pronunciation by default stress pattern in the language
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In two speakers as well as in the pronunciations of some non-sense words the
dominant penultimate stress pattern of Italian seems to become the default
selection, i.e. stress is assigned to the penultimate syllable.

3. Stress assignment in the vocabulary

As has already been mentioned Schwarze (2006) examined a small corpus of three-
syllable words (451 items). However, in order to find out what the proportions in a
larger number of words are, Christine Kaschny is currently analyzing more than
10,000 entries (= ®DISC base = words ‘di alta disponibilità’).” The words are
analyzed in their citation forms, except verbs; the form analyzed is the 3rd person
singular of the Present tense. The domain always is the phonological word; i.e.
prefixes and the first constituent of compounds are considered as being outside the
window of stress assignment.
In accordance with the experimental study presented above (section 1), the decision
has to be made for each word whether it is morphologically complex. And in
accordance with section 2, it is assumed that the stress assigning algorithm also may
segment words into a suffix and the rest, even if the rest is opaque, like in azione
‘action’, where the string -zione/-ione can be identified with the suffix contained in
e.g. presentazione ‘presentation’.
As has been pointed out above (section 1), it is the goal of such a vocabulary analysis
to find out to which extent the rule-based approach to stress assignment correctly
predicts the attested data.
In order to carry out this analysis, a specific problem of Italian phonology must be
resolved. Since we hypothesize a syllable-based rule of stress assignment, we need to
be able to exhaustingly and unequivocally analyze all words of the corpus into
syllables. But at the level of auditive observation, many Italian words show variable
syllabification, and the information contained in dictionary transcriptions is not
reliable. The words concerned are those that end with an unstressed sequence of what,
in writing, are the letters for a high plus a low vowel, cf. [i."ta….li.a] or [i."ta….lja] Italia
‘Italy’, [ne.tSEs."sa…ri.o] or [ne.tSEs."sa…rjo] necessario ‘necessary’, ["va….ku.o] or
["va….kwo] vacuo ‘vacuous’, [kon."ti….nu.o] or [kon."ti….nwo] continuo ‘I continue’. It is
crucial to know whether the high segment is a glide—then it is the onset of a
syllable—or a full vowel—then it is the nucleus of a light syllable.
Our hypotheses include the following:
i. The level of stress assignment
Stress is assigned to lexical representations, rather than to surface forms.
This hypothesis is motivated by the fact that main word stress does not seem to be
sensible to post-lexical variation, such as final vowel deletion. When post-lexical
variation of stress, does occur, as in dottóre ‘doctor’ vs. dòttor Róssi ‘doctor Rossi’, it
is due to a stress clash, which is a consequence of final vowel deletion. The
postlexical rule of final vowel deletion as such does not concern stress; cf. dottóre
‘doctor’ vs. dottór Martíni ‘doctor Martini’ where there is no stress clash.
ii. Lexical representations of glides
The Italian glides, [j] and [w], have no symmetrical distribution. The front glide, [j],
appears as or in the onset, also between vowels (1), and in the coda (2):
(1) [j] as onset or part of the onset
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a. ["jO…gurt] yogurt
b. ["bjanko] bianco ‘white’
c. [dZen"na…jo] gennaio ‘January’

(2) [j] as the coda consonant
[maj] mai ‘never’ as in non l’ho mai visto ‘I never saw it’

Glide [w] only appears as or in the onset (cc); it does not occur intervocalically or as
the coda:
(3) [w] as the onset or part of the onset

["wO…vo] uovo ‘egg’
["bwO…no] buono ‘good’

Glides are lexically represented either as /j/ and /w/ or as the corresponding vowels /i/
and /u/.
They are lexically represented as glides

a. in non-native words3 (4), and
b. when preceded and followed by a vowel (5); cf.:

(4) Non-native words
["jO…gurt] /jOgurt/ yogurt
["wiski] /wiski/ whisky

(5) Intervocalic position
[dZen"na…jo] /dZen"najo/ gennaio ‘January’

 Elsewhere they are lexically represented as the corresponding vowels, [j] as /i/, [w] as
/u/; cf. (6):
Examples are
 (6) ["jE…ri] /i•Eri/ ieri ‘yesterday’

["wO…vo] /u•Ovo/ uovo ‘egg’
The distinction made by hypothesis ii. between native and non-native words is
supported by the syntax of determiners. Italian determiners fall into two context-
sensitive groups, pre-vowel determiners and pre-consonant determiners. Pre-vowel
determiners are used if the following word begins with a vowel, pre-consonant
determiners are used if it begins with a consonant. Moreover, pre-vowel determiners
fall into two sub-groups, one

a. without elision; they are obligatory when the onset of the following word
requires a preceding vowel (intrinsically long consonants, /sC/), the other,

b. with elision, used in most other cases.4

Cf. the following examples:
(7) pre-consonant determiner

[il "ka…ne] il cane ‘the dog’, [il "vjaddZo] il viaggio ‘the trip’
(8) pre-vowel determiner without elision

[lo SSi] lo sci ‘the ski’, [lo "skandalo] lo scandalo ‘the scandal’

                                                  
3 Notice that "non-native" is just a convenient label for a lexically defined set of words; it is not
motivated respect to mental representations.
4 See Luigia Garrapa's contribution to this Workshop.
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(9) pre-vowel determiner with elision
["lazino] l’asino ‘the donkey’, ["lanno] l’anno ‘the year’

Non-native words select pre-vowel determiners without elision if they begin with /j/
and  pre-consonant determiners if they begin with /w/; cf.
(10) [lo "jO…gurt] lo yogurt ‘the yoghurt’

[il "wiski] il whisky ‘the whisky’
Native words that begin with a glide select pre-vowel determiners with elision; cf.
(11) ["ljE…ri] l’ieri e l’oggi lit. ‘the yesterday and the today’

["lwO…vo] l’uovo ‘the egg’
This difference in determiner selection would be hard to state if glides in non-native
and native words were lexically represented in the same way.
iii. Diphthongs vs. hiatuses
Diphthongs are parts of the nucleus of a heavy syllable. They are marked as such in
the lexicon. All other VV sequences are hiatuses at the lexical level, i.e. lexically,
they are the nuclei of separate syllables; cf. (12):
(12) a. ["wO….vo] /u•O.vo/ uovo ‘egg’ (diphthong)

b. [kon."ti.nu.o] /kon.ti.nu.o/ continuo ‘I continue’ (hiatus)
iv. Diphthong gliding
The higher vowel of a diphthong is obligatorily glided.
(13) /u•O.vo/→ ["wO….vo] uovo ‘egg’

/pi•E.de/→ ["pjE….de] piede ‘foot’
v. Hiatus gliding
The higher vowel of a hiatus is always glided if it is preceded by an unvoiced
consonant; cf. (14):
(14) /dop.pi.o/ → ["dop.pjo] doppio ‘double’
Hiatus gliding is optional elsewhere (15), except in branching onsets (16): cf.:
(15) /ar.dE.zi.a/ → [ar."dE.zi.a], [ar."dE.zja] ardesia ‘slate’
(16) /ka.la.bri.a/ → [ka.la….bri.a], *[ka."la….brja] Calabria
The hypothesis about hiatus gliding was tested in a pilot study under the assumption
that hypothesis ii.  (primary stress is assigned to lexical representations) is correct.
13 native speakers of Italian participated in the study. They fell into two groups, one
living in Mira, province of Venice, the other in Torino. Each group was
heterogeneous with respect to sex, age and geographical origin, but each group’s
members habitually communicated with each other in Standard Italian. The task
consisted in reading aloud a list of 44 words, including 14 fillers.
The test-words contained stem-final unstressed /i/, where /i/ formed a hiatus with final
vowel /a/ or /o/. They were chosen in such a way that the consonant immediately
preceding the /i/ varied. In accordance with the hypothesis, the relevant features were
[sonorant] and [voiced], which were supposed to pattern together because [sonorant]
implies [voiced]. (In addition, consonant length also varied in the test-material,
because it was suspected to play a role in the variation. We do not discuss this aspect
here.)
The data thus obtained were recorded and auditively analysed with respect to the [i]
vs. [j] variation. The analysis of the data confirmed the hypothesis:
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• Lexical /i/ appeared as [i] in none of the 10 words where it was preceded by an
unvoiced consonant. In this context it was always [j].

• In 15 out of the 20 words where lexical /i/ was preceded by a consonant with
the features [voiced] or [sonorant], between 100% and 7.7 % showed /i/
preserved as [i]. (The 100% case has a branching onset.)

Table 2: The [i] vs. [j] variation in the collected data
Features of preceding consonant Realization of lexical /i/ as [i] in %
neither [voiced] nor [sonorant] 0
[voiced] or [sonorant] 100 - 7.7, ø 47.2

To illustrate the results of this pilot study, we give two examples, It. ardesia ‘slate’,
and radicchio ‘radish’.

(17) ardesia
Observed realizations: [ar."dE….zi.a] (61.5 %) [ar."dE….zja] (38.5 %)
Lexical representation: /ar.dE.zi.a/
Preceding consonant: [voiced]
Gliding predicted: optional
Stress assignment: rule based: light penultima, stress on ante-penultima

(18) radicchio
Observed realizations: [ra."dik.kjo] (100 %)
Lexical representation: /ra.dik.ki.o/
Preceding consonant: neither [voiced] nor [sonorant]
Gliding predicted: obligatory
Stress assignment: rule based: light penultima, stress on ante-penultima

To conclude this section, the following can be said: The general assumption that stress
is assigned at the level of lexical representations has been combined with more
specific assumptions about how directly observable glides are lexically represented
and how they vary post-lexically. Our little empirical study has given support to the
assumption that, at the level of lexical representations, all post-consonantal glides are
vowels, which are the nuclei of light syllables. This has the consequence that many
words that have directly observable penultimate, i.e. irregular stress, have underlying
ante-penultimate, i.e. regular stress. Thus one obstacle to the ongoing quantitative
analysis of the vocabulary has been eliminated.
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